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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



?:)3-3$R/-3A-13-<A/-0R-(J:A-%R-3R.-~A%-2#?,

!/-3HJ/-]-3-3A-13-:)3-.0=-.IJ?-0:A-hR-eJ-$%-*A.-/A,;2-:)-3$R/-0R-.<-o?-.%-,;3-YA%(%-3-8J?-0-$*A?-GA-Y?-?-,A-=R-18460-2R.-<2-L%-2&-28A-0:A-(-1R-g-;A-=R<-<A$?-GA-3J-+R$-28.,
(%-%:A-.?-/?-;A-$J-:VA-[R$-=-,R$?-0-3J.-0<-I<,.$%-P%?-2./-43-/?-%J?->J?-<A/-0R-(J:A-1R/3J?-$4S?-0:A-u$?-lR3-;%-&A-<A$?-$/%-,<A3-28A/-.0=-3=-<A/-0R-(J?-$4S?-]-3-.-3-=?-3.R}$?-<A$-$/?-.%-2&?-0-$?/-$9A$?-36.,
H.-0<-.-<A$?-2.$-35%?-3J.-:)3-.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ:A-.2%-0R:C-82?-0.-3*J?-0-$?3-IA?2~J/-/?-,R$-3<-3-+A:A-:)3-.!<-IA-eJ?-?-$/%-2?-(R?-|R-KJ?-0-/?-29%-,/-3R%-.%-,/-3R%-3-;A/0:A-$4$-=$-$A-|R-.-3-.%-,*J-2o.-.-LR/-0:A-3.R-}$?-GA-$8%-H.-:1$?-<A$?-.%-,H.-0<-.$?%-(J/-hR-eJ-,J$-0:A-.2%-=%-OA.-$?3-3/-%$-K$-28J?-GA-.3<-OA.-?R$?-92-&A%-o-(J-2:A-$.3?0-3,:-.$-23-0-$%-LR:A-5=-.-2)=,:)3-3$R/-]R-PR?-3,:-;?-.%-mR$?-(J/-3#/-<A/-0R-(J-$4S2R<-I<-0:A-.$J-2:A-2>J?-$*J/-.-3-=?-<A$-0:A-$/?-(J/-s-=-$?/-2?3-3,<-KA/-0<-36.,
eJ-*A.-GA-u$?-lR3-;%-~/-%$-#J2-.R<-?R$?-5B$-$A-2eR.-0-1/-?3-5S$?->A%-,=%-.%-<A$?-03/-%$-$A-92-$/.-3,:-.$-;R%?-?-mR$?-0:A-$?%-:23-0R.-?R-$*A?-36.,<A$?-2.$-:)3.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ:A-.2%-0R?-G%-eJ-*A.-GA-o=-52-+-3%:-$?R=-8A%-$9J%?-2!R.-0<-36.,.J-v<-,R?2?3-IA?-1R-:.R$?-2&.-/?-12-$/?-GA-o=-0R-.!<-3R-!$-5%-?R$?-?-12-0:A-o=-35/-:6B/-0<36.-.J-*J-.$-,/-3R%-$A-%R<-P2-0:A-g$?-35/-.-3-LR/,.J-v<-,A<-?%?-o?-GA-2!/-0-.%-LJ-V$$?%-(J/-}-:I<-2:A-<A%-=$?-:6B/-0-i3?-=-!/-3HJ/-(R?-GA-o=-0R-a<-;%-.%R?-?-LR/-0-v-2:A2!:-SA/-2*%?-/?,3,<-2R.-<2-L%-2&R-s-0:A-(-LA-,A-=R-19122R.-^-45K?-29*A/-$9$?{:A-2!R.-0-(R?-.LA%?-?-2#?-?R,,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.J-v<-3$R/-0R-$%-*A.-.$R%?-0-(R?-.LA%?-?-$>J$?-/?-2P%-L-2o-,3-0-:#R<-2:A-.?-S/H.-0<-&/-IA-{2?-.%-#J=-2?-,A-=R-2012^-25K?9.$R%-SR-(-5S.-2./-0:A-,R$-7*2?-eJ-8J(J/-<2-:L3?-<A/-0R-(J?-$4S?-}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R<-5S$?-1J2?-$/%-2:A-.$J-:./-:.?-0-o35S?-$%-$A-2!:-SA/-eJ?-S/-IA-(J.-L%-(2->A%-S%-$A-3./-?<-3<-3J:A-(R/-=3-3*3-5S$?-$/%-2.%-,$/?-3(R$-hR-eJ-$./-IA-$/-KR-=<-82?-{R<-.%-z/-$%-$A-$?R=-:.J2?-$.%?-.L%?-?-:,J/28A/-~A%-#R%-/?-eJ?-S/-8?-;R.,a.-/?-G%-3$R/-0R-$%-$A-2!:-SA/-eJ?-S/-(J.-#R%-$A?-KA-<2?$.=-L:A-{=-2<-28$-$/%-2:A-92-&A%-o-(J-2:A-2.$-*A.-GA-$?%-2l3?-i3?-=-,R?-2?3-IA?-1R:.R$?-2&.-/?-2!/-0-=-z$-2?3-(J?-(J<-2*J.-.J-2.$-&$-i3?-GA?-5=-28A/-.-:6B/-0<-&A?G%-<A$?-?R,,

?.?-3,:A-}$?-24/-i3?-=-~A%-$+3-.-2IA?-0/R<-2:A-UJ%-2-28$?,


$%-8A$-S/-0?-.R/-!/-;A.-28A/-.,,
P2-0-<A/-(J/-$?3-IA-:L%-$/?-3(R$,;J>J?-+-3:A-{-&/-:)3-0:A-.L%?,,~A%-$A-:R35S<-g$-+-.IJ?-0<-<R=,,
:.A-/-]R-;A-3A$-w/-*J-2R:C-5S$?,,,R?0:A-=3-8$?-.R/-3(R$-z<-=J/-G%-,,~A$?-

s:A-#<-IA?-z$-0<-3/<-I<-0?,,:.R.-0:A$/?-?-2.J-]$-KA/-0<-.!:,,
/3-3#:-3J.-0<-I<-G%-$?%-}$?-GA,,
.%R?-P2-3J.-3A-YA.-&J?-o=-2?-$?%?,,$%=-..-0:A-;A.-:I?-43-8A$-G%-,,(.-3A-9-2;A-.3-z-3(R$-;A/,,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



:R/-G%-..-.%-.3-2&:-2g/-0R-$8/,,
!/-%%?-lJ-$&A$-.2J/-0:A-<A-%R$?-?,,}$?12-0-;A-5=-=-8$?-i3?-GA?,,2P%-L-(;A-$*J<-3-3%-:.?-G%-,,:.A-P2-:V?-2:A3%R/- gR$?- ?R<- 3R:A- lJ<, ,%R3?- 0:A- %%- 5=:6B/-0<-3-3,R%-8A%-,,<%-*A.-=R-^<-2lR/G%- <J- 8A$- /?, ,;A- (.- :V?- 2- KA- .?- <J- 2i3?,,z-}$?-,2?-5=-2a-2-3A-YA.-/,,
12-=-.%R?-:V?-3A-:LA/-&A?-=/-&J?,,$92R?- .JR.- .%- .?- GA?- 3/<- 2- i3?,,5=28A/-12-0:A-{=-2-.3/-:.A?-/R%?,,
LA?-0:A-5K-/-i3-$;J%?-j-=-:KR,,$8R/0:A-.?-/-:.R.-0:A-#R=-0R<-:K/,,\R$-:S:AA=%-5S-;.-GA?-:I<-2-/,,c-2:A-(.-0?-=??J3?-3$R-:1%-(.,,
]%- .R<- .3A$?- 2- $4$- =$- >J?- 0<.!:,,&%-9.->J?-G%-.J-.R/-=$-=J/-.!:,,
>J?-/?-2IA.-~3-/-;%-5.-w/-8A$,=3-.?R/-0-*A/-3R:C-{<-3-:S,,
v-2:A-~A$?-3->A/-+-2.R-2-;A,,5%-5B%:,$-0R:C-/$?-OR.-9.-0-3J.,,;%-.$-.3A$?i3-KJ?-/?-]R-3(R$-i3?,,$%-/?-$>J$?0:A-=3-29%-fJ.-0<-.!:,,
.
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

o=- 2:A- >=- =3- :.A- 8J?- 3%R/- _R3?-

GA?,,29%-2-LA?-0:A-,R.-;=-=-8J/-0,,&A43-$R3?-G%-;A.-(J?-..-0:A-$.A%-,,?R-3A-,2&A%-;A.-$*A?-S-2-:1J=,,
.R/-=-%J?-0:A-3/-%$-i3?-V=-2:A,,v.%-|R3-0-12-0:A-$9$?- 2f/-1=, ,;A/;A/-36K?-36K?-:S-;%-P2-.R/-IA?,,i3-0<.2J/-0-<A-3R:C-3<-3J-28A/,,
H.-0<-LA?-0:A-,R.-;=-=?-:.?-0,,
92-3R:C- ;J->J?-w/-0?-$%-3,R%-.R/, ,.R/2o.-3/-%$-w/-0?-gR$?-:I<-IA,,=R%-22o.-0?-:<-IA?-YA.-3,<-3A/,,
v-2-fR$?-3<-2&?-0:A-*R/-.$-$A?,,
=3-=-;A.-(J?-S%-0R-3A-fJ.-&A%-,,|R3-,R.-120:A-$/?-{2?-3,:-.$-G%-,,5.-.%-3A-w/fR$?-3-&/-.-LJ.,,.J-KA<-v-2:A-<2-<A2-.%2:AA-KA<,,2o.-w/-]-3:A-3/-%$-2..-lA:A2&.,,..-0:A-~A3-0?-g$-+-:,%-IA?-=,,
;A.-(J?-MR%-2?-,J-5S3-3/-0-?J=,,
*R/-3%R ?-~A$?-3-2.R-2:A-:,R<-_%-$A?,,
;A.-GA-(-$+J<-g$-+-.N$?-0-;A?,,j-_2?3J.- 0:A- 2?3- $+/- ?%?- 0:A- $/?, ,:2.0?-24=-G%-2.J-]$-,R2-0<-.!:,,






}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



$;R- 2:A- ?J3?- GA?- $%- =- .3A$?- L?G%-,,(-;A-<A-3R-28A/-.-?R-3A-,2,,lJ-$&AA$:./-0?-3-29%-:=-:R=-.,,:K/-0?-=?-GA:V?-2->A/-+-:I%?,,
.3/-0:A-.?-:.A<-2.J-2:A-:LR<-2-*%-,,
?J3?-&/-~A$?-3-=?-8/-?J3?-$>A?-%/,,
3A-Y/-I-I-i3-0<-:5K-8A%-$;R,,$R.-2&.$%-=-2?3-;%-M-%/-3%-,,.J-KA<-:IR.-.%<J-.R$?-$-5R$?-GA,,gR$-0:A-j-_2?-:#R<-3R;$-+-:K/,,1=-(J<-2?R.-/3?-(%-%<-{=3*3-0:A,,.?-%/-.J-=-<J-:.R.-mR$?-0<.!:,,.J-KA<-~A$?-3?-..-?R$?-.2%-0R-s,,
fR$?-3<-L?->A%-{=-2-.3/-0:A-KA<,,>J?/?-29%-0R:C-=3-YR=-:)$-:.R.-G%-,,<%.2%-3J.-0<-=R$-=3->$?-GA?-:PR,,
*J-.$:A-/%-?J3?-.$J-2:A-.2%-L?-5K,,
29%-0R:C-.?-8J?-.!<-KR$?-.2-:1%-3,R,,
=J$?-L?-=?-=-,R.-i3?-%R-3,R-8A%-,,=J$?0<-(R/-0:A-:V?-2-!R2?-.%-w/,,
.?-GA-~A$?-3<-.J-=?-$R-wR$-+,,:L%2<-o=-2?-$?%?-KA<-.?-%/-IA?,,3/<-2<%-=-=J-=/-3,R%-/?-?,,z-}$?-$/?-=,J-5S3-%%-2<-IA?,,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

>J?->A%-&%-9.-2lR/-0-z<-LJ.-G%-,,
$.$- 0:A- 4=- OR.- /R<- 2:A- :R.- .%- /A,,_%$?J2-3<-3J-28AA/-.-!R2?-(%-2:A,,<%-5=3,R%- /?- ..- .%- 2lR/- 0:A- !R2?,,2o- U$:I<-.-2*J.-/-.?-.3/-G%-,,o-nJ/-5S$?0:A- :V?- 2- 3A- 2a- 2?,  ,<A$- }$?- P2- 03(R$-$A-.$:-!R/-$%-,,;A.-GA-.0=-.-*J-2<#$-0<-:I<,,
.J-a.-..-0-<A-.%-:S-2-;A?,,2lR/-0-(2R:C-o/-v<-<2-2*J.-=,,2?R.-/3?-o-35Sv-2<-2?$?-/?-/A,,z-}$?-$&J?-0:A-YR$v<-2!J/-0<-36S.,,
o=-2<-.!:-2-$;R-2:AA-!/-gR$-!J,,
fJ.-0<-.!:-2-+A%-:6A/-29%-0R-;A/,,o/($?-=R-/?-=R-<-=J$?-2lR/-/,,gR$-0:AA-.P(R3-2?3-$+/-$+J<-;%-fJ.,,
=?-%$-2lR/-0-=R-^<-2YA%-/?-G%-,,
lJ-$&A$-;A.-=-o/-($?-:)$-LJ.-.!R/,,=R3%-.2J/-0<-12-G%-}<-28A/-.,,?J3?-=*J.-V=-.J-=?-3.R-3J.-?,,
.J-KA<-:=-:R=-LA?-0:A-LJ-<A?-v<,,3LJ.-~A%-/?-~A%-=-<?-0-2*J.,,o=-0R-v-2;A.-=?-$4S<-,R/-=,,o/-($?-2lR/-0?-=?





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



<%-?J3?-?-36S.,,
3A/-=-;A/-3.R$-12-.%-UA/-=?-GA,,
L?-?R-P2-2R-~3-0:A-3%R/-_R3-.J?,,3#R-2:A.?-?-<=-PA-L%-2hJ$-28A/,,:.R.-0:A-:V?2- P2- 0<- 3A- :I<- 2?,,;/- <A%- L?- =- 32?$?-:=-:R=-IA,,=?-:.A-8R$-=-=%-.%3/-%$-28A/, ,:./-0-S$-0R?- o/-(.-3J.0<-/A,,3%R/-g$?-=$-lJ<-:6B/-0<-:2R.&A$-A%-,,
;/- <A%- 2h<- 2?- $42- >A%- $42- $+/$*A?,,9.-G%-3J-;A-L-2-.%R?-?-3A/,,2<3J.-S$-+-2h<-2?-.R/-P2-0:A,,.0J-:.A-vR?=-=?-GA-.R<-2-lR3,,
<A$-}$?-.R<-2?-/3-;%-3A-2a-2?,,
2^?-0:A-P%?-28A/-/?-0-!R2?-:1J=-/?,,
>A/-+-.!:-2:A-$/?-G%-)A-8A$-/, ,;A.-28A/:.R.-.$<-LJ.-=-;A.-$*A?-V=,,
U-3R:C-3J-;A?-/$?-5=-3A-:)R3?-G%-,,
(J?-(J<-:1J=-/-/$?-GA-5%-5B%-~J.,,3J-;APR$?-?-:I<-=-?R3-*A-&A,,.0J-:.A-vR?-=}$?-GA-2lR/-0-2*J.,,
m?-}$?-.3A$?-0-lJ-$&A$-(/-SA=2:A,,(R-$:A-;/-=$-mR$?-0<-3-L?->A%-,,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

:V?-2:A-<2-+-2lR/-0:A-#<-zR.-0:A,,}$?GA-=?-.J?-:V?-2-KA-.?-:I%?,,
:)A$-gJ/-3,-(J/-SJ$?-0-$%-<%-8A$,
3,R%-#R=-.%R?-?-:L%-2:A-=?-12-0?,,
$/?-{2?-8A-?R$?-$%-:.R.-12-/?-/,,;J>J?-z-=-/?-,R2-(R?-&A-.$R?,,
: U=- IA- =?- =- }$?- GAA- /?- 0- /A, ,
3,R%-2:A-;=-.-3%R/-?3-3-I<-2<,,3A-$+R%$%-.J?-}$?-GA- ;R/- +/- i3?,,<A3- 28A/:.R.-c<-LJ.-=-?R3-*A-V=,,
MR%-2:A-o/-V=-<%-$A?-*3?-3-]%-,,
3%-3%-;A$-5S$?-3#R-:.R.-GA?-2#?-G%-,,
$&A$-G%-*3?-?-1/-0-3-L%-2:A,,~A$?.?-}$?-:6B/-i3?-GA-5=-=-vR?,,
:.R.-0:A-3J-;A?-/%-/?-5B$-I<-G%-,,/(%-~A%-l-2|=-43-3A-/?-0<,,m/-.%-/R<IA?-:$$-0:A-3,-9.-/,,,2?-V=-;A-(.-*J?.J-/?-w/-/3,,
~A$?-3:A-*J-2R-$-5S$?-3/<-2:A-nJ/,,
_%-v<-:52?-0-=?-GA-3,-;A/-;%-,,.P-=$%-L%-2.$-$A-3,<-_R3?-0:A,,>J?-3J.-<%3,R%-&/-5S-.?-$%-.,,%J?-0<-.P-;A?-~A%eJ:A-;=-L?-5K, ,:O=-3J.-3%R/-g$?-.%





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



2&?-.$R?-.?-=,,3%R/-,R.-3,-;A?-aJ2?0-*A/-{<-43,,
:.A?-35R/-}$?-GA-=?-i3?-5=-28A/.,  ,P2- 0:A- <%- $.A%- fJ.- .3- 3- fJ.- 0:A,,
:O=-3J.-3%R/-g$?-<%-$A-3%R/-?3-=,,5.29%-;A/-_R3-<%-3$R-3-2{R<-2<, ,}$?-GA.R<-2-$/.-.-5.-&A$-A%-,,
=?-U/-1=-=-8$-$?3-2./-;A/-+J,,
.J-=?-s-:I<-;%-/-?3-=R$-$3,,28A-:I<43-;A/-.J-=?-:.:-2-.!R/,,.J-2<-(J?-(J<3A-2lR/-=?-12-&A%-,,
}$?-GA-=?-U/-5=-28A/-P2-0-/:%-,,
}$?-=-;A.-(J?-*J-8A%-3R-2-:1J=,,.J-;A-.2%$A?-$%-12-:V?-2<-2&?,,/?-0:A-*3?fJ.-}$?-GA-.$:-!R/-MR%-,,
$-5S$?-=?-=-8$?-G%-$%-<%-$&A$,
3,<-3-,R/-.J?-$%-12-,J-5S3-*J,,83-2&?%%-/?-}$?-3(R$-/R<-2:AA-\A%-,,2gJ/-28A/.R/-IA?-.2=-2?-3A-5K-:.:,,
.R<-2-2?3-0-29%-0R?-$8A-29%-=,,
.%R?- $8A- >J<- +A%- 92- 3R?- $/.- .- $&/,  ,
PR$?-?-.3-5B$-YR$-v<-Y%-2-/,,}$?-GA.R<-2-(.-3A-9-2-;A/,,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.%-0R<-3/-%$-$/?-=-,J-5S3-2&.,,2<.-zR.-3J.-2lR/-0?-*3?-?-]%?,,,-3-P2:V?- 2!/-:PR:A-$?R?-?- 2>3?,,:.A-/A}$?-P2-.3-0:A-,R.-0-;A/,,
.?-3,<-nJ/-%/-2<-(.-3%-2-.%-, ,
*R/-3R%?-<$?-5K-z$-0<-:P2-0-.%-,,LA/_2?-M<-H.-(J-KA<-OR-2R-;A,,S$-}$?-2?33A-H2-0:A-3/-%$-i3?,,$*J/-0R-$8/-IA?*R2-0<-.!:-2-;A,,.?-3,:A-eJ?-:)$-.3/=-.$R%?-/?-?,,z/-P2-<A$-:6B/-0.-3?3-S-2:A,,.3A$?-3J.-~A%-eJ-(J/-0R:C-l==?-L%-,,
1?-cR=-$8R3-0<-(J.-.-2>3?-0-;A,,
S$-}$?-.0%-$A-2!R.-0-28A-w/-:.A,,o=.2%- <A$- :6B/- (J/- 0R:C- 1- 1R$?-;A/,,~A%!R2?-w/-0?-.%-.-=R%?->A$-A%-,,
5=-28A/-S$-0R:C-}$?-=-,R.-0-i3?,,
2<-(.-*%-8A%-=3-IA-2PR.-0-M<,,.%R?-P2,R$?-3J.-.3-&/-V/-.-:.,,3,-.%-/?-0:Al=->$?-%%-$A?-mR$?,,
:.A-/-2?R.-/3?-.3/-0?-..-0-.%-,,
>J?-<2-8/-&A%-U$-.R$-%-o=-?R$?,,z$0<-2.R-2?-<A$-:6B/-2o.-0:A-=$?,,HA





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



28B/-H.-.-$?R.-0-3-3,R%-%3,,
,J$-(J/-2!/-0-2$2?-0:A-.3-*3?:.A,,8A-2:A-,2?-GA?-&A?-G%-3A-,=-2?,,
}$?-GA-.R<-2?-21A3-!J-2?.-L?-/,,]-3J.L%-(2-,R2-&J?-o.-=?-$?%?,,
~A$?-3:A-<%-3.%?-3A-.%-3A-3A/-5S$?,,
>A/-+-$.$-0-$.=-2<-.!:-2:A-KR$?,,)A43-:1J=-2-.J-43-S$-0R:C-}$?,,!R2?-.%w/-0-3J-.%-2.->A%-28A/,,
:.AA-v<-KA/-&A-=R$-+-I<-0:A-5S$?,,~A%eJ<-w/-0?-,2?-GA?-3-21=-/,,3-3J.-%/:PR<-:H3?-0-;-%-2?,,~A%-eJ?-1R=-2-~A%eJ:A-/%-/-3(R$,.J-KA<-~A%-eJ-=?-G%-~A%-eJ&/,,$%-$A-OR-2R->J?-<2-:R.-0R-(J,,=?-%/o-:V?-M<-.-:)S3?-0-;A,,z-.%-}$?-=/?-0-fJ.-0<-LR?,,
$A%-2o.-SJ$?-0-3(R.-&A%-2!J/-0-.%-,,
12-&A%-j.-0?-=?-=-3%R/-?3-.,,%R-3,R/g$?-.%-2&?-+J-o-2-;A,,$.A%-fJ.-2<-.-.%0R<-&A?-G%-:2.,,
<A$-:6B/-o=-0R?-2lJ-2?-:.A-v<-.,,
aR2-.0R/-.P-3//-3A-:S-2o-l-36.,,3,$+.-2-=R/-28A/-.-2~$-.?-:L%-,,2!/-0-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

Y%?->A$-KAA-<2?-}$?-0-i3?,,
}$?-0:A-=?-!-:.A-3A/-$8/-3-;A/,,
.P-3$R-;/-0<-2+%-/-.3-5B$-*3?,,z-:SJ3-<%?- ;A.-GA- $9$?-&/- =,,>- ;A-3A-%/3,A=-2_$-$+R%-LJ.-/,,?%?-o?-2!/-0.!<-:L3?-o?-0<-:I<,,}$?-0-3,-3J.PR%-!R%-HA-.%-:S,,??-2h%-:.A?-2h%-3J..J-m?-3A-,2,,=?-?-3,-212-V/-.-z-:SJ2!R=,,/R<-.-m?-?R$?-35S/-.-[-$+.-oR2,,
YA.-.-=A%-$-(R?-=-3//-0-IA?,,vR-<-.P-9R$R?-?-12-#%-IR/,,PR$?-?-3#:-:PR-(R?*R%-.3-&/-$?R?,,3,-.%-(R?-?-w/-0:A:PR-.R/-IA?,,8J?-$?%?-$.3?-0:A-2..-lA~A%-=-2&%?,,
<%-.R/-(J?-(J<-$*J<-2:A-#R%-0/-2&?,,
:.A-KA:A-1%-OR=-12-0-3-;A/-0<,,_2?-(J/2!/-:PR:A-.R/-$%-1$?-28$-!J,,.?-22$*J/-0R:C-%%-5=-%R->J?-/?,,S$-0R:C-UA/-=?$/3-t$?-:2<-2-;A?,,$.$-&/-2!/-0:A.P-.0%-$8R3-0<-L,,
:UR-:.?-.R/-$*A?-12-&A%-$%-YA.!/,,.$-3*3-2.J-2-(J/-0R<-]R-28$-!J,,
$?%- }$?- 2^?- 0- $&A$- 0?- L3?- ?R$?







}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



.%- ,,<A/- (J/- ?J3?- $*A?-.A/- ?R$?- =3- IA5=,,3-5%-3J.-0:A-$/.-=-]R-:LR%-8A%-,,z*A.-}$?-?-><-2:A-,2?-3#?-=,,2gJ/-KA<hR-eJ-,J$-0:A-*3?-=J/-$/.,,.2%-,R2-?J3?.0:A-eJ?-?-:PR-2:%-;A/,,
.R/-2o.-.$R%?-0:A-2..-lA-3A-MR%-8A%-,,
.2%-I<-=%-.R/-gR$-$J:A-<%-29R?-.N$?,,
MR%-V=-5B$-$A-&/-0-2?$?-2?$?-/?,,
:1$?-0:A-<A%-=$?-2!/-fA%-P2-0:A-3,:,,
;R.-;R.-:S-;%-.R/-=-3J.-%J?-0:A,,?J%-$J:A$?R2-28A/-KA-;A-5=-:(R?-.%-,,i3->J?-,R.;=-5B$-$A-3R?-0?-2+<,,
($?- #%- .$- 3.?- ?%?- o?- 2!/- 02$2,,2!/-82?-[-[R?-#.-0:A-.?-:.A-/, ,
*R/-3R%?->$?-S$-$*J/-0R-:LR%-.!:-8A%-,,
5K-,%-nJ/-3%-2!:-;A-.R/-!R<-2?,,lR=-2:A=3- =-&A- 43- $R3?- L?- G%- ,  ,:1$?- 0:A.$R%?-.R/-3A-fJ.-=3-3A/-.,,:K/-0-3%-KA<~A%-0R:C-3/-%$-$A?,,lR=-3J.-=3-IA-$?%$/.-9A/-0-/,,v-2:A-mR%-9A/-5K-:.A<-$.A%,R2-&A%-,,12-0-.R/-;R.-=?-GA-:V?-2-:LA/,,
.?-GA-3,<-;%-$?%-}$?-(J-2-3,R%-,,29%0R:C-$?J<-28A/-~A%-0R:C-2!/-0-;A,,<%-$9$?
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

21A2-G%-3A-#J$?-*A-3-28A/,,


.J-KA<->A/-+-~A$?-3:A-.?-:.A-/,,o=!/-UA/-=?-.?-%/-~A$?-3:A-*2?,,3$R/-0R35S- :O%?- o=- 2:A- 82?- 0.- /AA,,$4$- +2!R.-/?-.J-;A-2!/-0-;A,,$8%-.%-12-,2?2*J.-mR$?-3/-%$-=,,5.-3<-:6B/-0-#R-/.R/-2&?-KA<,,2.$->J?-{=-29%-i3?-GA?=J$?- ?R3?- =,,<%-_R3- gR$- $J<- :P3-(- 3Aw%-8A%-, ,;A/-_R3-$?<-(R?-3%-=-;A.-(R/3J.,,;A/-%J?-<A$-:6B/-2o.-0:A-2!:-$+J<=,,;A.-(J?-$+A%-5$?-2~J/-12-3,<-:.R/36S.,,
.J-v<-36.-/-<%-_R3-gR$-$J:A-5S$?,,5tJ-iR-iR-L?-G%-tJ-!R%?-=,,;A/-_R3-$?<-(R?3%-=-:.A-92-&J?,,%J?-%J?-2!R.-<-3%-;%=$-!R%?-0:A,,$8/-5=-3,R%-/?-<A/-(J/-11R$?-GA?,,<%-=$-2!%-2:A-.$:-!R/-MR%2:A-5K,,2.J-*A.-/3-3#:A-#R%?-?-3A->R%-2:A,,
<%-g$?-28.-0-2o.-GA-:V$-1-;A?,,1?cR=-2}%?->A%-{=-29%-k-L-.$:,,
AJ-3-:.A-v<-=J$?-0<-2eR.-0-:.A,,
($?- 0?- 3- ;A/- #%- 2?- 3- ;A/- =,  ,5B$- =:(J=-2?-~/-0<-3R?-0-3A/,,.R/-=-=J$?







}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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?J3?-~A%-;R.-:$:-3(A?-/,,~A%-=-~A%-$A$+3-.-21$?-0-!J,,~A%-$A-2-.%-:S-2?-}:I<-2,,2.$-=-.$:-2-$%-.$-:.A-9%?>A$,
$%-=-:.A-.R/-:,.-0-%:A-aR2-3,,2o.$?3-]-3:A-LA/-_2?-3A/-:OA$?->A%-,,~A%0R:A-(R?-GA-:V$-1R$-l-$?3-z:A,,.%R?-P2(<-:2J2?-.3-&/-UA/-=?-GA,,\R$-.3<-.%2&?-:.A-:6B/->A?-I<-&A$,



{2?-*J<-28A-0,

:(A-3J.-0.-3:A-5=-/-b%-S$-5S$?,,
0.-3:A-$J-?<-2..-lA:A-2&.-MR%-2?,,3(R$$A-.JA.-P2-2.J-2:A-\-.L%?-1R$,KR$?-=?i3-o=-3#:-=-wA%-I<-&A$,
<2-5K?-,3?-&.-:.=-8J?-3J-3R-1$-=R:C-3$R^:AA-5K?-3A$-9%-P%?-=-:)3-.0=-.IJ?-0:A-hR-eJ8J?-L-2?-35/-3R-1R/-3J:A-:R.-=-><-3<-.G?-$&A$+-VA?-0-.$J:R,,
:.A-/A-#R-2R:C-2lJ-2-(J/-0R:C-<%-g$?-GA-5B$-9R=-3J.;A/-0?-]R-PR?-.%-w/-0?->J?->A%-$&J?-3?-?-L-2<-<A$??R,,3;-=),.$J:R,,,,

















}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

7}-:I<-2!/-0:A-.2-:6B/-S$-0-7*2?-eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J,
His Holiness Taklung Tsetrul Rinpoche, the 6th President of Ngagyur Nyingma







}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



? =%-gR$?-2!/-0-o-35S:A-36S.-:(%-3#?-24/-29%-$?3-IA-;R/-+/:P/-^-.%-V=-2:A-~A$?-.?-2!/-0:A-$?=-LJ.-.3-0-
7}-:I<-2!/-0:A-.2-:6B/-S$-0- 7*2?-eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=2>.-12-*A/-LJ.-UA/-=?-.0=-29%-0R-3(R$-$A36.-i3-3.R<-2#?-?-2!R.-0,




{-UJ%-<A3-LR/,
2R.-3#?-P2-LJ-2:A-<A$?-GA-&R.-0/-:.=-:6B/-3#?-0:A-.2%-0R-:.A-*A.-GA-{-UJ%-.%-0R-12-2o.2!/-0:A-(-3$R-=R-4-2-1-2+<-3<-0:A-.%R?-aR2-!-(J/-28A:A-;-I=,%J?-$?%-2>.-o.-GA-2!:-22dR$-(R?-{-hR-eJ:A-i3-3=-!/-29%-(R?-{-8J?-;R%?-?-P$?-0-.J-;A/-=,eJ-.J-*A.-GA?-hR-V$-3#/-(J/-(29%-/3-3#:-[R%-;%?-,/-3A/-<A$?-2.$-+-2!J/-/?-,R?-2?3-IA-1R-:.R$?-;R%?-?-2&.-.J,5<3,R%-43-IA-%R<-<%-28A/-IA-1A$-9-,A-v<-aR2-.R%-.%-=?-5/-<A$?-3,:-.$-3,<-KA/-0<-L?-/?-aR2.0R/-36.,
{-5K:A-(.-.-V$-.3<-!J:-5%-?R$?-?-12-0-~A%-0R<-36.-0?-mR$?-(J/-IA-*J?-2-:P/-^-.%-V=-28B$-+-I<,2!/-:PR-,A-.%-z$-0<-$?%-}$?-GA-(R?-=->A/-+-.IJ?-0?-z-YA/-3-=?-V/-.-2!R=-&A%H.-0<-,/-3A/-IA-Y%-3-..-?R=-3-=?-.%-PA2-3-28A/-.-:.-:V=-3J.-0?-2!/-.R/-=-(J?-(J<-.0:2:A-%J?-.R/-IA-o=-Y?-(J/-0R-8A$-;A/,{-UJ%-$*A?-0-3=-{-,2-2!/-(R?-GA-*A-3-3(R$-/A-{-*J-$R%-3:A;%-YA.-.J-3-,$-+-%R?-:6B/-36.-/?-<%-.$R/-.-$./-8-L?-+J-9-(%-.G?-3:A-5=-.-28$?->A%-,R?2?3-|R3-0?-.?-:.:-2<-36.,:R/-G%-:PR-2:A-2?R.-/3?-GA?-3-,J$-0<-.$%-P%?-*J<-s-0<.$R%?-0-$8/-.R/-.-$9A$?-/?-35/-.0J:A-{-;A-2!R.-0-(R?-.LA%?-?-2#?-0:A-5=-2!/,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.J-*A.-GA-;%-3=-.J-3-,$-0-:O=-V=-:PR-2:A-,A-.0=-.-28.-0-?-$?3-*J-.$:A-:SJ/-0-(J/-0R-<A$?2.$-:#R<-=R:C-3$R/-0R-}-:I<-2!/-0:A-.2-:6B/-S$-0-7*2?-eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=-2>.-12-*A/-LJ.-UA/=?-.0=-29%-0R-3(R$-:.A-*A.-;A/-=,.J-;%-2?A=-w/-$%?-<A:A-3-H.-GA?-;R%?-?-2{R<-2:A-(R?-w/2R.-GA-;=-=-!R.-(.-2<-$?3-.-KJ?-0:A-!R.-KR$?,:VR$-0-OA-$&A$-$A-/%-5/-;<-:VR$-i-.!<-lJ-1/5S$?-.GA=-#%-%3,1/-.GA=-.-P$?-0-?:A-.$J-2&-5%-2:A-;=-.J<-<A$?-<?-29%-0R-z-$.R%-8J?-0:A3A-o.-=?-L%-2-;2-i3-o=-hR-eJ-.%-;3-hR-eJ-1R=-3-$*A?-GA-Y?-?-<2-L%-2&-S$-0-$?<-.-5K?-0-3J-3R;R?-KA-=R-19272R.-^-35K?-12=-35/-.0J:A-{-;A-*A-$8R/-:)A$-gJ/-:PR-2:A-.0=-.-><,

$?/-2?3-|R3-0?-,$?-o.-:$J%?-0:A-5=,


.$%-P%?-s-0-KA-=R-1931=-hR-V$-<A$-:6B/-(J/-0R:C-{-UJ%-S$-0-,2-2!/-(R?-.2%-3*3-*A.-hReJ-.%-,(-29%-3#/-(J/-$R%-3-0E-%J?-.R/-2!/-0:A-*A-3-$*A?-/?,{-$R%-3:A-;%-YA.-.-%R?-:6B/36.-.J-!$-=%-lJ-9-5%-$?%-}$?-(R?-:#R<-\A%-.-,/-S%?-+J-(-29%-3#/-(J/-0E-%J?-.R/-2!/-0:A*A-3<-$4$-1.-1=-/?-35/-=-2>.-12-UA/-=?-.0=-29%-0R-8J?-0:A-35/-IA-&R.-0/-.%-2!<-,R2o-(J/-0R-2)=,$8/-;%-5K-.2%-.%-,R.-:)$-?R$?-,R$-3:A-2!:-(R?-=J$?-0<-,R2-0?-gJ/-:VJ=->A/+-:PA$?,eJ?-?-*2?-3$R/-i3-$*A?-.$R%?-0-$8/-.R/-.-$>J$?-G%-;%R ?-:6B/-,2-2!/-!/29%-3(R$-$A-S%-.-;A-$J-:VA-[R$-/?-29%-(R?-,R.-GA-<A3-0-?R$?-3,<-KA/-0<-.%?,
.$%-P%?-2o.-0-KA-=R-1934=-}-:I<-2!/-0:A-(-:$R-.2?-,2-2!/-hR-eJ-V$-AJ-7)-tR$-|<-IA(R?-9-(J/-3R<-(R?-8$?-L?-+J-;R%?-:6B/-,2-2!/-;J->J?-.%-,2-2!/-.2%-o=-$*A?-GA-S%-/?-$<:(3-$.%?-.L%?-<R=-3R-.%-$<-,A$-3.R?-:,$-?R$?-3.R<-/-o=-2-<A$-:6B/-$R%-3:A-K$-28J?3,:-.$-#R%-.-(.-0<-L?,
.$%-P%?-2&-$?3-0-KA-=R-1939=-AR-o/-(A/-PR=-\A%-.-hR<-:6B/-i3-PR=-o-35S:A-S%-.-o=Y?-<A/-0R-(J-.%-V$-<-<A/-0R-(J-i3?-.%-z/-.-.$J-2~J/-.%-.$J-5=-IA-#R3-0-8?,.$%-P%?-2&-28A-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

0-KA-=R-1940/?-29%-9-/%-o=-\A%-5S$?-0:A-]-3-.0:-2R-<A/-0R-(J-.!R/-3(R$-$A-82?-0.-$4$-+2!<-+J-.2-$%-]R-3-/?-29%-3.R-}$?-<A$-$/?-.%-2&?-=-,R?-2?3-IA-1R-:.R$?-2&.-.J-|R3-0:A*3?-=J/-3,<-KA/-0<-L?,
.$%-P%?-2&-S$-KA-=R-1942=-:$R-5-3#/-(J/-,J$-3(R$-2!/-:6B/-,2-2!/-<A/-0R-(J:A-3.//?-*2?-3$R/-<A$-:6B/-(J/-0R-i3-PR=-o-35S-3(R$-.%-z/-.-L%-$+J<-.2%-=%-;R%?-?-mR$?-0-230-$%-LR:C-5=-.-,R2-0-.%-,5K-12-t$?-#R%-3,12-{R<-i3-$?3,1<-0,2!:-2o.,5K-2.$g-3PA/-SJ$?-0-z-(J/-{R<,L%-(2-,R.-.2%-2{<-{2?-?-35/-=-$8/-1/-(R?-GA-]R-PR?-;J->J?-.0=29%-0R:A-#J-8J?-$?R=,.J-28A/-.-eJ-24/-]-3-.J-*A.-=?-.$R%?-0-9%-,=-!-.$-$?%-2-k.-L%-?R$?(R?-{R<-12-{R<-2&?-3,:-;?-0<-$?/-2?3-36., 
.$%-P%?-*J<-$*A?-,A-=R-1948=R<-(A/-PR=-\A%-.-8J-(J/-<2-:L3?-S$-0-!/-29%-2!/-0:A-*A3:A-8=-/?-<A/-(J/-$+J<-36S.-(-5%-.%-:)A$?-\A%-.$R%?-$+J<-0R.-$*A?-GA-.2%-=%-.J-28A/-:)A$?\A%-$?%-:23-2!:-.2%-,R2,.$%-P%?-*J<-s-0-KA-=R-1951=-(A/-\A%-3#/-(J/-3HJ/-2lJ:A-/R<2:A-8=-}-/?-2~J/-0<-mR$?-+J-:.=-2:A-%%-]%-3,:-.$-=-(J?-,$?-$>A?-8A2-0:A-:.=-:6B/3#?-0:A-.2%-0R-8A$-+-I<,
.$%-P%?-*J<-S$-0-KA-=R-1952=-,2-2!/-hR-eJ-V$-$A-3#/-52-=R-$*A?-=-L?->A%-,,2-2!/hR-eJ-V$-$A-=?-,R$-3#/-0R-=R-$?3-IA-<A%-=-,$?-:$/-28J?,=R-.J<-7,A-/R<-$R%-?-7*2?-3$R/-<A/0R-(J-3(R$-$A-3./-/?-.?-:#R<-2!:-.2%-=J$?-0<-,R2,$8/-o.-eJ?-?-:6B/-KA<-L%-$+J<-}R/-:PR*J<-s:A-2?$?-.%-.%-,12-{R<-$8/-.-3-8A$-$A-2~J/-12-5.-.-:HR=-2<-36.-.J-.R/-$*J<-&/-.$=-}R/-:PR:A-OA.-.%-12-{R<-$?3-1<-0-2!:-2o.-?R$?-.2%-=%-.$-$A?-$.=-L-i3?-GA-o.-;R%??-(A/-0<-L?,
.$%-=R-?R-$&A$-0-KA-=R- 1957=-2.$-&$-$A-!R/-0-,$?-eJ-&/-M-%/-=?-:.?-/?-=R- 2500
:#R<-2:A-.?-(J/-.%-{2?-2!/-/?-;2-;3-$*A?-.%-{-:#R<-*%-%-8A$-.%-2&?-o-$<-.%-2=-;=?R$?-?-$/?-3)=-L?->A%-a<-2R.-.-1J2?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.$%-=R-?3-&-?R-$?3-KA-=R-1959=-2R.-uR%?-$R.-2&.-!/-=-o-.3<-IA?-24/-$/R/-L?-0<2gJ/-/?-7$R%-?-3(R$-.%-2R.-3A-$%-:53?->A$-24/-LR=-=-1J2?-0-.%-z/-o-$<-.-:LR<,o-$<-.2aJ2?-eJ?-h-?<-28$?-o<-{-#3?-2.J-3A/-IA-$/?-5=-=-2gJ/-/?-!-=A-%%?-?-1J2?-/?-28$?<A%-7*2?-eJ-.A=-3$R-3HJ/-lJ-<A/-0R-(J:A-3./-/?,3(R$-\A%-+-:U=-8A-OR:A-.2%-,$?%-2.$.$R%?-o/,$?%-2.$-8=-=%-,$?%-:PJ=-KR$?-2&:A-3/-?J=,hR-P2-,A-.R/-?R$?-.%-$8/-;%:)-3A-13-<A/-0R-(J:A-$?%-:23-;R%?-mR$?-GA-=%-,.J-28A/-$J-?<-IA-.2%-.%-.?-:#R<-.2%-(J/-IAOA.-?R$?-$?/-2?3-36.,
.-OR.-.$R/-.-~A%-,A$-;-28A,:)A$?-\A%-.$R%?-$+J<-0R.-$*A?-.%-,$?-eJ-(J/-0R-2.J-$>J$?-!/:.?-GA-.2%-2&?-,$?-GA-23-0-29%-0R<-2!A3?,7*2?-eJ-2..-:)R3?-<A/-0R-(J:A-3./-/?-}:I<-2!:-3:A-(R?-{R<-;R%?-mR$?-GA-.2%-2&?-3.R<-/-2!/-:6B/-IA-*J?-2-P%?-GA?-3A-=R%?-0:A82?-=-$+$?->A%-*3?-gR$?-GA-<%-l=-mR$?-0<-L?-/?-,$?-o.-8A-.=-,R.-0?-L%-(2-?J3?.0:A-,R.-0-=-eJ?-?-:6B/-0<-36.-.R,,
$8/-.R/-eJ?-?-29%-8A%-2!/-:PR:A-3$R/-.-I<-5=-/A,,A<-.?-!/-+-2!/-0-.%-?J3?-&/=-1/-,R$?-o-(J<-12-0-/A-?-=-$/?-0:A-L%-(2-?J3?-.0:-i3?-GA-<%-28A/-8A$-+-%J?-=,7*2?-eJ<A/-0R-(J-:.A-*A.-GA?-G%-.$%-P%?-36=R-/?-.2-29%-!J-{=-w/-.R/-$*J<-&/-.$-=-.$J-5=-aR%-$A#R3-0-$/%-!J-:.=-:6B/-3#?-0:A-.2%-0R-P%?-GA?-3A-(R.-0?-o=-2:A-=%-gR$?-GA-2!/-0-=-L-2-o(J/-0R-36.-.%-36.-28A/-0-:.A-.$-/A-?J3?-.0:-(J/-0R-$%-.J:A-,$?-2*J.-UA/-=?-GA-:R.-$%-=$??R,,

2!/-0-<A/-0R-(J-:6B/-*R%-%J=-$?3-IA?-UA/-=?-KR$?-3J.-.-2*%?-5=,
.$%-P%?-360-KA-=R-1962=R<-=-?$?-V$-,R$-.$R/-.-82?-?R<-:#R.-.J-L%-$+J<-IA-(R-$-/?29%-<A$-:6B/-$R%-3-i3?-GA-K$-28J?-3,:-.$-u$?-OA.-$/%-2-.%-,.$R/-:.A<-:23-.%-fA%-3:Ao.-:23-IA-=%-,2!:-3-3.R-.2%-$A-.2%-2&?-$?%?, $8/-;%-{-$?%-,$?-gJ/-i3?-=-$9%?-







}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

:2=-?R$?-2!/-:PR<-1/-0:A-UA/-=?-_2?-(J/-212?,
.$%-P%?-%-2./-KA-=R-1984=-o-$<-@A-3-&=-IA-3%:-#J-?A3-=<-,2-2!/-hR-eJ-V$-AJ-7%-tR$-|<IA-(R?-#J-(J/-3R-$?<-.-24$?-+J-KA:A-gJ/-.%-2gJ/-0<-2&?-0-=J$?-0<-$?<-28J%?-36.,.$%P%?-S$-&-<J-s-KA-=R-19920<-=J$?-P2-GA-36.-|R<-?-$?3-:PR-2:A-3$R/-0R-:63-\A%-3A-;A-*A-3-
7$R%-?-2&-28A-0-(J/-0R:C-82?-?R<-l2A ?-!R%-$A-<J-#-=J$?-0<-2+<-+J-<2-$/?-.%-36.-|R:A-=?-<A3i3?-.%-<A$-:6B/-.%-12-GA-.2%-2&?-2!:-SA/-2)=, .$R/-.J<-28$?-0:A-.$J-:./-0-i3?-G%2R.-.%-o-$<-2=-;=-:V?-uR%?-=-?$?-?R$?-KR$?-!/-/?-:.?-0:A-.$J-:./-0-*A/-<J-28A/-.L<35S-v<-.-o?-28A/-0:R,,

eJ-:.A-*A.-GA?-.2%-=%-:(.-OA.-GA-|R-/?-2!/-:6B/-IA-*J?-2-i3?-eJ?-?-29%-5=,
2=-;=-8J-(J/-2!/-$*A?-.<-o?-\A%-.-7*2?-eJ-.A=-3$R-3HJ/-2lJ-<A/-0R-(J?-$4S?-0:A-]-3=3#/-aR2-:.?-0-.-3<-L%-$+J<-(R?-{R<-;R%?-mR$?-.%-,3%:-<A?-0E-(J/-IA-2!:-2o.-;R%?-:.?0R.-$*A?-GA-=%-.%-,:VA-$%-(R?-#J-L%-(2-\A%-.-7*2?-3$R/-(J-5%-<A/-0R-(J-.%-9-5%-;R%?-=-2!:2o.-2.J<-:.?-0R.-.$:A-.2%-.%-,3J:A-?R<-i3-PR=-\A%-.-7*2?-eJ-P2-.2%-0E-/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J-.%/R->=-3#/-<A/-0R-(J-?R$?-]-aR2-3#/-3=-.-3<-L%-$+J<-,$?-eJ-(J/-0R-:PR-2-!/-PR=-IA-(A/-PR=-o2gJ/-2&?-.%-,<A/-(J/-$+J<-36S.-GA-u$?-=%-?R$?-2)=,KA-=R- 2005^- 85K?- 3/?-.224$?-+J-><-#3-2-/$?-(J/-$?%-}$?-(R?-\A%-.-L%-$+J<-<A$-:6B/-cR.-wJ3-&/-IA-$+J<-(R?-.$R%?0-9%-,=-IA?-$4S?-0:A-2!:-.2%-;R%?-mR$?-.%-u$?-=%-2&?-$/%-, 
.$%-P%?-2o.-&-I-$*A?-0-KA-=R-2008^- 115K?-8=-(A/-PR=-\A%-.- 7*2?-eJ-(A/-\A%3#/-(J/-.%-7*2?-eJ-3HJ/-2lJ-<A/-0R-(J:A-;%-3=-7*2?-eJ-2..-:)R3-<A/-0R-(J:A-;%-3=-?R$?-GA?$4S?-3#/-3=-:.?-0-?3-!R%-z$-=-<A/-(J/-$+J<-36S.-.2%-(-5%-23-0-$%-LR:A-5=-.-$?%?->A%-,
.$%-P%?-2o.-&-I-$?3-0-KA-=-R2009^-35K?-26/?- 292<-.-*A/-28A:A-<A%-$/?-(%-9-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

5%-.-2R.-$8%-3,:-.2?-GA-(J?-3,R:A-(/-0:A-z/-5S$?-GA?-)A-v<-$?R=-2-2+2-0-28A/-$;-,R$-~A%,A$-$A-.2%-=%-(A/-o?-?-$/%-,$8/-;%-eJ-:.A-*A.-GA?-L%-$+J<-$4S-2R<-I<-0:A-.2%-=%-OA.-$?3IA?-{=-w/-i3?-eJ?-?-29%-5=-/A-o-:V$-2=-$?3-?R$?-2!/-.%-?J3?-&/-=-,$?-eJ?-KR$?-z%V=-2:A-UA/-=?-GA-9J$?-3-KR$?-.?-!/-+-:UR-28A/-0<-28$?-?R,,,,
36.-2#?-:.A:A-;A$-(-7*2?-eJ-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A-<%-i3-.%-<A/-(J/-$+J<-36S.-(J/-3R:C-(A/-LJ.-.2%-$A-,R2-;A$-{=-w/-.IJ?2*J.-A-.a-<:A-UJ%-2-.%-$8/-.$-.?-.J2-#$-&A$-=?-2#-21A$?-L?-0-;A/,

lR3-1A$-0?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



?L%-$+J<-2!/-0:A-2.$-0R-7*2?-eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J2>.-12-*A/-LJ.-UA/-=?-.0=-29%-0R-3(R$}-:I<-2!/-0:A-.2-:6B/-.3%:-$?R=-2,
.J-;%-2R.-$%?-&/-IA-uR%?-?-o=-2!/-<A/-0R-(J:A-KA-3R<-I<-0-3#/-aR2-(R?-$?3-IA-<A%-=$?SA-3-3J.-0-$?J<-IA-;%-8/-v-2-$?%-(J/-/%-o.-#J-$?3-IA-2!/-0-<A/-0R-(J-:6B/-*R%-%J=-$?3-LJ.-0=-2R.-(J/-0R:C-uR%?-?-3-.$R/-S$-&J?-;R%?-?-P$?-0-=?,,2-2!/-hR-eJ-V$-$A-2!/-0:A-2.$-0R7*2?-eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-=-}-:I<-2!/-0:A-.2-:6B/-S$-0<-)A-v<-$?R=-2-2+2-028A/-8=-28J?-$/%-5=,
(J<-~A$?-.?-GA-3/-0-(J?-(J<-2.R-8A%-*J-.$:A-2?R.-/3?-GA-.0=-;R/-3<-%R:C- ^-2:A-eJ?-?2~J$?-+J-KA-/%-$R.-2&.-GA-:)A$-gJ/-3-=?-0-c.-0:A-.?-?,2R.-GA-2!/-YA.-$*A?-=-$/R.-5K-5.3J.-L%-!J-(R?-2o.-<A?-3J.-GA-]-(J/-#$-&A$-24/-LR=-.-1J2?-.$R?-L%-2-.%-,.J:A-eJ?-7$R%-?-3(R$$A-2!:-.$R%?-28A/-(R?-2o.-#$-$A-.2-:6B/-IA-35/-$/?-]-(J/-i3?-=-<A3-0<-:2=-28J?-$/%o:A-YR=-o/-($?-+J-KA-=R-1960=R<-}-:I<-fA%-3:A-.2-:6B/-.%-0R-7*2?-eJ-2..-:)R3?-<A/-0R-(J/?- <A3- 0-v<, 7*2?- eJ- .A=- 3$R- 3HJ/- lJ- <A/- 0R- (J,7*2?- eJ-P2- .2%- 0E- /R<- 2- <A/- 0R- (J,
7*2?-eJ-(A/-\A%-OA-(J/-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-:O=-8A$-<A/-0R-(J-i3?-GA?-35/-28J?-$/%-2?-2!/:PR-,A-.%-LJ-V$-}-:I<-2:A-2!/-0-=-L-2-o-(J<-12-0:A-1/-,R$?-]-/-3J.-0-L%-,
~A$?-s:A-<%-3.%?-(J?-(J<-2.R-2:A-.?-?-$?J<-<A-v-2:A-7*2?-eJ-$R%-3-i3?-$.R.-3:A-24/?-<A3-IA?-2~J$?-0-.%-,z$-0<-.-:PR-2:A-2?R.-/3?-GA-$R.-.-3->R%-2<-,A-=R-2011=R<-7*2?eJ-.3-0-:O=-8A$-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A?-\R-2<-.-.$R%?-0-$8/-.R/-.-$9A$?-5=-2!/-0<-2gJ/,$/?-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

3(R$-hR-eJ-$./-.-}-:I<-(R/-=3-,J%?-230:A-{2?-.%-2!/-+J-}-:I<-fA%-3:A-.$R/-#J-#$-$A-](J/-i3?-.%-{-52-#$-5%-:6S3?-,R$-.?-3,:A-:PR-2:A-*2?-3$R/-]-/-3-3(A?-0-7*2?-eJ-hR-P2<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-.%-,7*2?-eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J-i3-$*A?-=-o=-;R%?-}-:I<-fA%-3:A-.2-:6B/S$-0<-$?R=-:.J2?-8-o-PR?-3,/-L%-2-v<,KA-=R-2012^-20:A-5K?-28*A/- 7*2?-eJ-8J(J/-<2-:L3?-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-mR$?-(J/-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-!:,R$-.$J-lJ-<A/-0R-(J,3(R$-3=I%-#%-<A/-0R-(J,3#R-HA3-<A/-0R-(J,fA%-3:A-,A-:,?-3#/-0R-2?R.-/3?-2!/-:1J=,fA%-3:A-,A-:,?o-<A-2-U$-2&?-7*2?-eJ-hR-P2-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A-3./-.-2&<-/?-}-:I<-fA%-3:A-.2-:6B/-.-.228$?-$/%-o:A-$?R=-:.J2?-//-IA?-8?-G%-7*2?-eJ-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-.$%-=R-3,R-2:A-!2?-GA?8=-28J?-GA-{=-29%-3%R/-.-3-I<,
.J:A-eJ?-o-$<-L%-KR$?-@A-3-&=-3%:-#J:A-o=-?-?A3-=<-L%-$+J<-2!/-0:A-LJ?-GA-$./-?<($?-0:A-,2-2!/-hR-eJ-V$-+-7*2?-eJ-8J-(J/-<2-:L3?-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-!:,R$-.$J-lJ-<A/-0R-(J,
3#R-HA3-<A/-0R-(J,,J$-3(R$-i3-PR=-\A%-$A-3#/-(J/-5K-.2%-o-35S,7*2?-eJ-mR$?-(J/-<A/-0R-(J:A-{52-3#/-0R-:)3-.0=-2!/-:6B/,fA%-3:A-,A-:,?-3#/-0R-2?R.-/3?-2!/-:1J=-.%-o-<A-2-U$2&?- 7*2?-eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J:A-{-3./-.-2&<-/?-$?R=-2-1<-5$?-?-2+2- 0-28A/7*2?-eJ-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-/?-o=-;R%?-}-:I<-fA%-3:A-.2-:6B/-S$-0-$/%-o:A-8=-28J?-GA-{=-229%-0R-,R2,
KA-=R-2012^-65K?-4*A/-$9:-{<-1/-?3-5S$?-0:A-.?-29%-H.-0<-&/-.J<-7*2?-eJ!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-28$?-|<-h-<3-?-=<-7,A-/R<-$R%-?-*2?-3$R/-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-=$9A3-(%-.-3)=-#<-2&<,7,A-/R<-$R%-?-*2?-3$R/-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-/?-<A/-0R-(J-$%-=-}-:I<-fA%3:A-.2-:6B/-IA-OA-.<-$/%-2-.%-%J?-0-.R/-IA-.$J-2:A-2>J?-$*J/-(J/-0R-8J?-2!R.-2}$?-o-(J<-36.,
a<-hR-V$-.$R/-.-82?-?R<-:#R.-.J-2R.-(-1R-:V$-KA-=R-2012^-65K?-6*A/-}-:I<-fA%3:A-.2-:6B/-{2?-S$-0:A-36.-|R->A/-+-o?-0<-5S$?->A%-,36.-|R-.J<-(R?-<A$-S%-(J-%$-.2%-(R?P$?,fA%-3:A-,A-:,?-3#/-0R-2?R.-/3?-2!/-:1J=,o-$<-zR-KR$?-i3-PR=-\A%-$A-{-52-i3-\A%-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

2>.-9:A-5S$?-$4S-3#/-<A/-0R-(J-5K-<A%-hR-eJ,)R-/%-{-52,.J-28A/-?-$/?-2R.-GA-5S$?-0-#$-$A-{52-2&?-?J<-*-3A-3%-(A$-!R%-z$-$A?-30=-gJ/-$?3-:.J$?-:2=-2&?-36.-|R-92-o?-%%-3,:P2,
.J-v<-~A$?-3:A-;%-3,:-:.A<-;%-:PR-2:A-2?R.-/3?-GA-.0=-3$R/-.-28$?-0:A-%J?-0-.R/-IA2!/-0:A-$?=-LJ.-(J/-0R-7*2?-eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J-2>.-12-*A/-LJ.-:UA/-=?-.0=-29%-0R3(R$-:.A-*A.-GA-36.-UA/-:R.-!R%-:2<-2:A-9J<-2o-KR$?-2&:A-3,:-P-!/-+-H2-&A%-, {-5K-82?0.-3A-:I<-hR-eJ-(R?-2./-IA-%R-2R<-:5S-8A%-28$?-0<-}-:I<-l-$?3-z-5S$?-GA-LA/-_2?-.%-(R?*A.-gJ/-:VJ=-2a-2-3J.-0:A-2.J/-!R2?-GA?-.J-.J-28A/-.-:P2-0:A-o<-I<-&A$,,,



lR3-1A$-0?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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$?%-(J/-2!/-0:A-3%:-2.$-7*2?-eJ-hR-P2-(J/-<A/-0R-(J,



{2?-*J<-28A-0,

His Holiness Dodrubchen Rinpoche







}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



?$?%-(J/-2!/-0:A-3%:-2.$-7*2?-eJ-hR-P2-(J/<A/-0R-(J:A-2!:-aR2,
.-%?-:.A-:S-L?-/?-2!R.-0-:)R$-9J</?-:.A-:S-<J.-:.A-:S-<J.-9J<-o-.J-:S-%-<%}R/- 3-;A/- /- 1- ;=- /?- ;R/- +/- +R$- 43- <J.%?-0-<J.,.%?-/-;%-.J:A-:UR-/?-?-3,:=-1<-?R%-28$-0-;A/,?-3,<-?R%-/?-.J<3,/-nJ/-3J.-0-=-?R$?-0-.%-.J-3-;A/-/-;%<%-=-2lR/-:P?-:S-2R-.%-.J-:S-aR2-$*J<-=8J-S$?-:2.-2lR/-LJ.-,2-3#/-IA-3A-3-<J.,
.J-/?-?-3,:-=-:H3?-0-<J.,.J-KA/-(.-/?29%-!J-(R?-9J<-2-.J-:.A-:S-<J.-9J<-/?-$8/=-2!R.-0-:)R$-o-.%-<%-$A?-*3?-?-=J/-oi3?-$%-;%->J?-GA-3J.,.J-:S-8A$-;A/,
HJ.-i3-0-3#?-0:A-.2%-0R-%-<%-5S:C-3.R#3?-(.-GA- 2!/-:6B/-IA-*J?-2-;R.-0-.J-.HJ.-i3-0-<J.-2#.-;R.-<J.,;A/-?R%-.?-HJ.i3-0?-3HJ/-.$R?-GA-<J.-3-$+R$?-.J-3A/-%?2?3-5=-:.A-:S-<J.-9J<-/?-.3A$?-2?=8A$-:(.->J?-GA-3A-:.$.J-:S-8A$-<J.-.J,.-

;A/-/:%-HJ.-i3-0-:.A-:S-:R-2o=-28J?-/?1J2?- ;R%- .?- +R$- 43-8A$- G%- 3- 8?- /- 3:PA$?-0-:S-2R-.J-:S-8A$-($?-GA/-:.$.J;A/-?R%-.?-%-<%-$A-2?3-5=-=-,A<-/- ,R?2?3-|R3-$?3-i3?- %-5S<-$/.-(J/-0R-8A$<J.,
.J-=?-.%-0R-/A-,R?-0-LJ.-.$R?,,R?-0?$+/-=-:2J2-.$R?-$?%?-;R.,,R?-0-/A-.HJ.-i3-0-:.A-/-3#?-0:A-.2%-0R-3%-0R-8A$L%-;R.-<J.,;R.-?R%-.?-HJ.-i3-0?-g$-0<2!:-(R?-$/%-/?-2#.-;R.-0-<J.,.J-;A/.?-,R?-0:A-,.-/?-%?-8-.$R?-0-&%-3A-:.$
.J:A-:UR-/?-/A-|R3-0-.J-.$R?-GA-;R.,|R3-0.J-LJ.-0-=-;%-.J%-?%-%?-o%-/?-*/-2#.-/&%-43-2?3-5=-3%-0R-.%-,$?%?-5=-3%0R-.J-:S-;R.-0-<J.-9J<-o-8A$-$R-28A/-:.$.J;A/-.?-.-$%-9$-$A-5S.-$%-9$-$A?- 3A-9A/$?%?-;R.-<J.,*J?-2-.3-0-i3?-GA-36.-0-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



9J<-o-.J-i3-0-$-5S$?-0-;R.-0-;A/-.?,:R--:.A-;$-0R-<J.-:.A-;$-0R-3-<J.-&J?-.J-:S-9J<.$R?- /- .J- 3- :PA$?- 0- %- 5S?- .J:A- 5S.- 9A/- 3A,2,?%?-o?-L%-?J3?-i3?- GA- 36.-0-.J,2?-3#?-GA-36.-0-<J.,:S-3A-:S-;R.-0;A/-.?-%-5S?-&%-5S.-:6B/->J?-GA-3-<J.,.J5S-.J-:S-8A$-<J.,;A/-/-;%-,.0J<-/-.(R?-$?%-!%?-:S-8A$-;A/-/-=3-IA-<A3-0-.J.J%- ?%-&%- 43- # $- ;R.- 0- 3- <J.,3#?- 0,3?-&.-/A-.$R/-0:A-/%-28$?,aR2-$*J<36.,.J-/?-;$-0R-8A$-3HJ/-?R%-2-<J.,3A>J?-3#/-5S?-/A-.J:A-2<-.-/A-(R?-GA-:PR-!%?.J-@-=?-0-8A$-3-$R-2-.J-:S-=-2gJ/-/?,<%$A?- >J?- 3A- >J?- 5%- 3- 3A- <%- <%- $A?- 5S.- 329%-/?,%?-2?3?-0-.J-;A/,%?->J?-GA;R.,.J-:S-8A$-2?3?-/?-?R%-.?-.J-&%-43%?-v-.?-=3-IA-<A3-0-.J-3J.-0-:S-2R-8A$-;R%$A-;R.-?-<J.,.J-:S-8A$-2?3-IA-:.$
$%-;A/-8J- /-.%-0R-,R?-0?-$+/-=-12/?-.J:A-:UR<- 2?3-0?-1R- :.R$?-G%-$&R..$R?,.J:A-:UR-/?-3,<-|R3-0-.J-.$R?-0<J.- 3- $+R$?,.%- 0R- /?- |R3- 0:A- =R-o?2>.-0-:S-2R-.J-:S-L?-28$-/-&%-43-:PA$-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

?-3-<J.,.J-%-5S?->J?-GA-3J.-0-<J.,.J-v</-&%-9.- <A3-0-;$-0R-8A$-;R%-o-.J-.!:-3R8A$-;A/-?-<J.-2?3-IA-:.$
.J-;A/-.?-5%-3?-(R?-$?%-o-.%-(R?-8o-=-?R$?-0-.J-5S-;$-0R-L?-/?-=3-GA-<A3-0.J-;$-0R-8A$-.$R?-?-<J.,=3-IA-<A3-0-.J-=3.R:C-=3-IA-<A3-0-.%-}$?-GA-=3-IA-<A3-0-!J=3-IA-<A3-0-;R.-0-<J.,=3-IA-<A3-0-8A$-3J./-.J-;$-0R-;R%-?-3J.-0-.%-.!:-3R-8A$-;A/-?<J.-?J3?-GA-:.$
.J-;A/-.?-.-1<-*/-2#.-/, #->?-GA?2>.-/-/A,,R?-0-$&A$-0:A-!J%-.-?R%-/?-|R30-=-?R$?-0-i3?-.J-5S- 3J.-0-:S-2R-8A$- 5S<IA/-:.$#->?-GA?-.%-0R-/?-29%-!J-|R30-.J-=$-+-=J/-o-3-$+R$?-,R?-0-@-=?-0-3>J?-/-;%-,1R-:.R$?-3-2&.-/-;%-1<-5S.5S.-L?-/?-*3?-=J/-LJ.-GA-;R.-?-<J.,o%/?-1<-*/-2#.-.?-.J-:S-8A$-$R-28A/-:.$
.J-:S-;A/-?R%-/-.J-;%-:PA$-?-3-<J.,,R?-03J.-0:A-|R3-0-.J-/A-=$-h3-V$-=-:)?-0-v-28A$-;A/-$?%?-;R., ,R?-0-3J.-/-.J-$-43:.A-:S-8A$-<J.-9J<-/?-1<-5S.-.0$-L?-/?<%-$A?-&%-43-;%- 3-2g$?-0<-%-5R?-(R?-







}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



:.A-:.A-:S-<J.-9J<-/?-$8/-=-2>.-o-.%-,
<%-$A?-*3?-?-=J/-o-L?-/- .J-;%-;R%-?-3<J.,
.J:A-:UR-/?-;%-#->?-GA?-,R?-0-$&A$-03-$+R$?- |R3-0-.J-43- 3A-.$R?-0- :S- 2R-;%2?3-IA-;R.-?-<J.,.J-:S-8A$-$R-28A/-:.$
.J-:S-;A/-?R%-/-|R3-0-3J.-0:A-,R?-0-.J-/A-=%!R%-/%-$A-HA-.%-:S-8J?-$?%?-;R.,.J?-/.%-0R-,R?-0-2<-.-2?3-0-3,<-|R3-0-.J-(5%-<A3-0-L?-/?-3-?R%-/-/A-(R?-9J<-o-.J-=$+-=J/-o-.!:-3R-8A$-;A/-$?%?-GA-:.$.J?/-5%-3<-<A3-0-8A$-;R.-.$R?-?-<J.-?J3?-GA:.$
|R3-0?-*3?-?-=J/-5=-;A/-/-;%-5%3?-.J%-?%-mR$?-0-(J/-0R-9J<-/?-(R?-GA-{.(-2>.-/-;%-,.J-3-,$-+-=?-a-0R-a-0R-]3?-$%-$?%?-/-;%-$.3?-%$-5%-3-.J-3,$-+- 1<-$%-9$-$A-o.-=-]$-!R/-o-;R.-0:S-2R-=?-a-0R-;A/-0-8A$-5%-3?-(-:)R$-$A;R.-?-<J.,
.0J<-/-%-<%-;A/-/-:.A-/- 8$-0R -$&A$$*A?-<J-3-$+R$?-:.$-$A-;R.-0-3-<J.-.J,,R/28$-/-.J-3-,$-+-HJ.-<%- $A- *3?-gR$?-GA-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

;R/-+/-;R.-0-.J-5S-%-=-$/%-:)R$-<R$?-9J</?-<%-?-.J<- 5%-3?-=?-a-0R:C-|R-/?-1<#R$- 0:A- /%- .- ]$- !R/- o- ;R.- 0- :S- 2R- 8A$?J3?-GA-:6B/-!%?-.J-:S-8A$-HJ<-IA-:.$
.J-;A/-?R%-.?-.J-;%-=3-IA-<A3-0-.J-3J./?-3-$R-2:A-*R/-:S-2R-8A$-;A/-?-<J.-2?3-IA:.$.J?-/-}<-IA-o=-2:A-2!:A-/%-/-.J-:S$?%?-;R.-<J.-2,,R?-2?3-|R3-$?3-.J-<A30-<A3-0-L?-/?-;R%-.$R?-9J<-2:A-<A3-0-.J-;%$?%?-28$-;R.,
.J:A-:UR-/?-|R3-0-v-2-8A$-=-(-28$-/.-.J%-?%-&A-8A$-;A/-/3,5%-3-|R3-0-=-+R$43-.$:-28A/-;R.-0:A-{2?-:S-2R-8A$-;A/-?<J.,.J-:S-;A/-28$-/-.J-;%-<A3-0-8A$-3J.-/;R%-?-3-<J.,.-$%-9$-,3?-&.-GA-o.-GA-*R/3R%?-0-%R%-2:A-,2?-8A$-.$R?-0-<J.,*R/3R%?-%%-2:A-,2?-=-&%-43-%-5S?-;$-0R-8A$2?3-]R-2+%-/?,$?%-3#/-IA?-$?%?,
*/-3#/- IA?- */- /?- .J- /?- <%- o.- GA- *R/3R%?-0-%%-2:A-,2?->A$-.$R?-GA-;R.,
*R/-3R%?-0-%R%-2:A-,2?-.J-$%-<J.-9J</,%?-2?3-/-.J%-?%-.?-:.A-:S:A-/%-;A//,.%-0R-]R-wR$-i3-28A:A-$8A-8A$-28$-/?,






}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



.J-:S-3-L?-/-&%-43-;R%-?-3-<J.,.%-0R/?-{.-(-3,R/-0R-8A$-2>.-/?-*3?-=J/-IA=R-o?-.%-;A/-$&A$-3A/-$&A$-mR$?-0-(J/-0R9J<-2-.J-:S-/A,$&A$-L?-/-}R/-IA-$R%-3-5S:C,$?- eJ- ;A/- o-<J., mR$?- 0- (J/- 0R- 9J<- .?.$:-0R-8A$-/A-<J.,;A/-/-;%-.J-=-;%-<A3-08A$-3J.-/-.0J<-/-#%-0:A-/%-=-:PR-.$R?-/,J3-{?-2o.-/?-:PR-.$R?-GA-<J.-3-$+R$?,
,J3-{?-3J.-/-%-5S-{?-:6K$?-/%-<A3-0-L?/?-:PR->J?-GA-3J.-0-/%-28A/-($?-;R.,<A30-3J.-/-;R%-?-3J.-0-<J.,.J-;A?-5%-3<-/R<2-(J/-0R-;R%-?-<J.,.J-:S-8A$-2?3-IA-:.$
.J-;A/-.?-.%-0R-5%-3?-.-:)A$-gJ/-HA30-1R-3R-;A/-/:%-:S,.-.J%-?%-3$R-d-:S-2R/R<-:PR-;A-:.$:)A$-gJ/-0-.J-5S?-(R?-=-@&%-$A-.$:-2R-.%-..-0-;R.-0-8A$-.%-,.-%5S-(R?-0-5%-3-&%-43-:S-3A-:S-.J-:S-8A$-;R%$A-:.$aR2-$*J<->J?-3#/-8A$-;A/-/-;%<%-$A-o.-=-3A-.<-2<-$8/-=-.<-2-.J-:S8A$-L?-/-.J-;%-:PA$-?-3-<J.,
.J-:S-;A/-.?-o.-.J-.3-0:A-(R?-=-2+<2:A-,2?-.J-$%-<J.-9J<-/-.J-/A-]R-wR$-i3-28A?l-2-L?-/?-:#R<-2-=-%J?- :L%-$A- 2?3-0-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

;$-0R-8A$-;R.-.$R?-GA-<J.-3-$+R$?,.J%-?%:.A-:S-2v?-2#.-.?,&%-43-;R/-+/-8A$;R.-28$-.?-5%-3:A-.3A$?-0:A-l-2-.J-<%-$A=R%?-,R.- 2#- 2:A- ,2?- :S- 2R- 8A$-=-:PR- ;A;R.-0-:S-8A$-3,R%-$A-:.$
.J-:S-3-;A/-0<-5%-3?-}R/-IA-*J?-2-.30- mR$?- (J/- .0=- 3=- =- ?R$?- 0:A- $.3?%$-i3?-2v?-0-8A$-;A/-/,<%-$A-o.-:(R?o-.J-//-+/-IA?- $?%?-;R.,.J-28A/-)R-2R2!:-$.3?-0-5%-3?-G%-//-+/-IA?- o.:(R?-o-.J-$?%?-;R.-0-<J.,
.J-:S-;A/-?R%-.?-5J-3A-g$-0,:#R<-2:A*J?-.3A$?,=?-o-:V?,.-.J-5S-#$-;R.-03-<J.,%-5R-;A/-/-;%-.%-0R-l-2:A-]-3-$;#R$-L-V=-2:A-3./-.-2!:-(R?-8- .?,.J.?-*3?-=J/-0-3%-0R-;R.-0-<J.,.J-5S?-HR.GA?-OA.-$%-$?%-$A/-;R.-9J<-.?,%?-*2?:PR-|R3-2#.-;R.,?J3?-2*J.-|R3-2#.-;R.,
5K-3A-g$-0-|R3-2#.-;R.-9J<-.?----@-----.-.%HR.-<%-5K-3A-g$-0-.%-=?-o-:V?-.J-5S:C-/%-/2#.-;R.-0-AJ-<J.-9J<-YA.,.J:A-.?-?-3#?0:A-.2%-0R-3%-0R-;R.-0:A-{2?-.%-2{=-229%- 0R:C- {2?-;A/- /- ;%- ,%- 5S-:)A$-gJ/-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



:#R<- 2:A- ?J3?- :.A-.J- :S- 8A$- <J.,:.A- 5S.3:-3R-8A$-.%-.R/-3J.-0-:S-0R-(-28$-/?,
@---.-<%-;%-HJ.-.J:A-/%-/-9J<-/?-;<-3,R-?8A$-+-3-2aJ2?-/-+R$-43-3$-3-$%-2-:S-2R8A$-;A/-YA.,.-v-.J-=?-G%-#$-;R.-0-3-<J.,
.J-5S-.J-:S-8A$-<J.,.J-;A/-.?-5%-3?-]R-:.A;$-0R-2&R?-/?-:#R<-2-=?-%J?-:L%-$A-2?30-8A$-3J.-/-.-$+/-/?-;R%-?-3-<J.,
:#R<-2-=-%J?-:L%-$A-2?3-0-8A$-*J-2<LJ.-0-=-5K-3A-g$-0-.%-:#R<-2:A-*J?-.3A$?,
=?-o-:V?,.J-5S-5%-3-$/.-(J/-0R-8A$-=2lA?- /?-;$- 0R- 8A$- ?J3?- ,R$- =- ]%?- +J?J3?-0-.J-.J-5S:C-|%-=- :#R<-.$R?,.J-:S8A$-;A/-?-<J.-2?3-IA-:.$
.J:A-:UR-/?-H.-0<-.-:)A$-gJ/-1R-3R-=?R$?-0,.-1R-3R-=-?R$?-0-9J<-o-;%-3A-:.$
?-;A/-/:%-.J%-?%-=?-o-:V?-.J-$=-(J/-0R;A/-?-<J.,=?-o-:V?- .J-;$-0R-8A$->J?.$R?-?-<J.-3-$+R$?-.J%-?%-&A-8A$-;A/-/3,
.0J<-/-.J%-?%-/.-;3?->A$-3(J.-28$-0;A/-/,/-o-?J3?-&/-<J-9%-/-/-;%-/.-3J.,3?-&.-2?.-28$-0- .J-5S-/A,(R?-.%-3A3,/-0-.J-:S-8A$- <J.-:.$,3?-&.-3J.
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

0<-L?-/?-YR$-$&R.-.J-:S-LJ.-GA-:.$.J%-<%-5S:A-.3-0:A-(R?-.%-o2-:$=-%R-3-8A$<J.-:.$
.0J<-/-/.-;3?->A$-3(J.-28$-0-;A//-$?<-2}R-2-.%-,3.R?-\.-=-?R$?-0-.%3-EA-P%?-3%-:.R/-o-.%-,;=-z-$8A-2.$=-2d/-.A/-o-.J-5S-,3?-&.-.J:A-$*J/-0R-<J.-3$+R$?,?J3?- &/- i3?- $?R.- o- .J- 5S- YR$$&R.-0-5K-,%-2:A-=/-($?->A$-<J.,.J-:S:A=/- ($?-:#R<- /?- .-{2?- /- 5- ;R%- 2- <J.,
$8$-3-;A/-/-;%-.-v-YR$-3%-0R-8A$-2&.28$-/-5K-:.A-KA-!/- =- 1/-,R$?-?- 3A-:I<2<-3-9.,;%-#$-2}=-IA-?-2R/-8A$-KA?GA-(J.-.-24$?-28$-0-:S-8A$-<J.,
.J-:S:A-o-:V?-.J-(R?-.%-3,/-IA-3A-:.$
%-<%-$A?-(R?-&%->J?-GA-3-<J.-.J,.-.J%-?%HJ.-i3-0-,3?-&.-3#?-0:A-.2%-0R-;R.-?R%2-<J.,.J-5S-;A/-/-HJ.-i3-0?-$-=J-L?-/?,2?->J?-GA-|R-/?-]%-.R<-IA-$/?-.J-;$-0R8A$-$?%?-/?-=?-o-:V?-.J-;$-0R-8A$->J?/-.J-/?-&%-43-*A.-0R-;R%-?-<J.,
,3?- &.-GA?- 2.J- 2- :.R.- 0- .%- #$2}=-/A-%R%-:.R.-;R.-0-<J.,;A/-/-;%-5%-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



3?-.J:A-o-.%-:V?-2-$*A?-!-/R<-2#.-:.$
.J-/R<-?R%-.?-/3-;%-;$-0R-;R%-o-;R.-0-3<J.,.J-:S-8A$-<J.,.J-;A/-?R%-.?-.-:.A-5SHJ.- i3- 0?- l- 2- .J- :S- 8A$- =- ,$?- .$R%?28$-/?-=3-!R/-L?-/-;$-0R-8A$-;R%-?-<J.,
=?-.$J-2-L?-/-:V?-2-2.J-2-:L%-o.%- =?- 3A- .$J- 2- L?- /- :V?- 2- #$- 2}=:L%-o-;A/-0-.J-.%-0R-;$-0R-8A$-@-$R.J-$R-/?o-:V?-GA-=3-.J-5S-5%-3-HJ.-i3-0-3#?-0:A.2%-0R-;A/-.?-,R?-0:A-!J%-/?-.J-5S<-$R-2h8A$-3., .J-:S-L?- /-$%-3A/-5.-GA- $/.(J/-0R-;A/-?-<J.-3-$+R$?-.J-3A/-%-5S?- v-23,R/-0R-8A$-2>.-.$R?-2?3-0-8A$-$A?-G%;R%-?-3-<J.,
o-:V?-.J-5S-3J.-2?3?-/?-o-:V?-3>J?-/,.J-;%-$%-3A/-5.-GA-/R<-2-(J/-0R-%-5S/%-0-?%?-o?-GA-v-2-.%-j.-.J-o2-:$=-.?R%-;R.-0-.J-:S-;R%-?-<J.,
%?-2v?-/-,3?-&.-=-2.J-*A.-:L%-2:A$8A-.J-/A- %-5S:A-.$R/-0-.%-(R?- .J-5S-<J., .J:S-8A$-<J.,.J-5S-;A/-/-.-HJ.-i3-0?-,2?>J?-L?- /?-5%-3- ;$-0R-8A$-$?%?-,2-/,
}<-%-5S-3$R-=R$-+-(-28$-/-hR-P2-2!/-0:A-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

*A-3:A-{-!R.-;<-3<-{2?-%-5S:A-?-(-.J-3A-cR.GA-29R-:S-8A$-L?-/?-,3?-&.-#A$-0-(J/-0R&/-8A$-<J.-:.$
.J-=-2gJ/-/?-OA3?-3%-0R-:)R$-o-.J-;%&%-;A/-?-3-<J.,OA3?-3J.-/-;%-(R?-$?%2#.-/-(R?-GA-!J%-/?-$-=J<-L?-/?-;R%-o8A$-:.$mR$?-(J/-.0=-3=-%-5S:C-3$R-=R$+- 1J2?-0- .J<- 2v?- /- mR$?- (J/- .0=- 3=IA?-$?%?-0-.J-5S:A-/%-OA3?-28$-0:A-=R-o?8A$-$R-o-3A-:.$!/-29%-]-3:A-8=-=%-=?R$?-0-$?%?-0-.J?-,3?-&.-GA-?J3?-(R?=-2+<-/?,:)A$-gJ/-0-.J-5S-;%-<%-?-/??J3?-:I<-/?-?J3?-&/-IA-YR$-$&R.-o-%%?,
3A-$?.-o-%%?,b/-3-3A-LJ.-o-.J-,3?-&.#R-<%-5S?-%?-:.A-.-/?-29%-3A- LJ.-9J<-/?.3-2&:-28$.J-:S-L?-/?-eJ?-?-%-5S(R?-GA-8B%-#3?-:S-8A$-=-1<-:I<-/?-.-v2<-.-,$-?R%-2-<J.,.J-5R-;A/-/-}R/-LR/-IAL%-(2-?J3?-.0:-i3?-GA-,$?-2*J.-2?3IA?-3A-H2-0-.J-:S-8A$-;A/-0-<J.,
.-.J-;A/-.?-%?-:.A-/-:.A-<J.-9J<-o-&%3A-:.$-!J,HJ.-i3-0?-(R?-$?%?-GA-;R.-028A/-.J:A-!J%-/?-5%-3:A-?J3?-0-.J-2+<-,2-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



/-.-%-5S:C-;=-#3?-:.A<-2.J-*A.-:L%-LJ.-GAl- 2- .J- .3- 0:A- (R?- =-<$- =?- ;R.- 0- <J.- 3$+R$?, %-5S?-24/-5$?-LJ.-o- ;R.-?-3<J.-2?3-IA-:.$
HJ.-i3-0?-.J-:S-L?-/?-3.R-#3?-(.=-2!/-0:A-$8A-(J/-0R-8A$-24$?-/?-$%-3A/5.-GA-2!:-SA/-(J/-0R-2?3-IA?-3A-H2-0-8A$<J.-2#.-;R.-<J.,.J:A-!J%-/?-.-$%-9$-$Ao.-=-1<-.<-5=-.J-&%-43-HJ.-i3-0?-;$-0R8A$-.<-,2-o-.J-$-<J-.$:-?-<J.-.J-.%-,.J-5S=-/A-:.A-.$R?-0-3-<J.-2,
o=-#2-$8/-0-.J-5S<-;A/-/-OA3?-;A$9J<-2-8A$-;R.-0-;A/-.?-OA3?-;A$-$A-!J%-/?:PR-.$R?-0-<J.,%-5S-/A-?%?-o?-2&R3-w/:.?-GA?- .%-0R-(R?-GA-:#R<-=R-{R<-;R%-.?,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.3-(R?-:.=-2:A-:$R-29%-/?-;R%-2:A-:.=OA3?-*A?-2o-s-2&:A-$8A-28$.J:A-eJ?-?L%-(2-?J3?-.0:A-2a2-0-.%-#R3-0,$?%}$?-GA-2a2-0-.%-#R3-0-.J-,3?-&.-<A3-0<A3-0-L?-/?-$?%?-28$-:.$
.J-v<-.-L?-/?-?J3?- &/-,3?-&.-=1/-0:A-,2?-.J-:S-8A$-HJ.-i3-0?-L?-/-$%3A/-5.-GA-2!:-SA/-(J/-0R-;A/-?-<J.,.J-};A/- /- 2!:- SA/- LJ.- 28A/- 0- %- 5S:C- ;=- 3.R#3?-(.-/-.%R?-$/?-2?3-IA?-3A-H2-0:A2!/-0-1R/-3J-v-2-8A$-&<-28$-;R.-<J.,
.- <% - ;A/- /:%- HJ.-i3- 0?- .J- :S- 8A$,$?- 2*J.- $/%- /- .J- 2!:- SA/- (J- 2?3- IA:.$%-<%-$A-:.R.-0-=-.-:.A-:S-8A$-<J.,.J3-$+R$?-%?-:.A-<J.-9J<-/?-&%-8-o-3A-:.$

2!:-aR2-:.A-2R.-o=-=R-2136<2-L%-170-?-3R-\%-$A-=R-2R.-^-2./-0:A-5K?-1<J?-$9:-0-?%?-,A-=R-2009^-22o.-0:A-5K?-21=-$?J<-g-mR%-0E-,J$-3(R$-<A/-0R-(J:A-$9A3-#%-.-]-<%-3#/-0R-:(A-3J.-<A$-:6B/-IA?-2{=-/?-$?%?-0:A1-,$-=?-<A$-36S.-lR3-1A$-0?-12-0:R,,

lR3-1A$-0?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,

7*2?-eJ-L-V=-?%?-o?-hR-eJ-<A/-0R-(J,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

His Holiness Jadrel Sangye Dorji Rinpoche





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



?7*2?-eJ-L-V=-?%?-o?-hR-eJ-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$.$%-P%?-2o-,3-0-28J?-0:A{-5K:A-/%-$A-36.-i3-3.R<-2#?,


.J-;%-:R.-$?=-mR$?-0-(J/-0R:C-%J?-.R/-IA-i=-:LR<-0-(J/-0R-7*2?-eJ-L-V=-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-/A,
$+J<-(J/-2..-:.=-hR-eJ:A-.3-(R?-.$R%?-0-;R%?-:.?-GA-=%-L%-=?,
0E-(J/-2A-3:A-i3-:U=-3(R$;
!:,R$-KR$?-/?-2::A-3A%-&/-:L%-;8J?-.%-,
$+J<-(J/-:)A$?-V=-;J->J?-hR-eJ?,
H.-0<-3#<-(-0-;A-+-$<-HR.,,
~A$?-.?-3-<%?-=R$-v:A-$;=-=?-o=,,
:.R.-.R/-2!/-0:A-3%:-,%-$R%-.-:1J=,,
.R/-$*A?-z/-P2-.$J-35/-:2<-28A/-.,,
  {-5K:A-:.-LJ.-=R-2o<-:5S-$8J?-/?,,
92-$?%-(R?-d?-?-$?3-!/-+-H2,,&J?-0-v<-zR-KR$?-:63-2:A-\A%-$A.2?-:I<-2#-A-?-/:A-L%-KR$?,3#/-aR2-(R?-$?3-IA-$.=-8A%-,3.R-#3?-9=-3R-|%-$A-(<$+R$?,<R%-(J/-28A:A-.2?-3-:1$?-0-<A$?-$?3-3$R/-0R:C-LA/-IA?-2_2?-0-*$-A-6B-<R%-$A-LJV$-g-#R$-:VR%-2+=-9%?-V$-.3<-0R:C-*J-:.2?-?-($-0R-wR%-$A-2o.-0-;2-0E-.R/-P2-.%-;3-7H%-29:-2?R.-/3?-35S-8J?-0:A-,2?->J?-$*A?-GA-Y?-?-,A-=R-19132R.-<2-L%-2&R-s-0:A-2P%L-8J-S$-0-2$-;R.-&J?-0-(-3R-\%-$A-=R-2R/-^:A-5K?-2&<-3%=-IA-(-:6B/-=?-PR=,
aR2-.0R/-4j-$R-3A:3-^-2:A-2>J?-$*J/-IA-{-*J-A-2JJ-2A?-:$R-3=-{-*A-3-o=-35/-IA?-OR-o=-hReJ-8J?-0:A-35/-IA-&R.-0/-2)=,{-(%-%-/?-L3?-.%-~A%-eJ-..-2lR/->J?-<2-?R$?-,J$-(J/-<A$?-GA





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

/?-0-z/-*J?-?-3%:,
.J-/?-<A?-?-3-(.-0:A-*J?-(J/-.-3-.$J-2:A-2>J?-$*J/-.-2!J/-5=-/A,A-2JJ-2A?-3$R-3=-{-*A3-o=-35/,:)3-.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ-(R?-GA-]R-PR?,8J-(J/-!R%-3=-0E-SA-3J.,.$J-lJ-3(R$-3=-:I<3J.-2!/-0-i3-o=,kR$-l-:)A$?-V=-KR$?-GA-\%-0R,SA-3J.-8A%-*R%-{-UJ%-S$-0-:)A$?-3J.-2.J-(J/hR-eJ,K$-5-3=-{-0E-UA/-=?-o-35S,?A-+-0/-(J/-(R?-GA-o-35S,$+J<-(J/-:)A$?-V=-;J->J?-hR-eJ,
mR$?-3=-s-0-,2-2!/-(R?-GA-hR-eJ,A-:6S3?-o=-Y?-:I<-3J.-hR-eJ,(A/-\A%-OA-52-%$-.2%-(R?-GAP$?-0,3(R$-3=-:)3-.0=-2.J-2:A-*A-3,P2-.2%-3(R$-3=-KR$?-GA-\%-0R,.%-.!<-3=-{%J?-.R/-o-35S,:$R-5-3#/-(J/-AR-o/-2!/-:1J=,3#/-(J/-=J$?-2>.-:LR<-w/,3#/-(J/-/?w/-3HJ/-2lJ-]R-PR?,.0=-;=-3#/-0R-]R-PR?,?J-<-3#:-:PR-2.J-2:A-hR-eJ,>$-$?J2-eJ-24/-(R?*A.-29%-3R-?R$?-}-:I<-IA-3#?-P2-2&-U$-28A-=?-2c=-2-.J-i3?-GA-3./-/?-3.R-}$?-<A$$/?-.%-2&?-0-=-$?/-2?3-KR$?-3J.-.-36.-0?-.R/-IA-00A-+-(J/-0R:C-~/-0-P$?,
3#/-(J/-%$-.2%-.0=-29%-3A-=R-S$-.%-^-2-s:A-2<-.-3*J?-0-$?3-IA?-=J$?-0<-2!<-+J=3-.%-0R-}R/-:PR-/?-:)$-<A3-3,<-($?-?-:R.-$?=-$?%-2-OJ$?-(R.-,R.-c=-IA-2<-o.-=%-3/%$-$A-(R?-5=-o-35S-v-2-23-0-$%-LR:A-5=-.-mR$?-0<-$/%-2-,$?-*3?-?-28J?-0<-36.-0?mR$?-0-(J/-0R-<%-$%-<A?-3J.-GA-.$R%?-0-,$?-=-:O%?,:.R.-(%-(R$->J?-?R$?-23-/%-$A-3<-3Jv<-&?-0:A-i=-:LR<-IA-,R.-0-#R-/?-:PR-.R/-2*%?,3#/-(J/-%$-.$:-/?-.R/-IA-o=-52-+-LA/IA?-2_2?->A%-L-V=-?%?-o?-hR-eJ-8J?-0:A-35/-IA-&R.-0/-2)=,$+J<-(J/-:)A$?-V=-;J->J?-hReJ?-G%-<%-$A-o=-52-+-3%:-$?R=,o=-52-G-1J%-:)3-.0=-;J->J?-2!/-0:A-o=-35/-IA?-.2]<-2!<-2?-35S/-]-3=-3#/-0R-?R$?-(J-.$-.-3?-$4$-$A-o/-.-2~J/-0-i3?-=-8=-+-2a2-!R/nJ/-?J=-.2%-2!:-LA/-_2?-GA-:VJ=-2-3-,R2-0-3J.-0-v-2<-36.,
,A-=R-1958=R<-:V$-2o.-/?-o-$<-.-1J2?-+J-..-w/-i3?-GA?-1=-2:A-..-m?-i3?-(.$?/-3J.-0<-$/?-(J/-?R-?R:C-12-#J-$?<-28J%?-.%-12-o$?-/%-$/?-.!<-0R-(-2o.-?R$?-GA-(nJ/-.%-,$/?-3(R$-;%-=J->R.-GA-12-#J-.0=-<A$-:6B/-P2-0:A-.$:-5=-K$-2+2-0?-35S/-$/?-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

(J/-*J<-28A:A-;-I=-$R-K-7-<A:A-12-#J-]-3J.-:R.-$?=-+A%-:6B/-3(R$-P2-\A%-.%-,3.R-#J-1=-0R-(J-.%92-2./-2!:-,%-?R$?-=?-=%-2!/-0:A-$/?-(J/-;R=-3R-$%?-<:A-12-#J-!/-29%-(R?-\A%-.%-z#%-?R$?-.%-,&?-;=-zR-3R/-:V?-3R-$>R%?-GA-.0=-*R%-!:,R$-.$R/-.%-,1/-5S$?-d-;2-\A%-$A12-#J-!/-PR=-:R.-$?=-lJ-.%-,12-#J-%J?-$?%-g$-2g/-\A%-?R$?-;=-P-?R-?R:C-12-$/?-i3??-.$J-:./-:.?-0:A-#J-gJ/-.%-2gJ/-0<-2&?-0-~A$?-.?-2!/-0:A-24?-?-28$-/?-.3-0-$R%-3:A36.-,R.-.%-3,/-0<-!/-%%-L-2+%-$A-,R.-0-#R-/?-.?-:.:-2<-36.,
,A-=R-1989=R<-}-:I<-fA%-3:A-:63-\A%-8A-2.J:A-(R/-=3-(J/-3R-.2-:6$?-{2?-3*3-8$?$/%-!J-(R/-=3-(J/-3R:C-,A-,2-#%-.-.3<-9?-2!$-:$R$-$/%-2-.%-,.3<-9?-,R.-0-/A-#R3-0$?3-IA-2a2-L-.%-:$=-2-?R$?-GA-|R-/?-.!<-9?-,R.-.$R?-0:A-=3-!R/-o-(J<-$/%-2-.%-,=R-<J28A/-*-tR%-&=-4=-L-.%-LJ:-?R$?-3$R/-3J.-*3-,$-$A-?J3?-&/-.%-K<-3%-0R-5K-,<-2+%-2<-36.,
{=-w/-IA-aR2-3-i3?-=-5K-$&A$-=?-$&A$-=-:5%-o-2:A-:R.-$?=-mR$?-0-(J/-0R:C-3/-%$-92-3R2)=-+J-<A$?-&/-$?3-IA-<J-:.R.-;R%?-?-{R%-2<-36.,
7*2?-eJ-3(R$-/?-36.-0:A-=J$?-2>.-2!/-2&R?-/A,2c=-=/,$./-<2?,2!R.-5S$?,
8=-$.3?,mR$?-(J/-~/-2o.-GA-{R<,.!<-($(R?-:L%-,(R$-:PA$?-K$-=J/-2~J/-12-=?.R<,$<-,A$-.L%?-<R=-2&:-:2.-2h%-$?3-IA-{R<-?R$?-}-KA-;R%?-2#R3?-0R.-(J/-<A$?-s:AP%?-.%-35%?-0<-28$?,
$+J<-(J/-:)A$?-V=-;J->J?-hR-eJ:A-3-:R%?-=%-2!/-3%R/-.-I<-+J-7*2?-eJ-3(R$-{-:O%?-/?-.-=R-.$%-=R2o-,3-0<-1J2?-0<-3$R/-0R-$%-=-3A-KJ.-0:A-..-0-w/-0:A-3#/-aR2-(R?-$?3-IA-<A%-=$?-:6A/-0:A-}-:I<-2;R%?-/?-eJ?-S/-.%-$?-:..-8?-.%-8-28A/-0-.%-,a.-3<-;%-=R$-(R/-2<-(.-GA-$;=-=?-i3-0<-o=-/?{-$?%-,$?-GA-.GA=-:#R<-hR-eJ-(R?-2./-IA-%R-2R<-:5S-8A%-28$?-+J-_2?-(J/-,$?-GA-28J.-.R/-:2.-3J.-z/-IA?:P2-0:A-(R/-:./-$?R=-:.J2?-=/-2o<-8?-0-=$?-?R,,

lR3-1A$-0?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

7*2?-eJ-$.%-Y?-:)A$?-3J.-5K-.2%-UA/-=?-/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J,
His Holiness Dungsey Jigme Tsewang Thinley Norbu Rinpoche
(1931-2011)





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



?3#?-P2-!/-IA-.2%-K$-.3-0-7*2?-eJ-$.%-Y?:)A$?-3J.-5K-.2%-UA/-=?-/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$Ai3-,<-.%.$R%?-0-8A-2:A-.LA%?-?-$>J$?-5=3.R-43-2!R.-0,
/-3R-$-<-!k-3-EA-;J,


$.R.-3:A-$8A-.LA%?-3-2&R?-z/-P2-<%-L%-<A$-0-$*$-3:A-[R%-,,
(R?-9.-]R-:.?-!/-29%-?-3(R$-L-lR=-3J.-0<-.2%-:LR<-2?,,
&A<-;%-3-:$$?-(R?-{:A-<%-l=-$%-:.=-:PR-#3?-$-5S$?-%R<,,
lR=-2?-3-$R?-$9$?-{<-=%?-0:A-i=-:LR<-(J/-0R<-!/-/?-2~J/,,






 8J?-$%-=-3(R.-2eR.-5A$?-?-2&.-0:A-<R=-.L%?-.%-2&?-0-3./-=3-.-2>3?-/?-{2??-22?-0-/A,]R-9.-(R?-9.-(J/-0R:C-%%-=-g$-+-28$?->A%-L-2+%-2:A-i=-:LR<-0-(J/-0R-7*2?-eJ$.%-Y?-UA/-=?-/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J:A-KA-/%-$?%-$?3-IA-i3-0<-,<-0-2?3-IA?-3A-H2-0-=?-:.A<3.R<-2#?-43-8A$-:$R.-0-.%-:VJ=-+J-$%-*A.-.$R%?-0-(R?-.LA%?-?-,A3-5=-IA-{R<-&%-9.-VA-2<2IA-2-=,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

,R$-3<-{-:O%?-/?-$?/-2?3-$/%-5=,
.J-;%-)A-{.-.,
  P2-0:A-.2%-K$-2A-3-=-<(A,,
  !/-3HJ/-2?3-;?-0-;A-i3-0<-:U=,,
SA-3J.-:R.-9J<-,$?-GA-3=-0-3(R$,
:)A$?-3J.-UA/-=?-/R<-2<-$?R=-2-:.J2?,,8J?-$?%?-0-v<,}-:I<2!/-0:A-$?=-LJ.-]-/-3-3(A?-0-o=-2-[R%-(J/-<2-:L3?-.0=-29%-0R:C-^R?-$<-.3-0-:.A:A-;2GA-{:A-<A$?-o.-/A-2R.-GA-o=-0R-L-OA:A-o.-0-%-2R-!:$/3-o=-0R:C-3A-%R-9<-,R/-|3-0-.0R/-5%-$A-Y?!:,R$-3=-{-/R<-2-2!/-:6B/-IA-Y?-3(R$-}-:I<-2!/-:6B/-!/-IA-$4$-o/-7*2?-eJ-2..:)R3?-:)A$?-V=-;J->J?-hR-eJ-.%,;3-5K-2g/-$;-1R/-$*A?-GA-Y?-?-<2-L%-160:A-*J?-2.$&J?-0-$/3-=R-t$?-=$-,A-=R-1931=R<-2R.-GA-;=-.2?-(R?-o=-YR%-24/-|3-0R:CA-{-.?-o-29:!R%-)R:C-gJ/-{=-=-LR/-0<-P$?-0:A-)R-2R->G-3-/J:A-28$?-$/?-z-?:A-<-?-:U=-$%-$A-$4$-=$#%-.%-,2=-29:-OA-24/-IA-gJ/-{=-.-LR/-0-)R-2R-3A-2*R.-hR-eJ:A-28$?-$/?-<-3R-(J:A-z-#%-$A-2</-o=-:23-|%-8J?-0<-8A-OR:A-z-#%-(%-%-8A$-;R.-0-.J:A-*J-:.2?-?-;2-eJ:A-28$?-$/?->A$-;R.-0.J<-35/-.0J:A-$9$?-{:A-0ER-3%R/-0<-28.,
;2-eJ-*A.-GA?-:)A$?-3J.-5K-.2%-UA/-=?-/R<-2-8J?-35/-IA-&R.-0/-$?R=,.$%-=R-2o.-43IA-2<-;2-;3-.%-z/-&A$-:V=-3J.-.-28$?-$/%-36.,.J-/?-.$%-=R-.$-43-28J?-.?-2R.-;=zR-#-P-KA-AR-o/-(A/-PR=-\A%-8J?-=R-(J/-2N-<R-4-/-.?-22-$+J<-(J/-IA-i3-0<-LR/-0-<A$-:6B/-:I<-3J.hR-eJ:A-$./-?-$-=-2<-(R?-|R<-8$?-/?-.$%-=R-2&-2./-2<-28$?,.J-{2?-(A/-\A%-.$R/-IA-.2:6B/-$&%-<A/-0R-(J-%$-.2%-(R?-P$?-28$?-0?-9-5%-$A-.2-36.-OA-0-]R-PR?-o-35S-=-*A.-GA-{-;R/,.-=-:$/-:#<-.$R?-5=-IA-2!:-12-0?-#R%-/?-(R?-,R.-(R/-=3-<A$?-.%-,0E-2!:-,%-?R$?=-.R<-[R$-:V-:VJ=-5B$-#.-?R$?-.JA?-KA/-0-36.,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

hR<-:6B/-2.J-(J/-(R?-:6B/-3./-/?-G%-=J$?-.<-2R.-GA-;A$-$9$?-=-1-$.%?-[R$-,2?-,R/0-}$?-GA-[R$-,2?-G%-$?/-.%?-36.-.J,l-o.-$?%-~A%-l-2-.%-,#R3-$?3-i3-%J?-GA-$8%l-2-,$?-:6B/-$/%-!J-o$?-3R.-hR<-:6B/-5K-2g/-=$?-?-1=-8A%-,.J-LA%?-(R?-,R.-$?R=-:.J2?(R/-=3-<A$?-.%-,=R-<J:A-l-$?3-12-3(R.-3A-:S-2-#$-=-8=-:.R/-$/%-o:A-12-,2?,=?-L%12-#R$-.%-2&?-0-3%-43-;R.-0-.J-.$-,$?-:6B/-L?-+J,(A/-\A%-.$R/-0:A-1A$-=3-i3-0-<A$-LJ.GA-i3-$8$-g$-+-$4%-2?-9?-9-2:A-#J:A-#R%?-?-!R/-0?-)A-v<-2!?-2&?-0-28A/-9-5%-.3%?/?-?R?-0:3-$?R=-)-=-?R$?-5-2-$?R=-<J?-GAA-{2?-?,2&:-2<-L-2-=-b/-1-hJ2-0-.%-,2+%2<-L-2-=-@2-1-:LA/-0-=-?R$?-3J.-0<-5-2-2&.-0-v-2:A-|R-/?-$?R=-2:A-<A%-=-:.?-#J-;R%?-GA~/-=-$?=-2<-$?/-.-;R.-0:A-1-.$-$?=-2:A-|R-/?-]R-:6B/-$%-L?-o$?-3R.-~/-1R/-.$R?-0-}<YR=-=3-=$?-v<-o$?-1=-36.-.J,.$%-=R-2&-2./-353?-?-(A/-PR=-\A%-/?-.$R%?-0-8?-+J<J-8A$-z-?<-28$?-?R,,


2<-.-.2%-=%-3/-%$-$?3-IA?-,$?-o.-K$-5=,
.J-/?-;2-GA-$./-?-(R?-o=-YR%-24/-|3-0R:C-{-.?-?-28J%?-0:A-3,:-:.=-.%-;%-:.=-z#%-$A-P?-?-$+R$?-0-!R%-0R-2-(-$+J<-IA-z-#%-.%-*J-2:A-(<,2.J-(J/-!J%-8J?-:2R.-0:A-?-;A-(<;2-eJ-<A$-:6B/-(J/-0R?-$./-?-2&$?-0-.J<-1J2?-+J-28$?,.?-.J-.$-$A-{2?-?-;2-eJ:A-82??<,.2?-$4%-3.R-#3?-?$?-!R%-%-2R-zR-:V$-o-2=-=-?R$?-0-;=-P-$8/-/?-..-&/-IA-aR2-33%-0R-<A3-.%-<A3-3A/-.?-.%-.?-?R-?R<-:.?-0-=-2!:-$+J<-IA-.2%-=%-3%-0R-$/%-{2?-/-*A.-GA?$?/-&A%-,$8/-;%-;2-eJ-<A/-0R-(J-/?-3#/-(J/-%$-$A-.2%-0R:C-,$?-Y?-GA-P?-?-28$?-0-]-3AR-o/-<A$-:6B/,!/-%%?-OR-o=-hR-eJ,i=-:LR<-0-(J/-0R-.$J-:./-o-35S-=-?R$?-3#?-P2-$*A?w/-IA-]-3-3%-0R<-2{=-3-36.-0:A-2.$-nJ/-=-2gJ/-/?-*J-2R-3(R$-.3/-3%-0R-(R?-GA-.A/-0-==R%?-?-,R.-0:A-{2?-/:%-eJ?-$?/-&A%-,.J<-3-9.-:)3-.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ-(R?-GA-]R-PR?,.A=-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

3$R-3HJ/-2lJ-,J$-3(R$-2!/-0:A-o=-35/,hR-P2-(J/-<A/-0R-(J-,2-2!/-UA/-=?-.0=-:2<,%R=R-3#/-(J/-.3-0-hR-eJ-?R$?-=?-G%-.2%-OA.-=%-$?3-,R2,
H.-0<-;2-eJ-<A$-:6B/-(J/-0R-*A.-GA?-2..-:)R3?-$+J<-$?<-IA-.2%-=%-3/-%$-;R%?-mR$?23-0-$%-LR:A-5=-.-$/%-!J,<A$?-GA-2-:)A$?-3J.-UA/-=?-/R<-2-:.A-=-2..-:)R3?-92-(R?-;R%?mR$?-GA-.2%-=%-3/-%$-2!:-mR$?-=%-mR$?-?-$.3?-0-;A/-0?-.R/-2o.-GA-$*J<-#-,2-0<-IA?>A$-&J?-=%-LA/-0-;A/,z-<A$?-GA-}$?-0-1-c/-:)A$?-V=-;J->J?-eJ?-VA?-0-6-;_,8J?-$+J<$?<-IA-.R/-IA-2!/-0:A-2.$-0R<-3%:-$?R=-36.-.R,,
<%-*A.-/?-8=-3)=-$?%-,R?-MR%-2:A-]-3-,3?-&.-%R-35<-.%-2!:-SA/-(J-2-:2:-8A$-+:#3?,:R/-+J-(R?-.%-]-3-29%-0R<-.%R?-0R<-A-:,?-?-8J/-0?-:)A$-gJ/-(R?-2o.-GA-$9A-2eA.212-0:A-a.-.-]-3:A-35/-SA=-21$?-LJ.-0:A-:R?-?-3(A?-0-3A-:.$-~3-!J-~J3?-0-*%-2:A-,2?-=$4B$?-?-L?,$R-2-z/-0-:S-2-=-$8A-2&R=-/?-(R?-=-,R?-2?3-o-(J/-0R-L?-5=-IA-,A-2gR=-2*J..J-3#?-0:A-P$?-0-:.R/-0:A-2g/-0:%-(J<-3-2*J.,=R-$?3-2&.-o<-;%-;%-2#.-0:A-12-;?.%-,P2-g$?-%R3?-?-(R$-0:%-&%-3-2.R$:R/-+J-!R%-0R-.%-zR-3R/-:V$-=-?R$?-0<-$/?-.?-?R?R<-*A/-8$-2./-U$-<J->?-.%-,^-%R-<J->?-$%-tR$?-:KA-2-.$/-.?-?-#%-/-;A2?-/?-#R.-0-v2:A-353?-?.-?.-<J-=-2#.-0:A-#=-L?-$?%?,.J-/A-)A-{.-.,=?-/A-$%-9$-z-3A-;%-,,.$R%?-0.3-0-?%?-o?-.%R?,,8J?-$?%?-0:A-.R/-IA?-;A/-0<-$R<-3-($-$R,

3,:-3<-%J?-3J.-GA-o=-#3?-KR$?-3,<-2!/-:PR:A-36.-0-2*%?-+J.$R%?-0-8A-2<-$>J$?-5=,
.J-;%-)A-{.-.,KR$?-3J.-o=-#3?-;=-/,,<A$-:6B/-i=-:LR<-aJ2?-5K,,{=-w/-$.=-L<1/-2.J,,:L%-2-gJ/-&A%-:VJ=-:L%-,,8J?-$?%?-0-v<,2R.-!R%-0R-.%-,zR-3R/-:V$-;=-.%-,o2=-?R$?-?-1J2?->A%-28$?-5K-#2-=J/-hR-;A?-t$?-KJ-2#?-0-28A/-%J?-3J.-GA-KR$?-3,:-#$-/?-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

$.=-L-i3?-<%-28A/-%%-$A?-:.?-0-=-$-5S$?-0:A-(R?-GA-.A/-0?-(A/-0<-36.-&A%-,{-5K-!R.-43IA-.?-=R-3%-<A%-:V$-+-28$?,
.J:A-5K-2N->A?-|%-$A-(-:.?-?-$+R$?-0:A-3A-..-&/-:$?-.$J-aR%-.$R/-0-8J?-0:A-?-$8A-*3?.$:-2-8A$-1=-+J-<A/-0R-(J-HJ.-{-5K-$&A$-:.A<-28$?-.$R?-8J?-8?-0-=,2.$-=-.$R?-0-&%-3J.3R.,:R/-G%-%?-2.$-$A<-L?-+J-3=-{-.$:-<2-hR-eJ:A-2!/-0-.<-2:A-(R/-=3-$.2-o-;A/-8J?-8=IA?-28J?-+J,3A%-;%-.$:-<2-;%-lJ-8J?-:.R$?-$/%-36.,.J-/A-3A-v<-$%-;%-3A-=?-:.?-0:A3=-{-.$:-<2-hR-eJ:A-mR$?-(J/-IA-2!/-0-.<-2:A-.R/-.-;A/-0-=?-<%-$A-2:A-35/-.-.$:-<2-hR-eJ8J?-mR$?-(J/-%R-=R-3#/-<A/-0R-(J?-2+$?-$/%-2:A-2-.J-=-($?-+J-.J-v<-3A%-2+$?-0-$%-;%-3A/8J?-$?%?,
;%-$8/-8A$-+-?-$8A-8A$-1=-+J-$R%-v<-8?-0-/,%-:.A<-2#.-0:A-%J?-0-3J.-0?-.J-/A-2.$-=.$R?-0-&A-;%-3J.,:R/-G%-%?-]%-!J-3-:R%?-0<-$-<-<A/-0R-(J:A-2!/-0-.<-2:A-.R/-.-(R/-=3-$.2o-;A/-8J?-$?%?-+J-2.$-$A<-36.-0-.J,.-v-$%-$A-Y?-$.%-:6B/-.$:-<2-<A/-0R-(J?-9%?-3.R$.0=-<A-gJ/-.%-2gJ/-0<-2&?-0-28J%?-+J-<%-L%-:R.-$?=-(R?-\A%-8J?-2..-:)R3?-$+J<-$?<-IA-vJ$/?-?-I<-0-.J-;A/,
H.-0<-eJ-<%-*A.-GA-8=-/?,z/-P2-<A$-:6B/-0E:A-o=-,2?-=,,3*3-0-*A.-.-3%:-.2%:LR<-/-;%-,,i3-(A/-<A$-:6B/-$9$?-GA-$9$?-29%-!J,,z/-P2-<A$-:6B/-0E:A-2!/-0-%J=,,
8J?-$?%?-0-v<,(R?-8-2-0R-)A-v-2-8A$-=:%-$4S-(J<-AR-o/-0E:A-<A%-=$?-GA-$?%-(J/-hR-eJ-,J$-0:A.2%-=%-3/-%$-i3?-,R$?-h$?-3J.-0<-%J=-2:A-|R-/?-$.=-L:A-o.-(A/-0<-36.,.J-=-/3-;A/;%-7*2?-eJ-L-V=-<A/-0R-(J:A-8=-/?,aR2-3-i3?-GA?-..-0-;R.-3.R$-3.R$-43-=?-~A%-/?-..0-/A-(J?-.!:-2-=,.J%-.?-GA-]-3-i3?-GA?-aR2-3-3-2g$?-0<-.2%-=%-3/-%$-i3?-%J=-+J-.3*3?-.%-#A$-&/-3%-.-29R?-/?-.M=-2<-:PR-2:A-o-.-3-$?R$-$A-:.$-&J?-35/-.%R?-?-3-$?%?0<-9<-9:A-5=-IA?-;%-;%-2!:-2GR/-$/%-,
;%-.?-$8/-8A$-+-L-V=-<A/-0R-(J-.%-3)=-:U.-$/%-5K-}<-28A/-2!:-2GR/-$/%-2:A-:$R-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

:6$?-0-/,:R-%?-2?3-/-$%-YA.-,3?-&.-hR-eJ-?J3?-.0:A-<%-28A/-.$-0-<2-:L3?-:2:-8A$;A/-0-=-.3-*3?-.%-#A$-&/-$-/-;R.,.J-43-3-L%-;%-z-.%-3A-8J?-$?%?-/-.$:-2-=-.J-3A/-0<.3-*3?-.%-#A$-&/-$?%?-0-.J-2v-AJ->J?-.$R%?-/?,L-V=-<A/-0R-(J?-.3-*3?-.%-#A$-&/-)A43-$?%?-0-.J-43-.-hR-eJ-?J3?-.0:-)J-(J<-)J-(J<- 2|R3?-+J-/%-/?-<-2#-?-<->-8J?-2^-28A/28$?-0-/,<%-*A.-hR-eJ-?J3?-.0<-.%R?-?-I<-&A%-L-V=-<A/-0R-(J-;%-.J-28A/-I<-3,<-.3-*3?.%-#A$-&/-v-8R$hR-eJ-?J3?-.0:%-1<-3-?R%-5<-;%-fJ.-o-3J.-0<-3A-.3A$?-0:A-v-2-;J-$.%?-(J/0R:C-%%-.-$/?-0-=?-.3-*3?-.%-#A$-&/-$+/-/?-fJ.-o-3A-:.$.J-/A-<%-$A-l-2:A-]-3:A-,2?3#?-,$?-eJ-<%-<J.,%-.J-v-2:A-v-2-=-2R$?-,R/-?R%-$?%?,
$8/-;%-,(R?-*A.-.R/-=-3%:-2fJ?-/,,,$?-/?-(R?-$+J<-:23-U$-2hR=,,8J?-$?%?-0v<,3-:R%?-$.=-L-z$-3:A-.R/-.:%-=?-.%-0R-/?-29%-?%?-o?-GA-?:A-2<-.-:PR-2:A-=3-3-/R<2<-!R/-0:A-$?%-lR3-;%-:)R$-$/%-36.,.J-;%-O$-:,%-2..-:)R3?-\A%-0:A-$+J<-$?<-}R/-:PR>A/-+-2#?-0:A-:PJ=-0-$R-2.J-(-:22-GA-5=-.-VA?-0,;2-eJ-<A/-0R-(J:A-$?%-]-3-o%-:2R.->A/-+2#?-0:A-:PJ=-0-SA-9:A-2-3R:C-+a-<:A-1-.L%?,;2-eJ-<A/-0R-(J:A-$?%-$?R=-:.J2?-o=-!/-,$?eJ-$&A$-2#?-3:A-:PJ=-0-*A-$8R/-LA/-_2?-:R.-9J<-!R%-w/,;2-eJ-<A/-0R-(J:A-$?%-{-UJ%-$?R=:.J2?-3RA-!:A-.R->=-IA-:PJ=-0-<A$-:6B/-3#:-:PR-.IJ?-0:A-3$=-o/-0E-<-$:A-.R->=,;2-eJ<A/-0R-(J:A-$?%-3#:-:PR-2.J-(J/-o=-3R:C-5S$?-2{%-$A-:PJ=-0-*A-3-$8R/-/:A-:R.-9J<,zR-uR%?.L<-d:A-1-w/-.-28J%?-0:A-2..-:.=-3(R.-gJ/-IA-.!<-($-/R<-2-2ND#:A-.R->=,$/?-3(R$-%PR-!$-5%-=-YA-8-212?-0:A-1/-;R/-?R$?-{-$?%-,$?-GA-$?%-$?3-hR-eJ-$?3-35S/-0<-0R.-$?3.-=R%?-0-28$?,.J-=?-$8/-;%-.LA/-;A$-,R$-(R?-$+3-:$:->?-VA?-0-$?J<-IA-wJ:-3A$-(%-%-,
(The Small Golden Key) (R?-$+3-$-5S$?-0:A-$+3-IA-V$-&,(Echoes) }<-IA-=R-o?-1%-$+3,R<-2-:$:->?,(Gypsy Gossip) ><-KR$?-$%?-<A:A-o.-GA-3A-<A$?->A$-$A-$+3-o.-9J<-2-<%-*A.GAA-1%-$+3-<$?-2#?,( Fantasy History of a Himalayan)v-2-3A-:S-2:A-{R<-<$?-43-2eR.-0-2./-.!<-0R-&/-IA-P-$9A%?,(White Sail: Crossing the Waves of Ocean Mind to the Serene





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

KA-/%-:L%-s:A-gJ/-:VJ=-IA-2>.-0-<$?-2#?-+-3:A-^R?-$<,
(Wisdom Dance: The Display of the Self-Nature of the Five Wisdom Dakinis ) KA-o=-:$:-8A$<%-$A-<A$?-.%->J?-<A$?-=-8J/-$R$-@-&%-,=-(J?-0?-/%-0:A-(R?-.%-$%-9$-=-.3:-:2J2?-*R/2eR.-LJ.-0:A-.0J-.J2-:$:-=-=/-.-2eR.-0-3#:-:PR-3:A-:UA/-;A$-.?-GA-1R-*- (Welcoming Flowers
Continent of the Triple Gems)

from Across the Cleansed Threshold of Hope: An Answer to the Pope's Criticism of Buddhism )

.%-2&?-0:R,,
.J-v:A-36.-0-*R%-28A/-*A.-GA-{-5K-(.-43-/?-L%-KR$?-A-<A<-28$?-G%-a<-;%-,A-=R-2009
=R<-:V$-.%-,2=-;=-;%-=J->R.-.-12J ?-+J-{=-w/-=?-:UR-&/-IA-$.=-L:A-*J-2R-i3?-(R?-GA?-o.(A/-0<-36.-0-.J-/A-{-.%R?-GA-36.-0-,-3-v-2-;A/-0<-$%-!J,.J-.?-<%-L%-.-28$?-5K-*A.-GA-8=/?-.-/A-%-=R-c?-0?-3%-/-.-.%-=R-$*A?-43-3-$+R$?-2#.-3A-,2-0-:S-2?-KA?-?-a<-;%-:LR<-,20<-.!:-;%-.-.%-3-:R%?-0<-2aJ2-o-.%-HJ.-&$-3*3-.-3)=-o:A-<J-2-.%-(R/-=3-;R.-&J?-$?%?0-v<-.$%-P%?-8128J?-0-,A-=R-2011^-120:A-5K?-26.%-,$/3-=R-t$?-;R?-2R.-^-
110:A-5K?-2=-<%-&$-$.=-L:A-2?R.-/3?-GA-$R.-.-3->R%-2<-2gJ/-8A-2<-$>J$?-0-.J-/A,)A{.-.,:(A-2-:(A-2-3-;A/-+J,,i=-:LR<-?%?-(%-o-2-;A/,,8J?-0-v<,L%-KR$?-A-<A<-KA-$?=$9$?-{:A-2!R.-0-/%-.LA%?-$8R/-/-23-{:A-[R%-.-2#?-0:A-5=-2!/-+R,,
.J-/?-8$-P%?-212<-{-$.%-<A/-0R-(J-.J<-28$.J:A-eJ?-..-w/-2-aR2-i3?-GA?-:V$-%PR-.%-,23-,%-,;R/-1-=,$.%-:6B/-.$:-<2-<A/-0R-(J?-28J%?-0:A-$/?-3(R$-<%-L%-:R.-$?=(R?-\A%-,2<-353?-K$-hR<-z-#%-%3-$?%-2.$-.IJ?-0:A-\A%-,<3-.<-2&?-=-$./-:SJ/-8?+J-8$-:$:->?-GA-<A%-.J-.%-.J:A-?J<-*-..-w/-3A-3%-;R%?-=-3)=-#-8A2-o?-?-$/%-8A%-,.J-/?a<-;%-%-PR<-$./-:SJ/-8?,.J<-3A-.2%-:V$-o=-28A-0-.%-,s-0-$*A?-G%-{-$.%-<A/-0R-(J3)=-2<-1J2?,;%-.0=-;=-/?-3(R$-3=-I%-#%-<A/-0R-(J?-$4S?-,J$-3(R$-i3-PR=-\A%-$A-.$J:./-0-i3?-GA?-!<-\A%-8A-OR-.%-:VJ=-2:A-]-3-3(R.-0:A-(R-$:A-|R-/?-{-$.%-<A/-0R-(J<-3(R.-0-.30-1=-8A%-,3$R/-0R-$%-$A-;%-YA.-M<-.-:LR/-0:A-$?R=-:.J2?-(R/-=3-92-o?-8?,.J-/?-$.%-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

:6B/-.3-0-.$:-<2-<A/-0R-(J-.%-,7*2?-eJ-2..-:)R3?-<A/-0R-(J-.%-3$R/-0R-$%-$A-8=-aR2-.%R?]-3-!/-29%-.2%-:.?-?3-;R%?-P$?-?-]-3-~A%-#-.%-,hR<-aR2-353?-0-2?R.-/3?-29%-0R?$4S?-<%-L%-:R.-$?=-(R?-\A%-.%-,2<-353?-$?%-2.$-.IJ?-0:A-\A%-$A-|R3-#J?-$R-1A$-$4S-2R<8?->A%-,..-w/-3A-3%-;R%?-/?-1=-2:A-24S-.%?-GA-$?J<-29%-{-$.%-<A/-0R-(J:A-8=-.-21R/-+J.0=-hR-eJ-?J3?-.0:A-(-L.-.-L?-0<-7*2?-eJ-2..-:)R3?-:)A$?-V=-;J->J?-hR-eJ:A-;%-YA.-?%?o?-0E-28.-0-:PR-:.=-<A$-:6B/-UA/-=?-P2-0:A-#J?-.2-$4S?-]-3-.0=-hR-eJ-?J3?-.0:A-(R-$:A-|R/?-$/3-=R-<2-$/?-(-:V$-@R<-^-10:A-5K?-10,A-=R-2012^-30:A-5K?-3=-{-$.%-<A/0R-(J<-8$?-:2=-8?,
.J-.%-(2?-&A$-OR?-3:A-*3?-=J/-0-i=-:LR<-1R-3R-i3?-GA?-OR?-3:A-5S$?-3(R.-GA-:#R<-=R2{R<,8$?-:2=-2-.J:A-5K-.J<-:.?-3A-:$:-8A$-$A?-$/3-=-*A-3-$*A?-><-2-.%-,=-=<-*A-3-28A><-2-?R$?-%R-35<-2:A-v?-3%R/-?3-!/-IA-3A$-=3-.-$%-2<-2>.,;%-$%-$A-{-.%R?-GA-$.=-L-<J8A$-mR$?-0:A-5=-2!/-G%-,=?-2o-0-=?,
o-35S-(-YA/-$/?-GA-_2?,,
     .?-=?-;R=-2<-:I<-;%-YA.,,
$.=-2<-L-2:A-?3J ?-&/-=,,
?%?-o?-.?-=?-;R=-3A-3%:,,8J?-$?%?-0-v<,
36.-0-/3-;%-.?-o/-3A-:(.-0:A-g$?-?-$.=-L-i3?-GA-..-0-.%-2?R.-/3?-$?R$-0:A-gJ/-.-.2,R.-.%-,5K3?-S$-/A-8$?-:2=-3-28J?-0<-..-0:A-gJ/-.-<%-:)$?-?-28$-$/%-:.$
8$?-:2=-.?-?-3$R/-0R-$%-$A-Y?-3(R$-7*2?-eJ-mR%-$?<-3HJ/-2lJ-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-.%-,
$.%-:6B/-.$:-<2-<A/-0R-(J-i3-$*A?-GA?-$4S?-Y?-Y?-3R-i3?-.%-,!:,R$-?A-+-<A/-0R-(J-.%-,
.0=-;=-/?-3(R$-3=-<A/-0R-(J-.%-,(A/-\A%-/?-o=-Y?-3=-{-<A/-0R-(J-.%-,$8/-;%-*2?-eJ2..-:)R3?-GA-.%R?-aR2-i3?-.%-,3$R/-0R-$%-$A-8=-aR2-.-3?-$4S?-..-&/-!R%-U$-3%-0R-:.:6S3?-L%-:.$-$R,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.J-v<-3$R/-0R-$%-$A-i3-0<-,<-0-)A-28A/-0-/A-?-,R2-:1$?-0-i3?-GA-,R.-;=-=?-<%-&$-v2:A-;=-=?-:.?-0?-/,:.A<-/A-*A.-GA-<%-i3-3.R<-2#?->A$-;R.-0-=?-$4S-(J<-2+?->A%-,1A$-00R?-G%-$/?-5=-#%?-,2-:$:-8A$-#-2?2-GA-5=-.-&%-9.-43-3.R<-2#?-?-2!R.-0:A-.$J-2?:VJ=-5.-.R/-.%-w/-&A%-,$%-$A-3=-0:A-^R?-$<-$%-=-$%-:.=-.-3#:-=?-,R$-22?-28A/-M<-.:LR/-+J-,3?-&.-!/-29%-]-3:A-?-=-2.J-]$-+-<J$-0:A-(R/-:./-~A%-.GA=-/?-;%-;%-8-/,l$?3-.3-&/-(R?-*%R -.%-2&?-0:A-/?-3,?-.J-.J-28A/-.-:P2-0<-I<-&A$-$,


a<-2eR.-0,


(R?-{:A-.$R%?-0<-$>J$?-28.-3J.-G%-+-3:A-$%-2<-3%R/-8J/-0:A,,
!/-+-gR$-0?-.3-.-2&A%?-0:A-3#:-H2-;A.-&/-)A-~J.-GA,,
A-:,?-8A$-0:A-,2?-=-3#?-0?-8A%-#3?-$8/-.-$>J$?-3R.-G%-,,
(R?-{:A-.LA%?-=-<A%-.-3-28$?-;%-3=-3%R/-?3-M<-2!/-36S.,, ,,
lR3-1A$-0?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

Ralo Rinpoche (1934-2011)



?G-=R-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A-36.-i3-~A%-2#?,


o=-2!/-,A-.%-LJ-V$-.0=-$?%-(J/-}-:I<-2:A-2!/-0-=-z$-2?3-.%-,$?-!R2?-GA?-|R!/-/?-K$-0:A-$R?-.!<-t%-=R:C-#J:A-o/-.-I<-0-G-=R-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-/A,$+J<-=%-.-3:A-=%-$A?9A/-0-v<,;2-3,-!R2?-GA-.2%-K$-G-=R-4-2-hR-eJ-P$?-GA-$4%-o%-lJ<-<A$-}$?-:(%-2-/?-w/93-3-(.-0<-LR/-0:C-<A$?-GA-Y?-?-:O%?-0-\%-(J/-.0=-IA-?J;J:A-*J?-3=-G-!R/-!R2?-w/-.0:2R:C-$.%-<A$?-$4%-?-*-%J-.$R/-]-V%-L%-$A-$.%-:6B/-2&-0-UA/-=?-<A$-:6B/-3(R$-.%-,;38R%-.$:-%J-]-V%-$A-Y?-3R-3A$-.3<-1R/-3-$*A?-GA-Y?-?-,A-=R-1934<2-L%-16<2-$/?->A%-HA=R:C-2R.-^-85K?-8*A/-%R-35<-2:A-v?-29%-.-3-.%-2&?-{-:O%?,<A$-:6B/-.2%-o=-hR-eJ-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

8J?-35/-$?R=,u$?-=-;A-$J:A-3(R$-I<-A-<%-LR/-IA-35/-29%-w/,.$%-=R-s-/?-;A-$J-:VA[R$-?R$?-:2.-2lR/-(J<-3A-.$R?-0<-3HJ/,(%-%:A-.?-/?-.3-0:A-<%-g$?-?-{-lJ.-$/%-2-5/(.-12-0-#R-/-3*J?-0:A-i3-:I<-36.,<A3-28A/-<%-=$?-L%-$+J<-36S.-s?-$4S?-(R-$-K$-=J/?R$?-3,R%-2-2o.-0:A-K$-28J?-i3?-*3?-:R$-+-(.,;2-eJ-.3-0:A-2!:-28A/-.$%-P%?-2&$?3-=R<-2P%-L-$&A$-$A-<A%-hR-eJ-$R-O2-GA-$9%?-}$?-:23-,J<-?R-S$-2?$?-.%?-36.,.J-/?;2-*A.-=?-L%-$+J<-.2%-=%-$4S?-;2-3J?-GA-2o.-0:A-(A/-PR=-IA-$.3?-0-3-=?-0-8?->A%-L%$+J<-}R/-:PR-$9J<-s-?R$?-=:%-2?$?-.%?-$/.-(A/-IA?-<%-o.-(A/-0<-36.,
?-*-3#/-(J/-:)3-.0=-29%-0R-=?-,R.-:)$-.%-#R3-$?3-?R$?-$?/,L%-z-lJ-3#<-(J/V$-+-H%-3=-<A$-:6B/-(J/-0R:C-.%R?-aR2-hR-eJ-:6B/-0-7*2?-eJ-V$-3#<-<A/-0R-(J-=?-H%-3=-IA$+J<-(R?-0E-!A-=-;,:.R.-:)R:A-23-29%-,:):-5S/-0R.-S$92-+A$-1R=-3,=J:-2./-3:A.2%-=%-2&?-$?/-0<-36.,.$%-P%?-2&-S$-=R<-&A-=%-K$-.$R/-.-.!R/-3(R$-,A-:.?-GA-120-=R-$&A$-<A%-28$?,.$%-P%?-2&R-2o.-0<-eJ-<A$-:6B/-:)3-.L%?-.$:-2:A-$./-?-&A-=%2N->A?-$.R%-.$:-w/-(R?-1$-+-<A$-:6B/-cR.-wJ3-IA-$+J<-(R?-]-mR$?-,$?-$?3-IA-2~J/-12-==R-$?3-<A%-2&.-o-.3-0R<-28$?->A%-L%-$+J<-1$-3R-.%-<A$-:6B/-YR$-12-GA-l-2:A-_%-$?3-=:%.%?-2lR/-$/.-(A/-36.,,A-=R-1953=R<-?-*-1R=-3-1R-V%-.-:)3-.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ-(R?-GA-]RPR?-GA-3./-/?-2.J-3(R$-.%-,GN-hR<-IA-.2%-,=$?-$*A?-GA-?J3?-#R3-8?->A%-35/-;%-2?3$+/-o-35S-8J?-$?R=,KA?-?-eJ-]-3-*A.-=?-.$R%?-0-9%-,=-IA-.2%-=%-8?-0:A-{2?-.J<-1<0:A-2~J/-353?-=-28$?-.$R?-0:A-2!:-,J%?-$*A?-43-1J2?,
,A-=R-1958=R<-&A-=%-.-1J2?-+J-24/-.$R/-2?3-$+/-(R?-\A%-K$-2+2,,A-=R-1960=R<!-%%?-9%?-3.R$-.0=-<A<-7*2?-eJ-2..-:)R3?-<A/-0R-(J:A-3./-/?-<A/-(J/-$+J<-36S.-(J/-3R-.%$+J<-$?<-IA-.2%-=%-;R%?-mR$?-8?,$+J<-$?<-IA-.2%-=%-8-{2?-$?%-35/-hR-eJ-2.J-(J/l=-8J?-$?R=,$8/-;%-7*2?-3$R/-,3?-&.-3HJ/-&A%-$9A$?-0-(J/-0R-3(R$-.%-,7*2?-eJ.A=-3$R-3HJ/-2lJ-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-P2-.2%-0E-/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-:O=-8A$-<A/-0R-(J-,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

7*2?-eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J-i3?-=?-.2%-=%-?R$?-.%-,7o=-2-!k-0-<%-L%-<A$-0:A-hR-eJ=?-2!:-o.-}$?-36S.-(J/-3R,?-*-$R%-3-<A/-0R-(J-=?-?-1<-.2%-=%-?R$?-.%-,OA.-.0R/-0E(R?-o=,o=-52-:):-:R.-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-hR-P2-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-!:,R$-kR$-l-<A/-0R-(J,
!-=-<A/-0R-(J,K$-<A/-0R-(J-?R$?-*J?-(J/-.3-0-2&-U$-$*A?-43-=?-(A/-PR=-IA-$.3?-%$-92-3R:C2..-lA-M%?->A%-$/.-(A/-*3?-=J/-IA?-.?-:.:-2?-*3?-gR$?-GA?-<%-o.-K$-0<-36.,
z$-0<-.-3J-+R$-$%-=-1R$-0:A-z-{=-5K-<2?-=?-GA-]-3-<A$?-2.$-7*2?-eJ-L-V=-<A/-0R-(J3(R$-$A-12-#J-!/-PR=-:R.-$?=-lJ<-12-,J%?-.%-0R<-hR-eJ:A-3(J.-PR$?-o=-YA.-$-2./-P%?-w/IA?-~A%-,A$-l-$?3-IA-2~J/-12-=R-$?3-<A%-28$?,a<-;%-:)3-.L%?-(R?-GA-]R-PR?-GA-2!:=%-28A/-7*2?-eJ-L-V=-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A?-G%-~A%-,A$-o.-=$?-1<-0:A-2~J/-353?-#R.-.$R?-0:A2!:-//-1J2?-0-3A-KJ.-..-0?-,A-2R<-]%?-+J-12-#J-.J-*A.-.-1<-0:A-12-0-=R-$?3-<A%-28$?-3,<12-1<-5-0R-($?-0-.%-,12-1<-=?-3J-:2<-2-.%-3J-!$-:UR-2-L%-,12-#%-$A-|J:-#%-/?-*J-2R3%-0R?-1<-0-P2-0:A-g$?-35/-.J-.$-3)=-3#/-;%-L%-,{2?-.J<-7*2?-eJ-L-V=-<A/-0R-(J3(R$-$A?-mR$?-0-(J/-0R-;J->J?-]-3:A-(A/-OA.-GA-$.3?-%$-23-0-$%-LR:A-5=-.-2)=-$/%-36.-0?R$?-GA?-2!:-SA/-2*%?,hR<-\A%-1/-5S$?-d-;2-(R?-\A%-.-7<A$?-2.$-L-V=-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A?$+J<-$?<-OR?-/$-$A-.2%-$?%-{2?-.3-0-$%-$A?-G-=R-S$-l=-hR-eJ-8J?-35/-IA-&R.-0/-2)=,
:V$-.%-o-$<-IA-?-353?-.-]-3-=-eJ-*A.-GA?-82?-+R$-^-2-$?3-IA-<A%-212?-eJ?-$+J<$?<-OR?-3:A-=R-353?-=-28$?,.J-eJ?-2=-;=-.-1J2?-+J-$/?-H.-0<-&/-A-?-<-;A-V$-1$-+,A-=R-1972=R-/?-29%-L%-$+J<-1<-0:A-SA=-12-=-=R-$?3-.%-,3(R$-\A%-o.-=%-3/-%$-$?3IA-1<-0-.%-,2..-:)R3?-$/3-t$?-%-PA:A-2~J/-12-=R-$?3-IA-<A%-212?,.J-28A/-$/?-l(J/-.%-.2J/-$/?-i3?-?-LR/-+J-*A/-8$-=R-^:A-12-0<-o/-.-,$?-$8R=-2<-36.,7*2?-eJ-.A=3$R-3HJ/-2lJ-<A/-0R-(J:A-2!:-.$R%?-28A/-,J-7/-?R$?-KA:A-;=-P-#$-+-1J2?-+J-$.=-L-..-w/P%?-3J.-=-:.A-KA<-1/-0:A-.3-(R?-2..-lA-92-3R:C-2!:-SA/-2*%?,..-w/-.A/-2.$-i3?-GA?2?3-;=-=?-:.?-0:A-2!<-!A-8?-G%-~J3?-0-$+/-/?-3J.-0<-*3-(%-#R-/:A-%%-5=-.-28$?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.A/-2.$-i3?-GA-.%R?-m?-G%-(.-9R?-?-3A-:PR-2<-(R?-KR$?-.%-,3.R<-/-2!/-:PR:A-.R/-(J/-#R/<-.3A$?-+J-$/?-(J/-2=-;=-;%-=J->R.-A-?-<:A-V$-1$-$A-*J-:.2?-?-$4$-=$-#%-gJ/-.%-2gJ/0<-2&?-0-$?<-28J%?-$/%-,$4$-=$-#%-$A-36.-|R:A-gJ/-:VJ=-=-7*2?-eJ-L-V=-<A/-0R-(J$./-:SJ/-8?,eJ-*A.-GA?-<2-$/?-o?-0-.%-:VJ=-.0=-<A-<A$-:6B/-1R-V%-8J?-0:A-35/-2)=,
$8/-;%-.3-0-$%-*A.-GA-Y?-H%-3=-z/-IA?-12-#J-,J$-3(R$-<2-o?-\A%-K$-2+2,.J<28$?-..-w/-i3?-GA?-2?R.-/3?-$?R$-KA<-3,R%-PR=-3(R.-gJ/-(J/-3R-$?<-.-28J%?,$8/-;%7*2?-eJ-.A=-3$R-3HJ/-2lJ-<A/-0R-(J-.%-,(A/-\A%-OA-(J/,hR-V$-<A$-:6B/-(J/-0R,hR-P2-<A/-0R-(J,
:O=-8A$-<A/-0R-(J,!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J,!:,R$-kR$-l-<A/-0R-(J,}-:I<-fA%-3:A-.2-:6B/-$?30-7*2?-eJ-P2-.2%-0E-/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A?-$4S?-*J?-(J/-.3-0-i3?-<%-.$R/-.-$./-:SJ/8?-+J-(A/-PR=-IA-$.3?-%$-92-3R?-..-w/-*J-.$:A-5S$?-i3?-(A/-0<-36.,
eJ-*A.-GA?-212?-0:A-MR%-PR=-2..-lA:A-(/-12-#R-/?-$.=-L-2P%?-=?-:.?-0-8A$-eJ?-?29%-,;2-3J?-2o.-0:A-K$-28J?-28A/-$?%-(/-2+%-2-.%-,2!:-2|R-Y%-*R2-GA?-$9:-$.R/PA2-&/-1R$-0:A-/.-0-*3-,$-1R-3R-3%-0R-S$-*J.-36.-0:A-2!:-SA/-2*%?,}<-;R.-2!:-$+J<-IA12-3(R.-#$-.%-,.J-28A/-.?-3(R.-(J/-3R-28A-?R$?-GA-$8A-l-24$?,
$?%-(J/-}-:I<-fA%-3:A-.2-:6B/-$?3-0-7*2?-eJ-P2-.2%-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A-,$?-.$R%?-v<hR<-$./-o=-;R%?-}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R<-#J-$*A?-?R-?R<-28$?-?-29R?-0-=?-L%-KR$?-}$?-0:A#J:A-.2-28$?-?-<A/-0R-(J-28$?-$?R=-L?-0-/?-29%-=R-v<-hR<-$./-(R/-=3-(J/-3R<-5S$?-1J2?$/%-,o=-2!/-,A-.%-H.-0<-}-:I<-fA%-3:A-2!/-0-#R-/-,$?-=-2&%?-+J-(R/-=3-5S$?-1J2?$/%-2-43-.-3-9.-}-:I<-o=-2!/-3A-*3?-$R%-:1J=-(J.-.-,$?-2?3-28J?->A%-<%-/?-$%tR$?-GA?-82?-+R$-12-$/%-36.,
2=-;=,o-$<,:V$2R.-?R$?-;=-P-#$-+-{-$?%-,$?-gJ/-$?<-28J%?-i3?-=-3,/nJ/-8=-:.J2?-5.-3J.-$/%-,z$-0<-.-3$R/-0R-$%-$A?-L%-$+J<-IA-2!/-0-3A-*3?-$R%-:1J=-.%*3?-0-a<-$?R:C-(J.-.-2=-;=-$4S?-;=-P-#$-+-;R.-0:A-L%-$+J<-=$?-GA-.$R/-#J-#$-+-.%R?-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

>$?-o.-$?3-IA-|R-/?-3,/-nJ/-12-$/%-36.-;R.,.J-28A/-KA-\A%-A-<A,,J-7/,@R%-!R%-,?A;0<,AR-<-?,1-</-?A-?R$?-=-82?-?R<-2!R.-.J-(R?-5S$?-3%-0R-$?<-:6$?-$/%-2-?R$?-GA?35S/-3.R<-/-o=-2!/-<A/-0R-(J-*$-U-2:A-.?-:.A<-(J/-0R:C-%R-Y%-.%-5=-:(R?-?R$?-$+/-/?-3J.-0!/-IA?-3,R%-$%-.-;R/-+/-&?-0:A-%%-5=-#R-/?-.!:-2-H.-.-2?.-%=-2-.%-=/J -IA?-?%?-o?2!/-0-,A-.%-,H.-0<-$?%-(J/-}-:I<-2:A-2!/-0-<A/-0R-(J-$4S-2R<-:6B/-*R%-%J=-$?3-GA-|R-/?.<-8A%-o?-0<-36.,
3,<-2=-;=-;%-=J->R.-<A$-:6B/-1R-V%-.-.$%-P%?-2./-&-.R/-.$-=-1J2?-0-,A-=R-2011
2R.-o=-=R-21382R.-^-115K?-2$9:-{<-:UR.-.R<-.$J-2:A-*A/-<J-8A$-$9$?-{:A-2!R.-0-(R?.LA%?-?-2#?-0:A-5=-2!/,,$?-.3-*A/-$?3-IA-<A%-28$?,.$%-8$-8J-.$:A-<A%-.3-0-$%$A-{-Y?-H%-3=-;%-YA.-3(R$-3=-.2%-(J/-0E-2!/-:6B/-3(R$-.%-,<%-.$R/-IA-]-9-i3?-GA?$4S?-KR$?-3,:A-.$R/-#J-#$-/?-1J2?-$/%-2:A-.$J-:./-24/-3-i3?-GA?-.%R?-:LR<-;A.-3=-IA3(R.-0-o-(J<-1=-+J-$?%-}$?-GA-(R-$:A-|R-/?-$.%-3(R.-92-o?-:5S$?-$/%-36.,
{-$.%-3J-3(R.-=-1=-2:A-.?-5K?-H.-0<-&/-IA-*A/,><-KR$?-?-8J-(J/-<2-:L3?-<A/-0R-(J.%-,zR-KR$?-?-H%-3=-<A/-0R-(J,/2-KR$?-?-0.-\A%-$?%-3=,L%-KR$?-?-(R?-GA-*A-3-<A/-0R-(J.%-,3(R$-\A%-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A?-$4S?-.$J-:./-0-z/-28$?-GA?-$?%-}$?-92-3R:A-(R-$:A-|R-/?8$?-:2=-$/%-{2?-!/-IA?-3,R%-(R?-?-:):-:R.-GA-$<-#%-12-0-?R$?-%R-35<-2:A-g$?-35/-.3-L%-2-2&?-?R,,

}-:I<-<A$-36S.-lR3-1A$-5S$?-0?-o=-;R%?-}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R:A-S/-.J2-(J.-.-<A/-0R-(J-$%-$A-36.-i33.R<-2#?-43-8A$-.$R?-0:A-{=-%R<-<A$-:6B/-1R-V%-:.?-,A-=?-#%?-/?,







}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



?3.R-}$?-GA-H.-0<,
3A-#$-:#R<-2:A-:.3-m2-OR.-/?-.$-0:A-$%-2:A-<%-l=-:2<,,
%/-?R%-$?3-IA-$+A%-hR-LJ.-0:A-.$-s-;J->J?-s-<-><,,
:I-:U=-*J/-0:A-;A.-GA-gR$-5S$?-<%-$%-[R%-.-K$-o?-2+2,,
}-:I<-;2-Y?-2o.-0<-2&?-0-..-0:A-?J3?-GA?-$4$-/-2!J/,,
.J-=-:.A<-%J?-.R/-~A%-0R-$?%-}$?-hR-eJ:A-,J$-0-.%-3.R-1-<R=-+-KA/-0-$*A?-GA-H.-0<-2!/-0=,,A<-3.R-}$?-=3-IA-H.-0<-2!/-0-.%-,LJ-V$-+-3.R-}$?-GA-v-2:A-H.-0<-2!/-0-$*A?;R.-0-=?,

.%-0R-,A<-3.R-}$?-=3-IA-H.-0<-2!/-0,
,A<-o=-2?-?J3?-&/-i3?-GA-]R-.%-:.>J?-GA-eJ?-?-:PR-2:A-,J$-0:A-i3-.LJ-2?3-IA?3A-H2-0-8A$-$?%?-0-3,:-.$-2#-/-$*A?-?:.-2-;A/-+J,,J$-0-.3/-0-.%-,,J$-0-(J/0R:R,,(J/-0R-=:%-i3-0-$*A?-;R.-0-!J,,J$(J/-5=-12-=?,,J$-0-(J/-0R-i3-$*A?-+J,,1<R=- KA/- .%- $?%- }$?- ?R,,8J?-?R,,.J:A- o35/-,J$-(J/-IA-$.=-L-L%-(2-?J3?-.0:-.J=:%-.2%-0R-iR/-0R-.%->A/-+-iR/-0R:C-<A$?-&/-

$*A?-;R.-0:A-$*A?-!:%-~A%-eJ-(J/-0R:A-$8/.2%-$A?-]-3J.-L%-(2-212-0<-35%?-G%12-5=-35/-*A.-,J$-0-=?-2.J-$>J$?-~A%-0R?-2R/-.-;R.-0-43-5S$?-$*A?-GA-nJ/-=?-$R%:1J=-.-?R%-/?-?%?-o?-,R2-0<-:.R.-&A%-,o:V?-}-KA-:VJ=-2?-o:A-,J$-0-8J?-L-=,}$??-~A%-0R-.J-?J3?-&/-,3?-&.-=-<%-(?-?-;R.0-=-;R/-+/-,3?-&.-z/-IA?-P2-0:A-.%-$8A*A-3-v-2-.J-*A.-=,.%-L-:#R<-2:A-<%-28A/-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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5S$?-2o.-!/-$8A-.%-2&?-0:A-:.?-L?-GA?J3?-\R-2<-2-3A/-.%-:S-2?-21A2?-0-*A.,
.R%- LJ.- .2%- .%- 2*J.- mR$?- GA?- .%?- 0?,
.%?-:V?-<%-%R:C-;R/-+/-)A-28A/-0-3%R/-.:I<-2<-:.R.-0-!J,.J-=-:V?-2:A-,J$-0-8J?G%-L-=,


.J:A- .R/- /A- $8A- $+/- =- .22- 0:A- .?- ?3,<-,$-$A-?%?-o?-GA-{-.%-;J->J?-GA-(R?#3?-o-35S-v-2-?J3?-*A.-2.J-$>J$?-~A%-0R:C<%-l=-.-mR$?-0?-:V?-2-$8A-=-$/?-0<:.R.-0-.%-,=3-*3?-?-=J/-0:A-.?-?-:V?2-{-.%-;J->J?-GA-28$?-5=-.%-3,/-0:A-=32|R3?-0?-:V?-2-=3-.-LJ.-0-.%-,:V?-23%R/-.-LJ.-0:A-.?-?-5K-=?-$&A$-$A?-:V?-23%R/-.-LJ.-0?- :V?-2:A-,?-!-!J,.0J<-/(/-,3?-&.-GA-/?-0-KR$?-$&A$-+-2#?-0-v2- =3- IA-3/-%$- $A- /?- 0- ,3?-&.- $&A$- +:.?-0:A-.R/-IA?-/-.J-{.-&J?-L-2:3,;%-//A-35S/-LJ.-.0J:A-hR-eJ-.%-eJ?-?-3,/-0:A-(R?*A.-.R/-.3-0:A-hR-eJ-2.J-$>J$?-~A%-0R:C-;A/=$?-]-3?-%R-3.-0-.J-*A.-1<-35/-3:A-i3gR$-,3?-&.-GA?-\$?-3A-fJ.-0?-/-hR-eJ-!J,.J*A.-2eR.-L:A-$4S-2R<-2!/-0?-/-hR-eJ:A-,J$-0-



{2?-*J<-28A-0,

8J?-2eR.-0-.%-,;%-.A/-0-v-2-,R.-0:A-|R-<J-<J;%-,2?-.-3:A-|R-/?-12-0?-,2?-3%-2-.%-,
*R/-3R%?-s-;%-=3-.-LJ.-0?-,2?-3#?-0.%-,:.R.-;R/-s-0R-%%-3A-.$R?-0<-=3-.-LJ.0?-,2?-2.J-2-.%-,{=-2-.%-w/-0:A-$%9$-.2%-0R->A/-+-iR/-0R-8A$-3-$+R$?-#R%-.-3A(.- 0?- ,2?- 92- 0- .%- ,5K- $&A$- $A?- G%:V?-2-:P2-0?-,2?-M<-2:A-KA<-,2?-GA,J$-0-8J?-G%-L-=,
<A$-0-2.J-$>J$?-~A%-0R:C-(R?-*A.-]-3?%R-3.-0-.J-*A.-3A-:V=-2<-:6A/-0:A-<A$-:6B//A-$?%-}$?-*3?-?-=J/-0:A-$%-9$-i3?;A/-=,.J-.$-$A?-*3?-?-]%-L:A-#J-$R.-;A/0?-/-<A$-0-:6B/-0-;A-#J-$R.-&J?-P$?->A%-,
o-35/-.J-i3?-GA-KA<-o-35/-*A.-GA-,J$-0-=?H.-0<-.-:1$?-0-;A/-+J,;R/-+/-<A/-0R-(J:A36S.-=?,L%-(2-?J3?-.0:-}$?-GA-,J$-0=,,:V?-2-:3-/A-hR-eJ:A-,J$-0-.%-,,,2?-GA,J$-0-<A$-0-:6B/-0-;A,,#J-$R.-&J?-P$?-o=?-H.-0<-:1$?,,8J?-$?%?-?R,,
:V?- 2- }$?- GA- ,J$- 0- :.A<- ?J3?- &/3,:-;?-0:A-.R/-g$-H2-+-36.-0:A-?%?-o?*A.-.-:P2-%J?-0<-3,R%-/?,.J-=?-]R-KA<-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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KR$?-0-.%-?J3?-83-0-.%-:#R<-2<-*R-2=-?R$?-0-.3/-=3-;A.-LJ.-GA-SA-3-!/-$+//?-#J$?-0-;A/-+J,o.-=?,2.$-.%-3,:;?-?J3?-&/-i3?,,;J-/?-?%?-o?-;A/-0=,,;A/- 0<- >J?- 0:A- 2.$- *A.- .,,L%- (23(R$-+-?J3?-2*J.-.R,,8J?-$?%?-0-28A//R,,
.J-;%-o-=3-IA-!R2?-#R-/?-:V?-2-?%?o?-$.R.-:P2-0<-:.R.-0-i3?-GA?-/A-L%-(2+-?J3?-2*J.-G%-,<%-.R/-;A.-LJ.-.%-:#R<2<-*R-2-?R$?-GA-]R-.%-?J3?-83-0:A-|R-/??J3?-2*J.-.J-:.R<-2:%-YA.-.J-:.A-v<-o-=$J$?-LJ.-0-YA.-0-;A/-=-o-3-5%-/-?-2R/-5B$0:A-M-$-28A/-.-?%?-o?-3A-:P2-0?-2.$-$A-



{2?-*J<-28A-0,

!R2?-#R-/-=-<$-=?-0<-3,R%-=,2.$-$A-;A.G%-nJ/-#R-/-=-<$-=?-0:A-KA<-?J3?-2*J.-=.3-2&:-2g/-0<-L-2-43-=?,i3-0-!/-+3A- $+R%- 2:A- $.A%- ?R- ?R:C- *J- 2R?- 3A- ,R2- G%- ,
:.A<-/A-!/-mR2-.%-.R/-.3-0:A-?J3?-.LJ<-3J.0<- 2*J.- 5=- =- 3- kR%?- 0:A- |R- /?- !/- mR2?J3?-2*J.-G%-$+R%-2-3A-YA.-0:A-5=-.-(J?2g/-0:A-$.A%-?R-?R-*J-2R:C-?-/?-G%-,R2-0-;R.0-.J:A-KA<,}$?-GA-.J-#R-/-*A.-=-8$?-0:A-$%9$- =?- .%- 0R- 0:%- KA<- 3A- wR$- 0:A- L%- (2?J3?-.0:-.%-{=-2-3*3-0<-2!/-0-;A/-/R,,
.J?-/-3.R-}$?-GA-=3-$*A?-0R-=-,2?-GA(-2.J-(J/-z/-&A$-*J?-0:A-;J->J?-GA?-9A/-3-9A/=?-H.-0<-$/3-?-v-2-;R.-0-;A/-/R,,

$*A?-0-LJ-V$-+-3.R-}$?-GA-v-2:A-H.-0<-2!/-0,

.J-;%-5=-$?3-1R/-3J-=?,,.R/-$&A$-/;%-3-kR%?-.%-,,,2?-3%-.!:-2-3J.-0-.%-,,
.2%-0R-iR/-0R:C-.2%-L?-KA<,,}$?-GA-,J$-0H.- 0<- :1$?,,8J?- 0- v<-.J- v<- ,J$- 0- .J$*A?-0R-:V?-2-?%?-o?-12-0<-.R/-$&A$-/;%-212-5=-=-kR%?-3-kR%?-GA-H.-0<-;R.-.J-

35/-*A.-,J$-0-=?,KA-$%-2:A-2.J/-8J/-wR$0-=-+-3<-2|R3-0-=-?R$?-0?-:L%-2:A-<A$0-=-kR%?,/%-1%-0R-z<-3->J?-0?-$/?-0:A.R/-=-kR%?,$?%-2-gR$-5S$?-.%-*R/-3R%?-;J>J?-?-3->J?-0?-=3-IA-i3-0-=-kR%?,,3?&.-.$-3*3-2.J/-0-.LJ<-3J.-.-3->J?-0?-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



gR$?-0:A-v-2-=-kR%?-0-*A.,}$?-?-/A-.J-v<3-;A/-+J,l-o.-$?%-2-~A%-0R-=?,AJ-3-@R,hReJ-1%-0R:C-;/-=$-/A,,mR$?-0:A-?%?-o?-s<-P$?,,8J?-?R$?-GA?-2!/-.R/-v<-KA-:L%2<- $%- 2- ;3- s,/%- 1%- 0R<- $%- 2- ;2- s,
$?%- 2- gR$- 5S$?- !/- L%- (2- ?J3?- .0:?J3?-3-;J->J?-s:A-<%-28A/,,3?-&.-2.J/0-.LJ<-3J.-.$-3*3-(R?-{-(J/-0R<-$+/-=12-/?-2|R3-8A%-,]%-.R<-.%-:6B/-8J/-3J.0:A-,2?-3#?-GA-,R.-0-$R%-.-2>.-0-v-2:A-|R/?-:V?-2-=-M<-.-.R<-2:A-.2%-0R->A/-+-iR/0R:C-.2%-.-L?-0:A-=3-;A/-0:A-KA<-<R,,
.J-/A-}$?-]-3J.-GA-{2?-3-9.-KA-o.-#J$?3-.:%-.$-0-3,<-KA/-0-:V?-2:A-{-.%;J->J?-GA-<%-28A/-.-I<-0:A-z-*A.-35/-3-.%}$?- GA- i3-0<-><- 2-=3- .-LJ.-0:A-|R-/??%?-o?- GA-36.-0-=- .-v- /?-&A-<A$?-0<:)$-0:A-(-/?-:V?-2-=3-LJ.-GA-5=-;R.-&A%.J:A-.2%- $A?-3.R-=3-=?- ,2?-GA?-:1$?>A%-M<-2<-;%-P2-0-;A/-+J,@J-<-!:A-$=-0R=?,35/- *A.- o- ;A- ,J$- 0- ;A?,,?J3?- &/?%?-o?-o-<->J?,,:V?-2-}$?-GA-,J$-0;A?,,?J3?-*A.-?%?-o?-*A.-.-2|R3,,8J?-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.%-,.?-:#R<-=?,?J3?-&/-i3?-/A-?%?o?-;A/-+J-?%?-o?-(J/-0R-$8/-:.A<-:)A$-gJ/#3?- /- ;R.- 3- ;A/,8J?- .%- ,GN- hR<- =?,
?J3?-&/-i3?-/A-?%?-o?-*A.,,:R/-G%-\R2<-SA-3?-21A2?,,8J?-?R,,
3.R-.%-}$?-GA-v-2:A-H.-0<-;%-!R%-((R?-.LA%?-43-IA-%R?-/?-$8=-/-H.-3J.-.J,
.2-3-(J/-0R:C-{2?-GA-.R/-.3-!R%-0-(J/-0R-.%-,
3-@-;R-$:A-=$?-GA-.R/-.3-3*3-0-(J/-0R,A/-;R-$:A-.R/-.3-!/-+-29%-3R-;J-)A-28A/-0:A.GA=-:#R<,A-+A-;R-$:A-.R/-.3-!-.$-(J/-0Ri3?-.R/-$&A$-3A%-$A-i3-P%?-43-;A/-+J,%J?>J?-<A/-0R-(J:A-1R/-3J-=?,:1$?-;=-.0=w/-^-2-.%-,,2R.-/-<R%-9R3-(R?-29%-$*A?,,
.$R%?-0-$&A$-.%-.L%?-$&A$-$A?,,!-.$!R%-0-(J/-0R<-212?,,8J?-.%-,:.A-.%mR$?- 0- (J/- 0R- $*A?,,.R/- $&A$- 3A%- $A- i3P%?-;A/,,8J?-$?%?-?R,,
3.R-}$?-GA-v-2-.J-*A.-$8=-L-(R?.LA%?-3R?-V=-.-$+/-=-:2J2?-0-43-=-H.3J.-G%-,(R?-.LA%?-3,R%-5=-IA-;=-&/-=H.-;R.-=,v-2-/A-;=-&/-IA-%R?-/?-:)R$-0?/-H.->A/-+-(J:R,,)A-v<-/-3.R-=?-}$?-/A-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



3*3-28$-+-$?=-$%-,R2-5=-.%-,eJ?-,R2+-%J?-0-*J-5=-$*A?-GA?-:1$?-?R,,:R/-G%$%-(-/?-$8=-/-3-@-;R-$:A-=$?-GA-$%-(:R.-$?=-2:A-<%-28A/-!/-mR2-.$-0-(J/-0R.%-,A-/-;R-$:A-v-2-$%-(-/?-!/-+-29%-0R$./-$?3-z-;A-.GA=-:#R<,A-+A-;R-$:A-v-292-3R-$8A-$%-z/-P2-GA-.GA=-:#R<-i3?-/A35/-*A.-,J$-0<-3A%-;%-3-P$?-0?-/-92-3R}$?-GA-v-2:A-H.-0<-:1$?-(R?-?-3%R/-/R,,
.J-43-.-3-9.-o.-#J-:R$-3-L-o.-GA=$?-=-;%-!/-mR2-$%-(-z:A-.GA=-:#R<-.+<-/-2+<-<%-.-%J?-0:A-v-2-3.R-=3-/-3J.-0/A, L-o.-.-eJ-2R?-#R=-0R-=-3(R$-.A/-/?-0v<- z- .%- }$?- =- 2gJ/- /?- 2.$- $A- o.- =.%R?-P2-$*A?-$.R/-3A-9-2<-P2-0:A-%J?->J?H.-0<-&/-+J,.%R?-P2-2)=-/?-0<->J?-043-3A/-0<-<%-3,<-,$-z-.J-.%-%R-2R-.LJ<-3J.0<-:P2-0:A-5=-=-;A.-(J?-0?-/-%J?->J?-H.0<-&/-.J-v-2-3.R-=3-/-3J.-0:A-KA<-<R,,
:R-/-~A%-0R-2!/-0:A-3.R-2&-.%-,o.-]3-?R$?-o-;A-,J$-0:A-{2?-GA-$%-(-:R.-$?=IA-<%-28A/-?J3?-*A.-2.J-$>J$?-~A%-0R-.%-,
}$?-GA-o.-#J-,A:A-=$?-GA-$%-(-:R.-$?=-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.%-,A-+A-;R-$:A-$%-(-z/-P2-GA-.GA=-:#R<+J,3.R-.%-}$?-GA-:R.-$?=-$*A?-0R-=-H.0<- &A- 8A$- ;R.- &J- /,.J- =- $?=- o?- mR$?$?3-IA-H.-0<- ;R.-0- ;A/- +J,}R/-L%-.%R?s:A- $+/- 5B$?- .%- eJ?- :)$- 5=-s:A- $+/5B$?-?R$?-GA?-$%-2-z:A-.GA=-:#R<-.-$?=2<-2!/-0:A-KA<-.%-,}$?-GA-,J$-0<-1%#3?-*J-3(J.-?R$?-gR$-5S$?-,3?-&.-<J-<J/?-z:A-.GA=-:#R<-.-o?-0<-2N=-;R.-0-.%-,
}$?- GA- ,J$- 0<- $%- P$?- <A$- $?3- ?R$?$./-$?3-z:A-.GA=-:#R<-.-mR$?-0<-$+/=-12-0:A-KA<-<R,,
35/-*A.-,J$-0<-/A-.J-v<-2!/-0-3J.-.J,
.0J:A-|R-/?-35S/-43-.%-,?%?-o?-GA-~A%-0R&/-.-3.R<- 2#?- 0-43- .%- ?J3?- GA- (R?- *A.:R.-$?=-2-43-#R-/-=?-3-2!/-0:A-KA<-<R,,
.J-v<-;A/-0-;%-2R.-3=-<A/-0R-(J:A-v-P2->/:LJ.-=?,<%-28J.-3.R-}$?-,J$-0:A-5=,,
!R%- (- (R?- .LA%?- H.- 3J.- G%- , ,$%- (- :R.$?=-z/-P2-GA,,v-2:A-H.-0<-$/3-?-43,,
8J?-.%-,o-;A-,J$-0:A-:R.-$?=-IA,,?J3?*A.-2.J-$>J$?-~A%-0R-.%-,,}$?-GA-:R.-$?=z/-P2-$*A?, ,$?=-o?-mR$?-0:A-H.-0<









}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



;R.,,&J?-$?%?-?R,,
3.R-=3-.-(R?-.LA%?-.J-eJ?-.0$-=-2gJ//?- ;A.- .JR.- GA?- |R3- 8A%- ,5S$?- o- (J/- 0R2?$?-0-.%-2&?-0?-$.R.-<A%-3R-8A$-/-3%R/.- gR$?-0<-L-2-.J,:.A<-<%-$A-?J3?-*A.-GA!J%-.-;A.-.JR.-.%-V=-2<-,.-!<-MR%-2:A-5=IA?-gR$?-/?-0-!J,.J-;%-.2%-$A?-(A/-0<L?-0-.%-,3/-%$-$A-$/.-H.-0<-&/-.%w/-0:A-!R2?-GA?-$/?-=$?-=-$?=-$%-,R20-/A,3A$-(/-=-?R$?-0:A-.R<-2?-o%-<A%-0R:A$9$?- $?=- 2<- 3,R%- 2:3,:O=- :#R<2&.-0:A-$/.-=-3#?-0?-$?%-,$-2NR=-2=-?R$?-0-28A/-/R,,
.R/-.3-0<-(R?-!/-3*3-0-(J/-0R<-$/?G%-!/-mR2-+-o-:V?-%%-]%-,-..-.-LJ.-GA:#R<- 2- *A.- ?%?- o?- ?- 3A- :.R.- 0- .J?- /- o35/-*A.-GA-,J$-0-8J?-L-8A%-,.J:A-.2%-$A?2.J/-.R/-3%R/-?3-3-3,R%-2<-.-(R?-!/-?%?o?-0:A-.R/-=-kR%?-0:A-(-;R.-=,}$?-=3-..%-0R<-,R?-2?3-IA?-1R-:.R$?-2&.-0:A-.?/?-G%-:#R<-:.?-.LJ<-3J.-.$-0-(J/-0R<-v2?-/-v-2-3-kR%?-0-;A/-/R,,.J:A-KA<-!/-:L%=3- 2.J/- .%- #$-2}=-:$R$- 2.J/- IA- %R-2R<-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

><-2?-*R/-3R%?-0-;J->J?-.%-#$-2}=-2.J-2(J/-0R<-PR=-2?-/-o-:V?-.LJ<-3J.-.-v-2?:V?-2:A-,J$-0-.%-,hR-eJ:A-,J$-0-8J?-L-!J,
.J:A-.2%-$A?-1%-#3?-*J-3(J.-=:%-hR-eJ:A-3A%$A?-2!/-+R,,
3*3-28$-+-(R?-*A.-=-$?=-$%-,R2-0:A3,-=?-:.A-v<-$%-2:A-(R?-,3?-&.-(R?-*A.3*3-0-(J/-0R:C-.LA%?-=?-3A-:.:-8A%-3*3-0*A.-.-:.-:V=-3J.-0:A-$%-2-3-=?-0-;J-/?.$-0:A-.R/-=-%J?-0-3(R$-+-*J?-0-/A-eJ?-GA-%J?>J?-H.-0<-&/-+J-$?%-}$?-GA-v-2:R,,
.J-v<-;A/-0-;%-eJ?-GA-%J?-0-=?-?:A-H.0<- .%- :1$?- 0- i3?- GA- ;%- .$- 0:A- v- 228$-0-28A/-.,:.A<-/A-.2%-.?-GA-;J->J?:1R-2-.%-=3-H.-0<-2-$R3?-0:A-3,-=?-9%:)$-3R?-V=-(J/-0R:C-.R/-=-3*3-0<-28$&A%- ,.J:A- !R2?- GA?- eJ?- ,R2- +- $%- YA.- .$3*3-(J/-0R<-%J?-0-:.A-/A-}$?-GA-v-2-,/-3A/;A/-+J,2.J/-0-$*A?-GA-.R/-=-%J?-0-H.-0<&/-.-I<-0-.%R?-!R2?-GA?-P2-0:A-KA<-<R,,
v-2-.J-v-2-.%-w/-0-=-hR-eJ-:6B/-0-8J?-L!J,}$?-GA-.J-#R-/-*A.-hR-eJ-v-2-<%-o.-=-29%/?-YA.-8A:A-c.-0-!/-IA-KR$?-:)R3?-0:A-/?-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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0-.%-w/-0:A-KA<-<R,,
.J-v<-(R?-*A.-!R%-0-*A.-GA-%%-.-(R?-&/,3?-&.-3*3-0-*A.-.-212?-0-.J-;%-,.23:A-{2?-GA-.J.-0-.%-5=-3,/-0<-2!/-0/A-$+/-=-.22-.R/-3R?-V=-.-:S-2-43-IA?;A/-;%-,{2?-:.A<-$%-2-,3?-&.-.$-0<2-:L3?-z:A-:#R<-=R<-2!/-0:A-$/.-GA?.J:A-$%-$8A-.R/-.3-.!R<-2./-%R-2R-*A.-.-z/IA?-P2-0:A-i3-!/-3(R$-w/-IA-!R%-0-*A.-GA-



{2?-*J<-28A-0,

%%-.-(R?-,3?-&.-3*3-0-*A.-.-3,<-KA/-0<$+/-=-.22-.$R?-0<-3%R/-/R,,
.J?-/-v-2-,3?-&.-GA-;%-lJ,P2-3,:,3?-&.-GA-3,<-,$=3-,3?-&.-GA-*J=?R-,J$-0-]-/-3J.-0-:.A-0:A-=$?-GA-v-2-,/3R%-3A/-0-/A,$.R.-3:A-$8A-;A-.GA=-:#R<-)A-v2-28A/-.-$+/-=-12-0-$%-YA.-.$-3*3-(J/0R<-%J?-0:A-]R-;A/-/R,,

a<-5?-0,
:PR-.R/-/3-3#:A-$R?-GA?-3A-#J2?-0:A,,
}-:I<-<A$-:6B/-2o.-0:A-8=-_%?-SR.,,
3-;=-=3-IA-22?-?R-v-2:A-$/.,,
*A-3:A-9J<-28A/-KR$?-3,:-!/-H2->R$,
.J-v<-3.R-}$?-GA-=3-.%-v-2:A-H.-0<-*%-2#?-?-2!R.-0-:.A-;%-<%-29R:C-!/-gR$-$A-SA-3?-:2$?-0-.%-;R%??-V=-2-;A/-+J,}-:I<-<%-$8%-#%?-,2-:)3-3$R/-3A-13-<A/-0R-(J:A-$?%-~A%-,A-.R/-:R.-$?=-~A%-0R-.%-,;R/-+/-<A/-0R(J:A-36S.-GA-:PJ=-0-92-.R/-$%-LJ.-*A-3:A-:R.-9J<-=-$4S-2R<-#%?-$+$?-/?-KR$?-1A$-$A-%=-2-*%-9.-43-2!J/-0-=$?-?R,,

lR3-1A$-0?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



?K$-.%-{R<-2:A-1/-;R/,
.%-0R-K$-$A-1/-;R/-/A,
2.J-2<-$>J$?-0:A-gJ/-$?3-?R$?-8A%-H.-0<-&/-.$-=-..-$?-.%-2-(J/-0R?-=?-%$-;A.$?3-IA?-K$-:5=-2:A-1/-;R/-/A,~A%-+A$-}R/-:PR:A-OA.-;A$-!/-29%-]-3:A-8=-=%-=?,.J-/?<A3-28A/-,=-3R-,A-2R<-.<-2?-=?-GA-1A2-0-:.$3PA/-0<-.<-2?-%$-$A-1A2-0-:.$~A%-$<.<-2?-;A.-GA-1A2-0-:.$.J-/?-=?-GA-3-s-?-=-12-&J?-L-2,.T=-2-.%-$&A$=$-3,A=-$*A?,
0?-3R-$*A?-.%-s-0R-?-=-12-!J-K$-L?-0?-*R/-3R%?-0-.$-s:A-1A2-0-:.$-0-.%-,{-$?%-,$?;R/-+/-UA/-=?-s:A-LA/-_2?-,R2-0-=-?R$?-0:A-.$R?-0-;R.-0?-.J-v<-L,8J?-.%-,
5=-28A/-.-K$-:5=-2-/A-1/-;R/-5.-3J.-.J,8J?-.%-,}R/-.$J-aR%-8A$-2&R3-w/-:.?-GA-.20-.%-?J/-3R:C-3(R.-gJ/-=-K$-:5=-2-=,!/-.$:-2R?-.J:A-1/-;R/-2&R3-w/-:.?-=-8?-0?,K$=/-$&A$-:5=-2?-<%-$A-=?-GA?-&A-43-/R/-0:A-.2%-(J/-$?J<-IA-?-$8A-=-3-,$-$A-2<-h=-&A-43;R.-0-.J:A-P%?-GA-:#R<-=R?-2+<-2:A-o=-YA.-*3?-?-MR%-;%-.-.%-.J:A-1/-;R/-IA-3,:-3A-,$-0<$?%?,8J?-.%-,
.J-28A/-.-3.R-=?,2&R3-w/-:.?-GA-.2:A-$4$-+R<-v<-3A-3%R/-0-/A,]-3<-L-2:A-*J-2R-=$?-0<-2+.-.J-K$-:5=-2-=?-L%-%R-,,8J?-.%-,(R?-eJ-.0=-3=-<A/-0R-(J?,3,<-,$-mR$?-0:A?%?-o?-GA-.2:A-$4$-+R<-v<-3A-3%R/-0-:P2-0:A-o<-:I<-2-;A/-/R,,8J?-.%-,
3.R-=?,=?-2+.-.2%-(J/-2<-IA-h=-.$-.%-,,
3*3-0:A-:#R<-=R?-2+<-o=-P%?-,R2-&A%-,,
3,<-,$-8A-2-3(R$-$A-$R-:1%-,R2,,&J?-.%-,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



,/-<?-$9A$?-GA-3.R-=?, 2&R3-w/-3(R.-gJ/-i3?-=-0?-24$?-K$-L?-/,,
.0:-8A%-!R2?-.%-w/-0:A-:#R<-=R?-2+<-2<-:I<,,
$?J<-IA-3.R$-w/-35/-i3?-GA-/A-$R-(<-:I<,,
3,-(J/-]-3<-:I<-8A%-,2-0<-.$:-2<-:I<,,8J?-.%-,
.3-(R?-0.-.!<-=?,3(R.-gJ/-.J-=-$%-$A?-,=-3R-.<,,
;R%?-?-5%-2:3-,=-3R-;-$&A$-$3,,
;%-/-{.-&A$-3$R-2R?-2+.-0-.%-,,
.J-28A/-=/-$&A$-=?-G%-2+.-0-.%-,,
$%-$A?-<A%-2YJ=-$/?-0-.J-.$-=,,
;J%?-0:A-?J3?-GA?-K$-:5=-?%?-o?-8J?,,
5B$-$&A$-=/-:$:-2eR.-0<-LJ.-0-;%-,,
.J-.$-!/-IA?-L%-(2-3(R$-:.A-,R2,,&J?-.%-,
:R.-9J<-SA-3J.-=?,<A$?-GA-2:3-<A$?-GA-2-3R-$%-=-=-8A$-$A?-3(R.-gJ/-.J-=-2{R<-2-L??3,,K$-L?-?3,3(R.-0-1=-;%-<%-!J,.J-28A/-$>J$?-0:A-LA/-_2?-GA?-]-/-3J.-0:A-L%-(2-GA=3-=?-KA<-3A-wR$-0<-;%-:I<-<R,,}R/-IA-=?-GA-1A2-0-i3?-G%-3-=?-0-L%-2<-:I<-<R,,8J?-.%-,
+-:U=-@-2-=?, $%-8A$-|R-$?3-2+.-L?-/?,, o=-2:A-{-=-K$-:5=-/,,
.J-;A-2?R.-/3?-:)A$-gJ/-.,,$9$?-&/-I<-/->R%-3A-:I<,,8J?-.%-,
K$-L-2:A-$9%?-=?,.!R/-3(R$-$?3-=-K$-:5=-=R,.!R/-3(R$-$?3-IA-gJ/-=-}$?-:.A=/-<J-2eR.-&A%-2n%-K$-<J-L?-+J,K$-$?3-L?-/-#J-$R.-$?3-,R?-0-.%-,2?3?-0-.%-,2|R3?0:A-2?R.-/3?-.%-3*3-0<-:I<-<R,,*A-3-<J-<J-K$-$?3-$?3-L?-/-5K-:.A-*A.-=-3,R%-2:A-=3-IA-;J>J?-GA-+A%-%J-:6B/-,R2-0<-:I<-<R,,.J-3-,R2-GA-2<-.-3A-.%-3A-3-;A/-0-.%-,:L%-0R-.%-,/.-<A3?-GA$/R.-0-:L%-2<-3A-:I<-<R,,<-/-3R-3Q-XA-;J,/-3:?-XA-;J,/-3-AX-3-XA-;J-J-@,K$-L-2:A-$9%?mR$?-?R,,8J?-$?%?-0-v<-2.J-2<-$>J$?-0:A-{-$?%-,$?-gJ/-?R$?-=-=?-%$-;A.-$?3-IA?







}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

..-K$-2lJ$?-0:A-1/-;R/-3.R-o.-2!/-2&R?-.-3-/?-3%-.-L%-2-i3?->J?-0:A-|R-/?-..-w/-*J-2R1R-3R-i3?-GA?-|R-$?3-:)$-0-$&A$-0?-K$-36.-0<-<A$?-?R,,

$*A?-0-{R<-2:A-1/-;R/,


2.J-2<-$>J$?-0:A-{-$?%-,$?-gJ/-?R$?-3(R.-0:A-gJ/-i3?-=-2{R<-2-L?-0:A-1/-;R/-/A,3(R.gJ/-2{R<-2:A-5B$?-?-2&.-0-=?,
:)A$-gJ/-3$R/-0R:C-3(R.-gJ/-=,,
2{R<-2-L?-0:A-;R/-+/-$%-,,
.J-/A-5B$-43-*A-5K-;A?,,
=J$?-0<-2!/-0<-3A-/?-?R,,8J?-.%-,
:)A$-gJ/-3$R/-IA-3(R.-gJ/-=,,
3A-$%-{R<-2-LJ.-0-;A?,,
2}$?-0-2{=-0-LJ-2<-;%-,,
2eR.-0?-9.-0<-L-3A-/?,,8J?-.%-,
3(R.-gJ/-2{R<-2-L?-0-/A,,
3A-#R3-2o.-i3?-%R%-2<-:I<,,
3(R.-gJ/-2{R<-2-L?-0?-/A,,
S/-.%-w/-8A%-]R-PR?-w/,,
#-.R$-w/-8A%-36%?-0-.%-,,
,3?-&.-.-/A-3(R.-0<-:I<,,
3(R.-gJ/-2{R<-2-L?-0?-/A,,
z-.%-.J-28A/-3A-i3?-GA?,,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

5K-<A%-2-;%-.J-;A?-:,R2,,
P$?-0-(J/-0R:%-:,R2-0<-:I<,,8J?-.%-,
:.=-2-=?,3#?-0-$%-8A$-<2-+-?J3?-.%-2?,,
?%?-o?-3(R.-gJ/-:.A-=-$R3-:.R<-/,,
:63-2:A-(-2R:C-$?J<-IA-Y%-5.-/A,,
!R%-U$-2o-;%-.J-.%-3*3-0-;A/,,8J?-.%-,
2{R<-2:A-$9%?-=?,2&R3-w/-:.?-.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-.P-2&R3-0-;%-.$-0<-mR$?-0:A-?%?o?-<A/-(J/-o=-35/-=-K$-:5=-=R,,/-3R-S-$-2-+J-<_-!J-+-<-6-;,+-,-$-+-;,An-+J,?)-Mn)-2.-K;,+H-,,<-<_J-<_J-3-@-<_J-<_-2A-6-;-J-@,:.A-2eR.-&A%-2{R<-2-$&A$-L?-0-;%-.0$-+-3J.-0-L?0<-:I<-<R,,8J?-$?%?-?R,,
.J-v<-$9%?-}$?-:.A-2[$-0:A-|R-/?-2.J-2<-$>J$?-0:A-{-$?%-,$?-gJ/-=-2{R<-2-L?-/-1/;R/-:I<-!R2?-(J-2<-$?%?-0?-!/-IA?-.J-28A/-.-36.-0<-$=-(J:R,,
}-:I<-<A$-36S.-lA?-:U=-#J-5/-/?-2+R/-$/%-2:A-1/-;R/-KR$?-1A$-=J$?-5S$?-|R-:LJ.-GA-.0J-.J2-=?:.A<-12-2>?-8?-0-=$?-?R,,

lR3-1A$-0?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

Lumbini

?=aA-/A:A-%R-3R.,

.J-;%-=%-U/-5K$?-=?,.$J-aR%-.$-%:.?-0:A-:R$-+-$/?-28A-0R-:.A-.$-/A-<A$?-GA2-.%-2-3R-..-0-&/-i3?-GA?-)A-YA.-:5S-2:A2<-.-:PR-2<-L-8A%-,S/-0<-:I<-2<-L:R,,
28A-$%-8J-/,:.A<-/A-2&R3-w/-:.?-:O%??R,,:.A<-/A-2&R3-w/-:.?-3%R/-0<-mR$?-

0<-?%?-o?-?R,,:.A<-/A-2&R3-w/-:.?-GA?(R?-GA-:#R<-=R-i3-0-2&-$*A?-?-2{R<-+R,,
:.A<- /A- 2&R3- w/- :.?- ;R%?- ?- M- %/- =?:.?-0-!J,8J?-0-v<-=aA-/A-/A-{-:O%?-?,
hR-eJ-$./-/A-3%R/-0<-mR$?-0<-?%?-o?-?,
7-<-E- ?A-(R?-:#R<-2{R<-?,l-3(R$-PR%-M-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



%/-=?-:.?-0:A-$/?-;A/-=,,A<-$/?-(J/28A-0R-:.A:A-.R.-,2-<J-S<-3:A-;=-.%-,o-$<><- /2- ?R$?- /- ;%- ;R.- <2?- 3%- .- ;R.- 0=?,:.A<-/A-}R/-IA-;A$-(-.$-=?-L%-2-v<*%-%:A-%$-$A?-2eR.-/,
=aA-/A-/A-;3-+-:U=-3-<%-*A.-GA-;2-AQ/:A-24/-3R:C-3A%-.%-.J:A-(J.-.-28J%?-0/-L?0:A-5=-=-24/-3R:C-3A%-.%-:VJ=-+J-=aA-/A:A5=-8J?-2+$?-0<-2>.,=aA-/A-/A-2=-;=IA-zR-KR$?-<-0/-+A-mR%-#J:A-3%:-#R%?-7J<-28J?-0:A-PR%-HJ<-/?-,A-=J-*A->-l-s:A-?<-;R.,
2.$-&$-$A-!R/-0-:.A-*A.-$9A$?-0-i30- s- =- $9A$?- +J- ;3- +- :U=- 3:A- z3?- ?8$?->A%-?-2&-35S/-0:A-2h<-^-2-2&-mR$?0-/-=aA-/A:A-5=-.-;3-$?R-.R%-=-$/?-0:A.?- ?- 3%=- IA- SA- 3?- 3- $R?- 0<- ;3- IA- lA2=R$?- $;?- /?- ?- $- ^- 2:A- 5K?- 7*A/- {2v3?-+J-/-29:-.%-2&?-KR$?-28A<-$R3-02./-2./-1J2?-0:A-?-=-3J-+R$-><-2-.%-,
.J:A-5K-%-/A-:)A$-gJ/-:.A-/-3(R$-?R$?-$?%?/?- K$- 362- $/3- =- 2!/- &A%- ?- $;R?- 0?R$?- %R- 35<- 2:A- g$?- 35/- L%- 2:A- $/?>A$-;A/,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.J<-;3-+-:U=-z-3R?-]$->:A-;=-$-=:)?-+J-2.J-2<-$>J$?-0-{-:O%?-0:A->=-/3(R.-gJ/-2lA$?-0:A-3./- .-(R?-o=-M-%/3J.-GA?-24$?-0:A-hR-<A%-=-o=-0R-OA-=R-*J<$&A$- 0<- KR$?- .J<- 2aJ2?- /?- KR$?- :.A<?%?-o?-:O%?-?R-8J?-hR-<A%-2a%?-0-;A/-L2:A-;A-$J-.%-2&?-0:A-hR-<A%-(J/-0R-8A$-.%-,+:U=-3-=-2&R3-w/-:.?-:O%?-0:A-hR-{-fA%0-.%- ,2&R3-w/- :.?- =- {- O?-$?R=- ?:AOR/-0-fA%-0,L%-(2->A%-$A->=-2&?-3)=-o;R.,
$/?-3(R$-=aA-/A-($?-0:A-?:A-<A%-5.=-(A-=J-S$-!R%-.%-8J%-5.-=-(A-=J-*A?-!R%-;R.0<-2>.,,A-=R-1995=R<-*A-@R%-$/:-m?8A2-.JR.-5S$?-0?-?-:R$-/?-$?<-.-fJ.-0:A!R/-0-K$-362-$/3-=-!J<-2:A-{-2f/-$&A$.%-,?%?-o?-.%-24/-3R-P$?-:6B/-3-z/28$?-GA-m-{-$&A$-2&?-3)=-o-;R.,
$/?-.J<-}R/-IA-.?-?-.R/-!/-P2-0-{:O%?-/?-KR$?-28A<-$R3-0-2./-2./-2R<2:A- ?<-3J-+R$- 0E-2./-2./-28.-0:A-eJ?S/-.-o=-0R-$9$?-&/-~A%-0R?-28J%?-0:A0.-%%?-3(R.-gJ/-3(A?,






}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



=aA-/A<-;R.-0:A-L% -(2->A%-.%- ;3-+:U=-3:A-z-#%-2&?-/A-,A-=R-1995=R<-*A@R%-$/:-m?-8A2-.JR.-5S$?-0?-l-3J.-29R?/?- ?- $/?- .J<- 3(R.- gJ/- 8A$- 28J%?- :(<L?-0-.%-,,A-=R-1896=R<-2=-0R:C-.3$.0R/->3-><-<- /- ;A- (Shamsherrana) $R1A$-:R$-$/:-m?-8A2-.JR.-5S$?-0?-?-}R${2?-hR-<A%-8A$-fJ.,hR-<A%-.J-(R?-o=-M%/-3J.-GA?-;J->:A-:.?-=R:A-}R/-IA-=R-345
43-=-24$?-;R.-0-o-/$-$A-$/?-{R<-2-16K/-( Faxian)IA-9A/-,R-?R$?-GA?-2.J/-.0%L?-;R.,,A-=R-1997=R<-3*3-:VJ=-o=5S$?-GA->J?-;R/-.%-<A$-$8%-5/-<A$-2&?-GAz/- 5R$?- /?- =aA- /A- :.A- /A- 1- 3J?- /?- 2o.0:A-$&J?-/R<-v-2:A-?-(<-%R?-:6A/-,R2-&A%-,
2=- ;=- .3<- >R$- 5S$?- 0:A- :$R- :6B/-
(Pranchanda) /?-o2-*R<-,R$-$8%-:VJ=3-;A/-0:A-5S$?-0-(APECF) .%-,o-/$-$8%-,
o=-,A:A-3*3-:VJ=-5R$?-0-(UNIDO) 2&?/?-$/?-3(R$-=aA-/A-2.$-*R%-.%-:6$?0/-IA-:(<-$8A-.%-,.J:A-(J.-3-.%=-A-|R<,J<-:23-$?3-28$-;R.,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

=?-$8A-.%R?-/A-o-/$-$8%-.%-o=-,A:A3*3- :VJ=- 5S$?- 0?- 3*3- =?- 36.- ;R.,
,A-=R-2011^-105K?-17*A/-2=-;=.3<- >R$- 5S$?- 0:A- :$R- OA.- GA- =3- !R/- :R$=aA-/A:A-;<-o?-5S$?-(%-8A$-24$?-0-.%-,
5S$?-(%-:.A?-=aA-/A-;<-o?-$+R%-2:A-:(<$8A:A-3-;A$-29R-o-.%-o=-,A:A-o2-*R<-:5S=2:A-=?-:$/-12-GA/-;R.,
@A/- K:A- (R?- =$?- 0- 5S?- G%- ?%?- o?2&R3- w/- :.?- /A- H2- :)$- $A- 3=- 0<- %R?:6B/-36.-0?-=aA-/A<-,A-^-28A-0-.%-s-0:A5K?-2&R-s-=-@A/-K:A-$/?- {R<-2-!R%-5S-=?2c=-2?-;3-+-3-z-36K?-=-K$-3(R.-LJ.0<-aJ2?-GA/-;R.,
$/?- .J<- :P=- 28.- LJ.- !%?- =- 3#:=3-2o.-/-$/3-,%-*J->R?-/A-?A:F-/-$<-.-;R.0-.%-,.J<-2=-;=-o=-?-/?-=aA-/A:A-2<-;<3<-$*A?-!<-*J=-:SJ/-LJ.-GA-;R.,*J-(<-=aA/A:A-;<-o?-5S$?-0?-3R-:(3-0-.%-$/?-3)=2-i3?-GA-.!:-%=-?J=-(J.-$/3-,%-$?<-029R-:(<-.%-,$3-:#R<-/?-:PR-/-2=-;=-o=?-/?-(-5S.-2&-43-:$R<-2-2&?-?R,,
lR3-1A$-0?,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,



?3HJ/-!R%-3(R$-$?3-IA-%R-3R.-~A%-2#?,


2!:-22-2./-w/-:)3-.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ:A-.2%-0R:3-0E-:R.-$?=3.R-}$?-\A%-0-3(R$-$A-36.-i3-<$?-2#?,


$+J<-!R/-n%-0:A-*J-2-2&-$?3-28J?-0-2!:-22-2./-w/-:)3-.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ:A-.2%-0R3(R$-/A,)A-{.-.,P2-(J/-,%-!R%-o=-0R:C-$+J<-=%-=?,
:.A-/?-2./-2o:A-=R-#R%?-?;
3.R-#3?-2<-/-:V$-$A-=R;
$*R?-GA-<A$?-:6B/-|-;A-2;
t$?-#3?-.0:-2R:C-35/-g$?-&/;
0E-o=-0R?-LA/-2_2?-0?;
2!:-22-2./-w/-3.R-}$?-\A%-;8J??R$?-2a-3J.-hR-eJ:A-=%-$A?-;%-;%-2}$?-0-v<-;2-S%-(J/-<A/-(J/-.2%-o=-.%-,;3-?R$-29:2?R.-/3?-35S-$*A?-GA-Y?-?-,A-=R-18200-!J-<2-L%-2&-28A-0:A-t$?-:V$-(-!R.-^-2:A-.!<KR$?-GA-.$:-2-$*A?-0<-%R-35<-2:A-v?-.%-2&?-{-2v3?,
.$%-P%?-2o.-/?-AR-o/-;2-;3-IA?-8=-.%R?-?-$9A$?->A%-.2%-.%-$.3?-%$-$/%-2?2<-(.-GA-$;=-=?-o=-+J-.$-0:A-$%-2-KR$?-3J.-.-o?,.$%-P%?-2&R-s-0<-P2-,R2-,%-!R%-o=0R?-8=-$9A$?->A%-$.3?-%$-2)=-2?-mR$?-<A3-S$-$A-l-5B$12-{R<-s,O$-:,%-2.J-$>J$?:.?-0-?R$?-12-,2?-,$?-,A$-$A-{R<-i3?-,/-S%?,<A3-0<-:VA-,%-!R-<R-V$-/?-g-1$-;2-;39%-:)$-+-12-0-.%-,3#<-(-.0=-IA-1$-<A%-/?-:.?-0-{R<-28A-?R$?-$+J<-#-(J/-0R-*A->-l-s-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

,/-S%?,
.$%-P%?-2&-S$-,R$-.$-0:A-$%-2<-d-;2-0E-:R.-.-1J2?-5K-AR-o/-<A/-0R-(J?-8=-2!/-&A%.$R%?-0?-LA/-IA?-2_2?,2h:A-.2%-2{<-+J-2!:A-2!:-.%-,?-$+J<-IA-2!:,;%-$+J<-IA2!:,.$R%?-$+J<-IA-2!:,eJ?-S/-IA-2!:,.$-$%-$A-2!:,~/-2o.-GA-2!:-!J,2!:22-2./-IA-2.$-0R<-.2$?-.L%-8A%-$9J%?-2!R.,:23-z-3./-.-;J->J?-35S-o=-IA-i3-:U=3#:-:PR-8A$-;R.-0?-PR$?-L?-/?-$+J<-#-2&-$?3-<A3-IA?-28J?,
.$%-P%?-2&R-2o.-0<-8J-(J/-<A-OR.-.-1J2?-/?-$/?-s-<A$-0:A-0E-(J/-3,-!R2?-i3-o=-IA82?-0.-2~J/-+J,2h-3R.-<A$-0-.%-,#J2-.R<,~/-%$-3J-=R%-3,3%R/-2eR.-:(A-3J.-36S.-l-:PJ=?R$?-.?-,%-%?-,$?-?-(.-0<-36.,H.-0<-5K-<2?-=?-GA-]-3-:)A$?-3J.-o=-2:A-M-$-!J,5K<2?-}-3:A-2$-($?-?.-!2?-8=-3)=-2-43-IA?-;2-Y?-3)=-2-v<-.$:-.%-5.-3J.-:O%?,
eJ-*A.-/?-<A$?-2.$-35%?-3J.-!/-3HJ/-:)A$?-3J.-\A%-0:A-;%-YA.-.-%R?-:6B/-36.,:R.-$?=$?%-2-~A%-,A$-,R$-3:C-=3-IA-}R/-:PR-/?-OJ$?-(R.-,R.-c=-2<-IA-3/-%$-$A-(R?-5=-,3?-&.-$/.2#?-+J-.?-,%-%-8A$-=-$?%?-0?,mR$?-0-(J/-0R-<%-$%-<A?-3J.-GA-.$R%?-0-3%R/-.-I<-/?-$%28A-3,:-<-KA/,,/-3A/-,$?-GA-Y?-0R-.R/-IA-o=-52-+-3%:-$?R=-2?-,$?-Y?-.0=-3HJ/-*A-^9%-8J?-;R%?-?-P$?,
.J-28A/-.-3#/-(J/-,3?-&.-3HJ/-0-0E-2#-<A$?-2.$-+-2!J/-+J,}<-:)A$?-3J.-o=-2:A-M$-=?-:R.-$?=-$?%-2-~A%-,A$-$A-(R?-5/-gR$?-0-.R/-2o.-GA-5=-.-$?/-0-a<-;%-2!:-=%-$A2o.-0-8A2-&A%-U-2-5B$-.R/-IA-$/.-<J-<J-/?-3-(.-0<-$?/-0:A-5=-36.-0-!J,eJ-:.A-=?-mR$?-(J/0E-<A$-:6B/-/?-2o.-0:A-3#:-:PR-~A%-,A$-$A-2o.-0-,/-3A/-.%-,3A-:I<-/3-3#:A-hR-eJ-=?-2o.0:A-~A%-,A$-2!:-$+J<-*J-<A%-$A-2o.-0:A-(-2R-$&A$-:SJ?-GA-$.3?-0-,3?-&.-3-5%-2-3J.-0-28J?,
.$%-P%?-*A->-0<-V$-.3<-3PA/-29%-?R$?-/?-,$?-eJ-(J/-0R-?J3?-*A.-%=-$?R:C-(R?-{R<.%-,]-3-{-28A:A-12-{R<,l-$?3-,A-:.?-?R$?-.-3-.%-,*J<-.$-0<-]-3-12-{R<-$?3-IA-$?%12-35S-*J?-~A%-,A$-$A-(R?-{R<-?R$?-.$R%?-$+J<-.%-,28A-2&-0<-}R/-IA-$+J<-(J/-i3?-GA?-$+J<-.-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

&?-0:A-$+J<-(R?-.-3-;%-$+J<-.-28J?,
.$%-=R-*J<-$&A$-0<-AR-o/-(A/-PR=-\A%-.-3#/-(J/-<A$-:6B/-29%-0R-=?-2~J/-0<-mR$?,
$8/-;%-$+J<-(J/-:.A-*A.-/A-}R/-.%?-?.-0?-3.R-}$?-<A$-$/?-.%-2&?-0-=-,R$?-0-3J.-0:A3HJ/-.JR.->A/-+-;%?-0?-$?%-3$<-.%-,2!R.-5S$?-.%-,8=-$.3?-?R$?-2!/-2&R?-G%-3%.-36.,
.J-v<-%R-35<-k.-.-L%-2:A-36.-0-<J-8A$-3,<-KA/-/?-.$%-P%?-.R/-$?3-28J?-0-,A-=R-1892
<2-L%-2&R-s-0:A-(-1R-:V$-$A-=R<-$9$?-{:A-2!R.-0-aR2-.0R/-(J/-0R-2A-3-=-3A-Q:A-.$R%?-.LA%?-?2#?-?R,,
2.$-*A.-(J/-0R-:.A-*A.-GA-8=-aR2-,A<-2P%-=?-:.?-G%-$4S-2R-}-:I<-fA%-3:A-2!:-YR=-:6B/0:A-,$?-Y?-GA-$4S-2R-/A,mR$?-3=-s-0-,2-2!/-(R?-GA-hR-eJ,:)3-3$R/-3A-13-i3-o=-o-35S,
$+J<-(J/-3(R$-I<-\A%-0,hR-P2-2!/-0:A-*A-3,A-:6S3?-:V$-c/-:PR-:.=-.0:-2R-hR-eJ,8J-(J/o=-52-:I<-3J.-0E-i3-o=,1-#%-:I<-3J.-%J?-.R/-.2%-0R-?R$?-L%-8A%-,.J-.$-$A-;%-aR2-(R?2o.-:6B/-0?-.-v:A-2<-?-(J/-0R:C-HR/-!/-+-H2-28A/-0:R,,

:)3-3$R/-!R%-3=-;R/-+/-o-35S-]R-PR?-3,:-;?-3(R$-$A-i3-,<-~A%-2#?,


$-<:A-8=-$.3?-~A%-L%-;A.-28A/-/R<-2-=?,
2N-<R:C-3=-0-]R-PR?-3A%-;
:(.-lR3-3,:-;?-2!:-22-:L%-;8J?-?R$?-hReJ:A-=%-$A?-2}$?-0-v<,3.R-#3?-?-KR$?-?-;2-H%-o=-P2-<A$?-2!/-:6B/-$;%-S%-.%-;3i=-:LR<-3-2N->A?-35S:C-Y?-?-<2-L%-2&-28A-0-,A-=R-1813(-L-@R<-^-105K?-10=-YA.-029%-2:A-5=-2!/,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

3(R$-$9A$?-.3-0-.-3?-2!/-:6B/-IA-*J?-(J/-.-=%-2!/-$/%-,.$%-P%?-s-0-/?-;A-$J:A-KA3R-?R$?-$?/-2?3-2h-2!/-0-43-IA?-,$?-?-(.,$/?-s-<A$-0:A-00A-+-8J-(J/-:I<-3J.-3,!R2?-i3-o=-?R$?-3#?-P2-;R%?-:6B/-.-3:A-S%-/?-,/-3R%-$A-<A$-$/?-.%-,/-3A/-.2-1<-:.=36S.-L3?-(R?-?R$?-35/-*A.-,J$-0-.%-,2!:-$+J<-$?<-fA%-$A-o.-#J-(J/-0R-)A-~J.-0-$?/-+J-3HJ/0-/3-3#:A-[R%-v-2<-I<-0?-?j-x-/-3-@-00A-+-8J?-35/-~/-:6A/-3:A-HR/-!/-+-H2-0<-I<,
:)3-3$R/-+:A-?A-+-0E-*A/-LJ.-.2%-0R-/?-#R3-0-$?3-IAA-2..-lA?-35S/-3,<-,$-~A%-0R-.R/-IA2o.-0:A-o=-,2?-=-.2%-2{<,:)3-.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ-.2%-0R?-$4S?-<A?-3J.-2>J?-$*J/-s-2&z$-$A-8=-}-/?-12-2o.->A%-g-2o.-GA-(A/-PR=-$.3?-0:A-92-2&.-3,:-.$-mR$?-0<-$?/,.J.$-<J-<J-28A/-,$?-*3?-?-28J?-/?-=3-g$?-GA-;R/-+/-$8%-/?-2>.-0-28A/-212?-0?-.%R?P2-i3-$*A?-=-3%:-2fJ?->A%-12-0:A-o=-35/-24$?,
KA-<2?-$.=-L:A-.R/-.-2l3?-0:A-2!/-2&R?,>J?-L-!/-H2-36S.,$.3?-%$-<A/-0R-(J:A36S.,2!:-2o.-}$?-36S.,o-(J/-2!:-36S.-i3?-+J-<A?-3J.-2!/-o/-=-:(A-#-YR$-3,.-0-v<I<-0:A-$?%-<2-\J$?-23-.$-2&-z$-28$?-0-=-$8A$-/-{-5K-.J-*A.-=-lR3-#R-/-36.-0-v-2,
$?<-fA%-<A?-?-3-(.-0:A-.2%-=%-3/-%$-:(.-%J=-=-2?3-/-{-5K-ZA=-0R-:(.-%J=->-!$-36.-0-v2,}R/-:PR-2?$?-.%-.%-2*J.-mR$?-|R3-2^?-GA-*3?-28J?-36.-5=-=-2?3-/-{-5K-ZA=-0R<|R3-#%-:.$-:L<-IA?-28$?-0-v-2,.$R/-#J-$?<-%J=-.%-gJ/-fA%-*3?-$?R-?R$?-(R?-,R.-2&:AK$-eJ?-=-$8A$-/-{-5K-.J-*A.-=-L-2-=?-GA-:#R<-=R-#R-/?-36.-UA/-2*%?->A%-28$?-0-v-2-!J-?,R2-GA-:1$?-0:A-,R.-;=-#R-/<-%J?-?R,,
92-$+J<-2!:-22-GA-5=-/A,.$%-=R-2&R-s-0<-.$-0:A-$%-2<-$-<-<A/-0R-(J-.%-3)=-+J-LA/_2?-2)=-2-=-2gJ/-/?-92-3R-.$-$%-$A-(R?-.-3-.%-,]-3-.$R%?-:.?-GA-2~J/-12-36.-{2?3/=-=3-.-$-<-<A/-0R-(J-.%-3)=-/?-.2%-28A-2)=,.$%-=R-2&-28A<-?R/-{2?-$+J<-(J/-3(R$I<-\A%-0-.%-,R$-3<-3)=-/?-,$?-;A.-$&A$-+-:SJ?,mR%->R.-2.J-$>J$?-:.?-0:A-$/?-8=:LJ.-{2?-!/-$9A$?-3HJ/-2lJ-<A/-0R-(J-.%-,$+J<-(J/-z/-o?-/?-4BX-$?%-1$-+-(R?-OA-3,R/-0R-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

=-eJ-*A.-28$?-?-$?R=-8A%-gJ/-:VJ=-IA-:2=-(J/-.%-:VJ=-AR-o/-.?-$?3-3HJ/-0?-$?R=-2:A35/-:(A-3J.-2!/-$*A?-$;%-S%-\A%-0:R,,8J?-3%:-$?R=-8A%-SA=-(J/-21$?-0?-}<-?-$+J<-IA2!:-22-L%-2-i3?-2+%-~R3?-?-28$-0?-gJ/-:VJ=-IA-22?-?R-:K$?-0-i3?-$?R?-+J,l-$?3.$R%?-0-:.?-0:A-(R?-#J,$-<:A-{-52-2N->A?-.0=-:2<,3#/-(J/-8A-:5S:C-{-(?-?R$?-.-3-$+J</?-,/-S%?, .2%-.%-12-(J/-IA-{2?-2..-lA-#R=-8A%-<R-=.-0-.%-, $8/-;%-;A-.3-z?-8=$9A$?-0,.$-$%-$-5S$?-><-2-?R$?-$?%-2:A-i3-,<-/A-2eR.-GA?-3A-=%-,
<A/-(J/-$+J<-36S.-(J/-3R:A-2!:-2#-=J$?-0<-P2-353?-!:.0=-8J-mR$?-?-.$J-:VA-!$-!k!3-5%-2&?-0:A-*J?-3(R$-i3?-GA?-.2?-{=-w/-;R%?-=-(A/-PR=-u$?-=%-2!:-SA/-2)=-&A%-.v:A-2<-3-*3?-0<-28$?-0-/A-2.$-*A.-(J/-0R-*A.-GA-2!:-SA/-#R-/-=?-L%-2-;A/,
.J-v<-{-.%R?-GA-$.=-L-<J-8A$-3,<-KA/-/?-.$%-P%?-I-2./-28J?-0-<2-L%-2&R-s-0:A-?-1$,A-=R-1899=R<-$9$?-{:A-2!R.-0-/2-KR$?->_-0-<A:A-PR%-.-.0:-2R-,R.-0:A-.3-2-l=-IA-,$?.LA%?-?-2#?-?R,,eJ-*A.-GA-8=-aR2-G%-,:)3-.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ-<A/-0R-(J-1/-5/-]-aR2-.%-,!k-02&-28A-0-.%-2&R-s-0,+:A-?A-+-2&-0-.%-2&-$&A$-0,:)3-3$R/-3A-13-<A/-0R-(J,o.-(.-3#/-0R-;J>J?-$R%-:1J=-?R$?-2!/-:6B/-IA-*J?-(J/-3%-.-2*J.-2YA%?-36.-.R,,





$+J<-(J/-3(R$-I<-2.J-(J/-8A$-0R-\A%-0:A-i3-,<-3.R<-2#?,
z-Y?-.3-0-3-<2-24/-0R-;J->J?-<R=-0-l=-IA-i3-:U=-$+J<-(J/-3(R$-I<-2.J-(J/-\A%-03(R$-/A,3.R-#3?-/%-(J/-.-;2-}$?-:(%-0E-.2%-K$-.%-,;3-5K-<A%-$;%-35S-$*A?-GA-Y?-?,A-=R-1829<2-L%-2&-28A-0:A-?-\%-(-!R.-^-2:A-5K?-2&-=-%R-35<-2:A-v?-.%-2&?-{-:O%?,
{-(%-%:A-.?-/?-.3-0:A-<%-g$?-lR=-3J.-.-3%:-8A%-35/-/R<-2-2!/-:6B/-.-$?R=,!$=%-3-3=-<A/-0R-(J-=?-.$J-5=-IA-#R3-0-28J?-+J-<2-+-L%-,o=-.2%-!k-0-.%-:V$-(J/-<A/-0R-(J-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

?R$?-=?-(A/-PR=-o2-gJ/-.%-2&?-$?/-28J?-$/%-2-3-9.-$<-,A$-.L%?-<R=-5/-=-3#?-0<.%?,
gJ/-:VJ=-3.R-(A%?-=?,
/3-3#:-36S.-.-&?-0:A-92-$+J<-i3?;
3A-28$-:.R/-0:A-*J?-2-(R/-=3-&/;
z-Y?-HR.-GA-*J-2-,-3-:L%-;
.J-.?-=R-0E-eJ-:2%?-1=-(J<-:6S3?;
H.-0<-3%:-2.$-;2-Y?-3)=-/?-?;
$&A$-PR$?-$&A$-LJ.-=?-:UR-<A3-0<-?.;&J?-?R$?-5K-<2?-=?-GA-]-3.%-(R?-2.$-$*A?-!<-$-<:A-=%-$A?-9A/-0-v<,:)3-.L%?-3HJ/-2lJ-.2%-0R-.%-:)3-3$R/-]RPR?-3,:-;?-$*A?-GA-3./-.-LR/-0?-,/-3A/-,$?-2lJ-.IJ?-0-(J/-0R?-eJ?-?-29%-,.2%-(R?$.3?-0-3,:-;?-0-$?/-0-?R$?-,$?-;A.-$&A$-:SJ?-?-I<,
.$%-P%?-*J<-2./-0<-;%-.$-z-.$:A-.2%-(J/-{2?-eJ-]-3-3HJ/-2lJ-3.R-}$?-\A%-0-@J-<!:A-i3-0?-,A-2R-/?-,A3-0:A-*3?-GA?-~A%-$:A-l-3..-PR=,.J-/?-29%-,$?-/?-(R?-$+J<-3%-0R2hR=-8A%-}R/-(.-,$?-12-2<-(.-!/-?J=-IA-2h-;A$-12-3-,2-0-!/-<%-PR=-.-I<,.J-.%-3HJ/2lJ:A-$+J<-#-,$?-12-2.J-$>J$?-!/-:.?-$*A?-.R/-$&A$-0-3-9.-5B$-<A?-1=-(J<-$&A$-I<-+28$?-0<-3-2-9<-#J2-5=-.-$+J<-(J/-i3-$*A?-z/-o?-GA-|R-/?-$+J<-12-36.-0?-.$-0:A-$%-2.0$-3J.-><,
$+J<-#-.-3:A-#-L%-K$-+-1J2?-0-?R$?-gJ/-:VJ=-IA-|R-:1<-;%?-0R-KJ?,.J-;%-$-<:A-=%-=?,
2!:-/?-2!:-2o.-2<-3-(.;92-3R-.%R?-.%-.$R%?-0:A-$+J<;;%-$+J<-eJ?-?-S/-0:A-$+J<;
.$-$%-~/-.-2o.-0-;A;2!:-22-2./-IA-(-2R-/A;3%:-2.$-;2-Y?-{=-0<-22?;8J?-3%:2.$-;2-Y?-GA-i3-:U=-$+J<-(J/-i3-$*A?-?R-?R<-2!:-22-2./-IA-2.$-*A.-.-=%-2!/-0-28A/.$%-=R-2&-$?3-0-/?-29%-z-Y?-,$?-.3-*J<-28A,/R<-2-{R<-2./,,$?-.3-92-0-{R<-2./,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

mR$?-(J/-#J-$?3,$-<:A-{-52-$+J<-$/?-?R-?R-/?-(R?-.%-{-gJ/-.3-m?-K$-35/-i3-P%?-3%0R-8A$-1=-(J<-OR3-$+J<-.-36.-0?-lR.-V=-IA-$+J<-!R/-.-P$?,{-$?%-,$?-;R/-+/-IA-$/?$+J<-2o-l,~A%-,A$-2o-l-.3-m?-MR%-PR=-3,:-;?-0-$+J<-/?-28J?-0-?R$?-2!:-22-2./-0R-<J<J?-:PR-.R/-UA/-=?-.0$-3J.-$/%-,
l-$?3-z-;A?-8=-$9A$?-=%-2!/-.%-,Y%-3?-UA/-=?-.%R?-?-12-0,d-;2-.0=-<A<-.$0:A-$%-2?-=/-3%-1J2?-0-?R$?-;-35/-IA-i3-,<-3,:-[?-0-28$?,.?-GA-c.-0-?J=-2-.%-o=#3?-2.J-*A.-:1J=-2-?R$?-$-<:A-=%-.R/-28A/-o-(J<-212?,(A/-PR=-(R?-GA-.A/-0?-2R.-;=-3,:.2?-!/-+-H2-0<-36.-.J-.$%-P%?-8J-$*A?-0,,A-=R-1870<2-L%-2&R-s-0:A-t$?-1R-g:A-=R<@R<-^-55K?-1=-?-$;R-2-.%-:):-:R.-:HA=-2?-35S/-%R-35<-2:A-(R-:U=-(J/-0R-2!/-+J-8A-2:A.LA%?-?-$9$?-{:A-2!R.-0-2#?-?R,,,,

lR3-1A$-0?,












}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

7*2?-eJ-(A/-\A%-3#/(J/-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A$?%-:UA/,
.J-;%-2.$-&$-$A-!R/-0-3%R/-0<-mR$?0<-?%?-o?-0:A-$/?-3(R$-H.-0<-&/-:.A<,
$?%-(J/-}-:I<-2:A-$./-?-(J/-3R-i3?-GA?$4S?- o- 2=- :V$- $?3- IA- #=- .- $/?- 0:A.$R/-#J-(J-(%-5%-3-a<-;%-8=-:6S3?-+J-}:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R-{2?-*J<-28A-0-5S$?-+J.%R?-:LR<-;A.-3=-IA-3(R.-3A/-o-(J-.%-:VJ=,o.-,3?-&.-GA-o=-0R-:)3-.0=-35/-2eR.-.%-,(R/=3-,3?-&.-GA-o=-0R-:1$?-0-29%-0R-,R.-0:A-(R/-=3-$*A?-:23-,J<-$?%?-0:A-{2?-:.A<,2?30-o-(J-2-L%-(2-?J3?-GA?-!/-/?-2a%?-+J,?J3?-&/-,3?-&.-=-3<->J?->A%-,.J:A-SA/-S/-0-!J-SA/=/-$9R-2:A-KA<-l-2-5K-:.A:A-1-3-$*A?-GA?-,R$-S%?,?J3?-&/-,3?-&.-i3-3HJ/-?%?-o?-GA-$R:1%-<A/-0R-(J-,R2-0<-L-2?3-0-8A$-$?=-2+2-.$R?-0-.3-0-i3?-GA?-$?%?-0-v<,,R$-3<-!/aR%-?J3?-2*J.-i3-.$-&A$-o.-=-*J-2<-36.-.J-<%-$8/-?J3?-&/-,3?-&.-GA-(J.-.-.3A$?-.$R?-0;%-,!/-3HJ/-:)A$?-3J.-\A%-0:A-8=-/?,1-3<-3-I<-?J3?-&/-3J.-0,,o=-2?-$?%-<2-!/-+2}$?-3R.,,.J-KA<-%/-?J3?-:2<-:)R3?-2+%-/?,,.P-$*J/-2<-3<-1/-?J3?-|R3?->A$,&J?$?%?-0-v<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R-.2-:6$?-0-/?-29%-,3)$-3-P2-2<-5S$?-P=-.-2!:-3R=-$/%-2.%-,$9A3-#$-0,#-;J%?-3A$-;J%?-GA?-v.-3R-v-2-?R$?,3.R<-/-($?-#%-$A-!/-/?-2a%?-0:A-|R$?3-2$-3J.-GA-<A$?-!/-%%-2<-$%-&A-,.-/?-$92-$92-$/%-!J,..-w/-.%-2-:SJ/-0-.%-,:LR<-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

w/-2?R.-/3?-2?$-;=-IA-8A%-.-I<-0-8A$-36.-o-.%-,.J-43-3-9.-}-.$R%-!/-=-$/?-3(R$-H.0<-&/-:.A<-K$-.%-,2{R<-2,#-+R/-?R$?-.$J-.R<-IA-L-2-=-:)$-$%-,2-<J-$/%-/-1/-;R/-IA-H.0<-;%-.0$-+-3J.-0-;R.-.J,1=-0:A-$/?-?R$?-?-=R-$&A$-:2.-0-=?-:.A-v-2-$/?-3(R$-H.-0<&/-.-,/-<J-43-.$J-2-=-:2.-/-1/-;R/-(J-2-.%-,=R-$&A$-<A%-=/-<J-43-=?-<%-<J-i3?-1=-(J<-aJ2?,2-0-.!:-2?,}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R:C-5S$?-P=-.-8$?-43-.%-,$/?-3(R$-hR-eJ-$./-.-aJ2?43-IA?-1/-0-(J<-3J.-0?,$4S-2R-2?3-0-!/-aR%-29%-0R-8A$-$A-,R$-/?-*A/-P%?-2&:A-<A%-5S$?-P=.-,R2-.%-$R-?-?R$?-(R?-2o.-GA-$;J%-2-3,:-.$-<A%-.-.R<-/?-<%-$8/-IA-2?3-0-mR$?-0-.%-,z$0<-.-KA-/%-$A-..-w/-i3?-GA?-z$-2?3-.$-0?-1=-2:A-..-m?-(.-9R?-?-3-?R%-2-8A$-.%-,:63\A%-$%-?<-L%-.%-:L%-28A/-0:A-/.-;3?-.%-,.3$-:O$?.-,/,3-$J-?R$?-2{=-%/-.?-GA-c.0-3,:-.$-z$-3J.-.-8A-2<-.3A$?-+J-}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R-:5S$?-0:A-{2?-:.A<,:1$?-5S$?:.?-0-o-35S-!/-/?-G%-,$?-2*J.-]-3J.-.%-:VJ=-?%?-o?-2!/-0:A-3A$-o/-.-:PR-2:A-!/-,R.i3-.$-&A$-=?-<%-$8/-$*A?-!<-$/R.-0:A-=?-%/-52?-(J/-IA-<A$?-.?-/3-;%-3A-$/%-o:A-<J2{=-.%-,z$-0<-.-7*2?-eJ-$R%-3-i3?-GA-,$?-2*J.-.%-2!:-SA/-*$-$&A$-=-2gJ/-}-:I<-2i3?-.-}R/-1/-(.-1/-5/-.$-$%-:R-(-$&A$-+-:SJ?-+J-3A$-.0J<-v-:R?-?-;R.-0-28A/,a/-(.-G%-.$J:./-3,/-0-2.J-2-!J,,8J?-$?%?-0-v<-2R.-$%?-&/-uR%?-GA-(R?-2o.-(J/-0R-s-.%-,z$-0<-.-}:I<-IA-.$R/-#J-.$-/%-1/-5/-3,/-=3-.%-$?-82?-2lA-2!<-?R$?-$%-,.-/?-$92-0<-$/%-o.%-,<A?-?-3J.-0:A-o=-2:A-2!/-0-<A/-0R-(J-,A-.%-,LJ-V$-H.-(R?-S$-w/-:R.-$?=-hR-eJ-~A%-0R:C-2!/0-<A/-0R-(J-:.A-*A.-.<-8A%-o?-=-;/-.-$/?-0-.%-,.J<-:6B/-IA-*J?-(J/-.3-0-$%-/-?-28$?-!/-.%-,
H.-0<-.-$%?-uR%?-o=-2!/-;R%?-mR$?-GA-3%:-2.$:63-\A%-8A-2.J:A-.J.-.0R/-(J/-0R-7$R%-?7*2?-3$R/-7o=-.2%-,3?-&.-3HJ/-&A%-$9A$?-0-(J/-0R-3(R$-.%-,}-:I<-2!/-0:A-3%:-2.$7*2?-eJ-lJ-3=-hR-eJ-:(%-2>.-12-*A/-LJ.-UA/-=?-.0=-29%-0R-i3-$*A?-GA?-.2?,$8/-;%-><o=-2-!:,R$-0:A-2!/-2.$-SA-3J.-8A%-*R%-3$R/-0R,.0=-;=-i3-o=-L%-(2-(R?-\A%-$A-2!/-2.$!k-{-(J/-<A/-0R-(J,mR$?-(J/-<-.3-AR-o/-2?3-$+/-(R?-\A%-$A-2!/-0:A-2.$-0R-*2?-eJ-mR$?-(J/-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

<A/-0R-(J-:)A$?-3J.-]R-$?=-.2%-0R,:R$-3A/-AR-o/-(A/-PR=-\A%-$A-2!/-0:A-2.$-0R-(A/-\A%-OA-<2?2&-$*A?-0-7*2?-eJ-.P-z-o=-35/-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$8J-(J/-2!/-$*A?-.<-o?-\A%-$A-2!/-2.$*2?-eJ-<2-:L3?-<A/-0R-(J-?R$?-}-:I<-IA-$./-?-(J/-3R-S$-$A-2!/-0:A-.2-:6B/-i3?-.%-,2R.-.28$?-0:A-3#/-(J/-5=-OA3?-]R-PR?-<A/-0R-(J-?R$?-{-5K-3A->A$?-hR-eJ-(R?-2./-IA-%R-2R<-;/-/?-;/-.2g/-&A%-2!/-0-,A-LJ:A-36.-0-3,:-.$-$R%-/?-$R%-.-:1J=-2-.%-,$8/-.R/-.-8A-2<-$>J$?-0:A-*J?(J/-3#/-(J/-:)A$?-3J.-1/-5S$?-:L%-$/?-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-.%-,P2-.2%-=%-gR$?-o=-35/-<A/-0R(J,7*2?-eJ-P2-.2%-0E-/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-:O=-8A$-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?-eJ-$.%-Y?-UA/-=?/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J-i3?-GA-;%-YA.-^-$8R/-$?<-0-M<-.-:(<-+J-$R%-3:A-36.-0-2.$-$A<-28J?-0-.%-,
<A?-3J.-.$J-:./-IA-#J-i3?-,$?-3,/-OA3?-$4%-8A%-:(.-lR.-lR3-$?3,3#?-24/-29%-$?3,
2>.-12-=?-$?3-IA-36.-0-3,:-.$-$R%-/?-$R%-.-:1J=-2-.%-,2R.-2!/-YA.-GA-.R/-.-<%-YR$-]R?2+%-2:A-o=-$&J?-.0:-2R-.0:-3R-i3?-.=-gJ/-<A3-2o.-GA?-H2-2.$-$.R.-3:A-3$R/-0R:C-24/-?9A/-,2-0-.%-,}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R-:.A-*A.-?-.%-z/-0R-*A-^-i3?-/3-$/?-GA-2<-$/?-0:A-,$?(R/-o-3A-(%-2-<J-36.-$=-&A-/?-G%-(J-8J?-8-o-.%-,;%-$=-(J->R?->A$-/A-}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R-*A/P%?-2&-<A%-}-:I<-IA-.$R/-#J-(J-U-!/-.%-]-3=-i3-0-!/-%J?-0<-.-5S$?-8$?-$/%-,2-0-36.<R$?-8J?-<J-2{=-8-o-.%-2&?,:1$?-;=-:R$-3A/-AR-o/-(A/-PR=-\A%-/?-(A/-\A%-3#/-(J/-3A%-0?KA-=R-2012^-2-115K?-12*A/-1=,









}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

His Holiness Dzogchen Rinpoche





?7*2?-eJ-mR$?-(J/-<A/-0R-(J-:)A$?-3J.-]R-$?=-.2%-0R-3(R$-$A$?%-:UA/,
=R-v<-lR3-1A$-LJ.-28A/-0:A-}-:I<-.?.J2-lR3-1A$-0-}-:I<-<A$-36S.-z/-#%-/?-<J2{=-v<-2?3-5=-~A%-2#?->A$-:VA-:.R.L%-,
.J-;%-,R$-3<-}-:I<-<A$-:6B/-2o.-0:AYR=-:6B/-L%-$+J<-2!/-0:A-YR$->A%-7*2?-eJ!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J-}-:I<-2:A-,A-3$R/-.-

1J2?-0:A-2N->A?-0:A-*A/-3R<-:53?-:SA-2N>A?-2.J-=J$?-8-2-.%-,3$R/-0R-$%-$A-{-<A%=-}-:I<-2-.$-,$?-3,/-OA3?-$4%-(R?3,/- IA-=?- i3?- KR$?-.?- $%- ?<- .<-8A%H.-0<-3$R/-0R-$%-{-5K-;/-<A%-2g/-0:A-2N>A?-(R/-:./-8-2-.%-(2?-&A$-{2?-?-22?0:A-\J%-.R/-$4S-2R-$?%-(J/-}-:I<-fA%-3-0-/A-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

=R-o?-GA-2o.-<A3-OR.-/?-(R?-=$?-P2-3,:fA%-3:A-2!/-0-=-L-2-LJ.-0:A-2!/-:6B/-$?J<#$-$A-}R/-.-L%-;R.-=-}-:I<-<A$-:6A/-2o.<A:A-:UJ%-2-5<-.-.%<-2-;R.-0-:.A-<J.,
0:A-,$?-eJ-=3-29%-=-2gJ/-/?-eJ?-?-3-=?7*2?- eJ- i3- $*A?- GA?- 2!/- 0- *R%0<-v-P2-,R.-:V?-$%-$A-(-/?-$9J%?-?-,R/!%?-/A-m-.0=-3=-?J3?-.0:-(J/-0R-?R$?-GA;R.-0-2o.-0:A-]-3-i3?-GA-2!:-SA/-*$-$&A$$.3?-92-=?-L%-2-v<-(R?-(R?-v<-212-0=?-L%-;R.-0-(R?-?-3J.,
=?-(R?-.%-:)A$-gJ/-2YJ-2a..J%-?%-.J%-<2?-0- 3A- LJ.- 0<- 2o.- 0:A- $.3?H.-0<-.?-:I<-OR.-2!/:6B/- *J?- 2-$% - 29%- i3?- =- 9J<- /?- 3A- 5%- 3- :<- 9A%- 29%- SR/- 3R<- 2.$- $A<- LJ.29R.-.-3J.-0:A-13-*J?-L%-;%- aR%- 2:A- {2?->A$-=-#J=- =$?-=-2v?-/-;A.-(R/-*J-:R?3#/-aR2-(R?-$?3-?R$?-.3-0- :.$-G%-}-:I<-2-<%-$A- 0-8A$- .%- 2!:-SA/- 2eJ.- .- 3A$R%-3:A-}R/-(R/-.?-?-?.-0:A-2- v-2|R3-,R.-:V?-=-$/:- <%-2-8A$-+-3,R%-,
aR2- 2!/- :6B/- i3?- GA?- $3- .J%- $A- H.- 0<- .LJ- :LJ.}-:I<-<%-=$?-0-i3?9.- GA- 3<- 3J- v- 2:A- *$- U- 2:A- LJ.-o-3J.-%J?-?-3,R%-, GA?-(R?-(R?-28A/-L?-+J-:):=?-3#:-,R.-?R$?-GA-$/?-?2!/-0:A-<%-YR$-U-3R-*3?-?-32PR.-3-/?-G%-,:(A-(R?-i=-3-<J-=-=R%?-?2&$-0<-;%-.<-2!/-0:A-3J-<R-$?<-.-KJ-/?,R.-.$R?-o-l-2:A-$=-$/.-&A$-<J.,
2!/-0:A-~A%-0R-SR.-_%?-3-;=-2-:.A-=-(R?=$?-P2-3,:-$8/-IA?-G%-;A.-(R/-*J-2:A.J-28A/-7*2?-eJ-L-V=-?%?-o?-hR-eJ$/?-?-LJ.-?-8A$-;R.-0-:.A-<J.,
.%-,7*2?-eJ-hR-P2-(J/-<A/-0R-(J,7*2?H.-0<-3#/-(J/-?J3?-.0:-(J/-0R-7(R?eJ-:)A$?-3J.-1/-5S$?-3(R$-.%-,7*2?-eJ.3-0-P2-.2%-0E-/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J-i3-$*A?-GAl-2:A-2!:-SA/-=-2gJ/-/?-2R.-KA-/%-$%-?<~A%-0R-=J/-o-$=-(J,

eJ-!$-=%-lJ-3=-<A/-0R-(J-?R$?-7*2?-eJ-{2PJ?-i3?-GA?-=3-!R/-$%-.$R?-.?-.%-.??-1J2?-o-.%-,.J-28A/-}-:I<-2-i3?-=-=3#-$&A$-=?-/3-;%-$;R-3A-<%-2<-2!/-0:A.J%-?%-.J%-<2?-0-9J<-/?-3A-5%-3-:<-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



9A%-aR%-2:A-{2?->A$-=-#J=-:.$-G%-}-:I<2-<%-$A-v-2|R3-,R.-:V?-=-$/:-.J%-$A-H.0<-.LJ-:LJ.-LJ.-o-3J.-%J?-?-3,R%-,
H.-0<-}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R-:.A-/A-:S:S:A-/%-/?-3A-:S-2-8A$-($?-;R.-0-.J-;%2!/-0:A-#<-(J/-.%-.-=J/-0:A-}-:I<-2!/2.$-i3?-GA-,$?-eJ-.%-,$8/-2!/-0:A-.A/2.$-(J/-3R-.<-,%-<A/-0R-(J-.%-=-?$?-(R?-eJi3- $*A?- GA?- $4S- 2R- ,$?- #<- 28J?- 0- v<:VJ=-;R.-$+R%-1R.-&/-i3?-GA-2!:-SA/-=?KR$?-$%-,.-/?-%R-$/R%-3A-.$R?-0-8A$-L%-2v<-i3-0-5S<-2!:-SA/-eJ?-S/-8-o-;-<2?
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

.3-0:A-,R.-0<-?R%-2-!/-IA?-,$?-=-:)$?0<-8,
3,:-.R/-7$R%-?-*2?-3$R/-,3?-&.3HJ/-0?-$4S?-?-.$J-2!:-fA%-$A-2!/-:6B/*J?-2-i3?-.%-H.-0<-}-:I<-2:A-*J?-(J/-{2PJ?- i3?- {- 5K- ;/- <A%- 2g/- &A%- 36.- UA/KR$?-?-o?,{-$8R/-i3?-,$?-3,/-hR$-l$&A$- +- 21A=- +J- <%- 2!/- ;<- %R:C- ^- 28A/:1J=-2:A-(R/-:./-.%-2&?-mR$?-3=-2./0:A-3A%-:6B/-0-,2-2!/-:)A$?-3J.-]R-$?=.2%-0R-/?-2R.-<2-o/-(-1R-:V$-=R:C-^-07
5K?-25*A/-VA?-0-.$J,





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

Khenchen Padma Sherab Rinpoche




?3#/-(J/-0E->J?-<2-<A/-0R-(J-3(R$-$A-$?%-:UA/,
eJ-24/-]-3-i3?-=-K$-:5=-=R,,
GJ-@R,$?R/-.%-]-3-3(J.-PR$?-i3?,,3A=?-<A/-(J/-fJ.-0,,.-<J?-43-8A$-=$?-8J?,,
3.R-o.-=%-=?-$?%?-5=,,;%-;%-;A.-=S/-.$R?,,
}R/-2?$?-.$J-2:A-=?-GA?,,.-<J?-gJ/29%-fJ.-G%-,,.-v:A-L-,R.-:.A-:S?,,KA/(.-<J-,$-(.-.R,,

3,R- <A?- gJ/- 29%- .%R?- o,,SA- 3J.- 5=OA3?-;A/-0<,,3.R-o.-!/-/?-2}$?-5=,,
;%-;%-;A.-=-S/-36S.,,
<%-.R/-<%-$&J?-2?3-0?,,3-:R%?-2.J*A.-:.R.-/,,#-$+A%-%R-qR$-3J.-0<,,.R/-w/]%-.R<-<J3?->A$,
:.A<-$%-:#R<-2:A-L-28$,L?-L?-9A/3J.-(-<A?,,3A-5K-!R%-9.-:.A-:S<,,2?3-5K-





}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



?J3?-0-*R-:R,,
*2?-$?3-.0%-.-24$?-/?, ,#R3$?3-.3-2&:-]%?-G%-,,.J-;A-2a2-L-3AY%-,,#R3-w/-_R3-0-3%-%R-,,
%J?-:L%-2?3-0?-3-9A/,,v<-$%-<2L%-3%-;%-,,Y%-#R3-#<-IA?-.2-0:A,,24/0-.J%-?%-3%-%R-,,
?J3?-2*J.-#R3-0-8?-G%-,,$8/-1/2a2-KR$?-3A->J?,,<%-.R/-#R-/-212-0:A,,
3A%-$A-o=-Y?-3%-%R-,,
.2%-28A:A-<A$-:6B/-#R3-0,,;%-;%-8?0-3%-!J,,.J-;A-2Y%-L:A-.3-5B$,;=- 2<.R<-:.A-*R-:R,,
=R-3%-,R?-0-L?-G%-,,,R?-.R/-?J3?-=3- :#R<,,5B$- {3- #- =- HJ<- 2:A,,#- 2>.3#?-0-3%-%R-,,
$8%- .R/- &%- 9.- >J?- G%- ,,*R/- 3R%?$*J/-0R<-3-?R%-,,%-o=-SJ$?-?-HJ<-2:A,,
3#?-_R3-:.A?-G%-*R-:R,,
=?-:V?-#-;A?-2>.-G%-,,$;R-+-5B$$A-=R-3?,,<%-.R/-#R$-+-2&%?-+J,,,<-=31A2-0-3%-%R-,,
.-/A-&A-=-2?3?-G%-,,;A-(.-#$-$A-3(A-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

3?,,=?-?J3?-#J%?-0-3-9.,,#-/?-5J-%$>R<-?R%-,,
:.A- KA- $+/- IA- 2a- 3J., ,3(R$- $?3$4$-+-2!<-+J,,.!<-/$-=?-:V?-(R?-=, ,
]%-.R<-(A$-21A=-L-</,,
YA.-0:A-1/-5S$?-.0=-=,,%J?-:L%-]R$-,%-%?,,$+/-2.J-,<-0:A-?-2R/,,SA-3J.5=-OA3?-Y%-</,,
:PR-S$-1-3<->J?-0:A,,~A%-eJ-$8/-1/]R- ;A?,,35/- w/-2>J?- $*J/-:PR$?- +J,,
2a2-$?3-o/-29%-:.R$?-</,,
3-=?-:PR-2:A-#$-#A$,2?=-:.R.-~A%eJ- (J/- 0R?,,2.$- $8/- 2eJ- 3- /?- G%- ,,
3*3-0:A-]R-!R2?-2*J.-</,,
<A3-.$:A-,J$-0:A-v-|R3,,.2%-0R:C-<A30-)A-28A/,,<%-<%-?-/?-92-G%-,,3,<,$-2*=-?-3-/R<,,
3.R- }$?- =3- IA- $/.- $?%- ,,v- 2:A$/.-=-#J=-2?,,v-|R3-;-V=-3A/-0<,,9%:)$-{-28A-212-</,,
$/?-{2?-=3-IA-<A3-0?,,.2%-0R:CH.-0<-)A-28A/,,<%-o.-*R/-3R%?-$*J/-0R<,,
($?-?R$?-:.=-2-92-2R,,






}-:I<-(R/-=3-(J/-3R,



.3-5B$-YR$-$A?-29%-2:A,,2*J.-mR$?mR$?-(J/-92-$/.,,*3?-MR%-3/-%$-&/IA,,35/-w/-.3-0-2!J/-.$R?,,
.3-0:A-$.3?-92-2..-lA,,:,%-2:A;A-$-3J.-/,,#-{R3-o-35S:C-:P3-.,,{R3-<A.>A-2-;A/-/R,,
3A- g$- :(A- 2- 3- S/,,(R?- 2o.- L- 2?$;J%?-28A/,,:(A-2-\R-2<-aJ2-5K,,)A-v<-L:3-?R3?->A$,
i3- $?3- ,<- 0:A- o=- 35/, ,o2- +2*<-2:A-3A-=,,:.A-$%-:#R<-2:A-1/-5S$?,,
%/-:PR<-2?-2<-%J?-?R,,
=R-3%-,R?-2?3-2lR/-28A/,,.-v-HA30:A-2?3-0?,,HA3-,2?-=?-=-8$?-.J<,,
o=-2-.IJ?-0:A-,2?-3J.,,
<%-o?-<%-=-(J-2?,,KA-3<-%/-:PR:A.%R?-o,,P%?-5%-2^R$-+-3J.-0<,,2a-3J.o-:V?-.0%-%R-,,
3#<- .%- _%?- :#R<- =- ?R$?,,1/5S$?- :.R.- .$:A- .0=- ;R/, ,,2- 0:A-=%gR$?-2!/-0,,:6B/-0:A-(-nJ/-3-=$?,,
2?3-w/-{=-29%-3(A?-/,,<%-3$R<%-$A?-3-2{R<,,<%-SA/-<%-=-(J-2:A,,<%-
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{2?-*J<-28A-0,

2?3-<%-$A?-,R%?->A$,
5K-,%-5K-=?-$&A$-$A?,,:):-=?-(R?{<-:P2-0:A,,*J-=3-|R3-.-3(A?-28A/,,
<A%-=3-?-o-3-2{R<,,
:PR-S$-1-3<->J?-0?,,$8/-1/-#<IA?-.2-28A/,,2!/-:PR:A-1/-2.J-%J=-/,,
o=-2!/-:6B/-0-.J-=$?,,
2!/-:6B/-.3-0:A-3A%-HJ<,,o=-2!/;=-2<-.R<-/?,,:#R<-2:C-1/-5R$?-12/,,2!/-2>A$-^-V=-.J-=$?,,
o=-2!/->A/-+-*$-U,,o=-Y?-.J-2?.!R/- /, ,o=- 2!/- :6B/- 0:A- =?- =, ,o35S:A-_2?-28A/-2lR/-</,,
:.A-{.-5B$?-?-2&.-0-:.A-.$,$8/*R/-:5S=-2:A-,<-3-3A/-8A%-,,<%-*R/-v-2:A3J-=R%-=$?-0?,,[R$-0-0R-i3?-,$?-2.J<28$?-36S.,,
}- :I<- <A$- 36S.- lR3- 1A$- 5S$?- 0?- hR<- $./- }:I<-(R/-=3-.?-.J2-+-:$R.-o<-.$R?-8J?-2{=-3-L%-228A/-VA?-/-;%-,~A$?-.?-?R%-2?-:.A-:S:A-%$-=-*/-o1<-8R$3,R%-/-#%-3A$-2v-%J?-0?-<%-$A?-<%-S/-$?R?(J.- .,/2- KR$?- 1- </- ?A- ;A- zR- KR$?- =?- <2- \A%- ?R/{2?-2<-$?J%-.-KA-=R-2012^-95K?-8=-3#/-3A%:6B/-0-!-3-=-Tx?-VA?-0-.$J-I<-&A$,,,
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A Brief Biography of
Kunkhen Mipham Jamyang Namgyal Gyatsho

O

mniscient master Mipham Rinpoche, the great illuminator of Buddha dharma in
general and Ngagyur Nyingma in particular was born in 1846 into an aristocratic
family in the east of Tibet. Ancestors of both his parents had been ministers of the
kings of Derge.
He took his first monastic vows at the age of twelve at Ju Ma-Hor Sang-Ngag Choling, a
branch monastery of Shechen Tennyi Dargye Ling in Kham province. Conspicuous
intelligence and aptitude for study soon distinguished him. An eighteen-month retreat on
Manjushri (God of wisdom) at the age of fifteen marked a turning point in his intellectual and
spiritual development. He had attained unusual signs of accomplishment and it is also said that
from that moment he was able to assimilate the entire range of Buddhist teachings without any
labour. His most important teachers were the greatest masters of his time like Jamyang
Khyentse Wangpo, Patrul Rinpoche and Jamgon Kontrul Lodro Thaye.
In fact, as he was a child prodigy, at the age of seven, he spontaneously wrote the
commentary called the Lamp of Ascertainment (Nge-Shay- Dron-Med) within a single session.
The key points of the entire teachings of Lord Buddha, both sutras and tantras, are condensed
in this great text. In particular, he had also revealed the distinguishing features of the view,
meditation and conduct of Ngagyur Nyingma in the same text. Now it has become the most
prominent reference and it is included in the fifth year syllabus of Ngagyur Nyingma Institute
as one of the major subject.
Later, Mipham Rinpoche became one of the greatest authors of Tibetan commentaries of
his contemporary, as Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo once rightly exclaimed, "At the present time,
there is no one in this whole world as learned than lama Mipham!" His literary works makes as
many as thirty-two volumes which accords with the number of auspicious Buddha-marks.
Many of them are included in the syllabus of Ngagyur Nyingma Institute and other Buddhist
colleges in India, Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, and so on. They are renowned for their short and
precise meanings.
In particular, he had a special admiration for the Nyingma tradition, which he treasured
above all. He is reported to have said that his youth had been marked by the meetings with
great and wonderful teachers of both old and new traditions and studying the texts of both the
traditions. He observed that at the beginning, he found the texts of the new translation
traditions easier to assimilate. But, though he found the Nyingma texts more difficult initially,
he never doubted about their meanings and instead generated deep faith in them. And due to
this, he remarked, "My wisdom ripened fully." Later on he was to discover, to his satisfaction
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that the most profound points of doctrine were all to be found in the teachings derived from
the lineages of the old traditions. As he became indisputably learned and accomplished master
he came to be universally respected in all the great monasteries of eastern Tibet and attracted
disciples from all four schools.
Since an introduction of all this kind primarily concerns with Mipham's scholarly
achievements, failure to mention his spiritual accomplishment would be a serious omission. As
the biographies of the bygone great masters, it is said of him that if one looks at his scholarly
writings one would think that he spent all his time in study; if one looks at his spiritual works,
one would think that someone who spent his entire life in meditation wrote them. It is
certainly true that, in addition to writing and teaching, Lama Mipham spent many years in
strict meditative retreat. His innumerable pith instructions bear witness to his absolute mastery
of the view of the Ati Yoga.
Finally, having accomplished his enlightened activities, he entered Mahaparinivana at the
age of sixty seven in 1912 with numerous miracles signs of accomplishment.

As a commemoration of Kunkhen Mipham Rinpoche's 100th (1912-2012) Mahaparinirvana
anniversary; for his kindness to all the sentient beings in general and the followers of Ngagyur
Nyingma in particular, with his priceless works of writings that serve as the timely guide for this era
of degenerations, we have included in this 24th Anniversary of Ngagyur Nyingma Monlam Chenmo,
a piece of 'Heart Advice to the Tantric priests of the degenerate time - the garland of Jewel' along
with his brief biography. So let's remember his golden words and try to follow his footsteps to fulfill
his noble wishes.

Heart Advice to the Tantric Priests of the
Degenerate Time - the Garland of Jewel
May you, the Manjushri endowed with magical form,
Who is the sublime source of three Jewels,
That fulfils the wishes merely by remembering,
Joyfully partake permanently in my true heart.
Though the intelligent flocks enter the path of hearing
And endeavour with great effort to accomplish the supreme purpose.
Being extremely afflicted by the burden of five degenerations,
It is hard to get to the state at which one wishes to arrive.
Buddha proclaimed that even if the sky disappears;
The power of secret mantra will never fail.
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It is the personal sublime deity,
That merely by its thought, everything will become positive.
Even so, those mendicants in the mountains
Endeavouring to accomplish deities and Mantras for months and years,
Lacking a firm faith and commitment;
They do not achieve any sign of accomplishment.
After a while, they become hopeless waiting for the result.
Though, the skilful means of accomplishing deity and mantra are infallible,
If you analyze impartially, about the cause of this utter failure,
Those unfortunate beings afflicted by the degenerate time,
Do not know the right way to approach accordingly.
During the childhood one wallows in the waves of distractions,
One wanders as the slave of sense organ at the time of youth,
As the splendour of youth akin to lightening alters flittingly,
The retribution of old age lowers the physical and mental status.
It is difficult to understand the science of dos and don'ts;
Even if one understands a few, it is hard to put into meaningful practice,
Though one aspires to practise after understanding the teachings.
To reach on a real path, is like that of star in a broad daylight.
As the degeneration of views diffuses,
There is no end to the thick wilderness of perverted views.
So, it is difficult to find the excellent path of the wise,
By differentiating the real path with those of forged ones.
How much ever you practise on objects of ordinary beings,
By presuming it as the high way of the victorious ones,
One will not be able to establish the faith and confidence in it,
Instead, the net of doubts will multiply further and further.
The image of views, meditations and accomplishment,
Which are devoid of ascertainment by genuine pith instructions,
Though they appears to be pompous and true;
It is like the picture of lamp devoid of any effect.
In particular the meaning perceived by the profound wisdom,
Which are beyond the reach of mundane beings,
Will be understood only by those with instruction of ultimate lineage,
But without this it will not be understood even at the end of samsara.
With the defects of sullied views,
One will not attain true faith in the true path,
And it will also defile all the state of
Meditation, Conduct and accomplishment.
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Therefore, to clean the defects of views;
Eliminate the darkness of doubts through the conviction
By experiencing the nectar of instructions from authentic Lama,
With the genuine and unshakeable faith.
As the ocean of our mind is constantly stirred
By the tempest of ever growing degeneration of afflictions,
It is difficult to attain the wave-less clear state of concentration,
Even if we search for it with great efforts.
At whatever object one focuses with an unstable mind,
One cannot gain the stability akin to the ripples of water.
And if one goes stray without holding with a single pointed mind
One will move too far away from the results of virtuous karma.
At this degenerate era there are few endowment of happiness,
Those degenerate beings have inferior body and evil natured mind,
With this they move with mischievous intention to harm others;
The pain increases with the thought of both environments and beings.
Therefore, we wander perpetually in the waves of conceptual thoughts,
With all sorts of regrets, hope and fears, and so forth.
Probably it will be very difficult to fulfil the wishes
At this juncture of unfortunate and bad times.
Even if people wish to enter the virtuous path,
They helplessly walk along the wrong way;
As the influence of degeneration have sullied
Their five sense faculties like faith and so on.
When the inner minds of all the beings are governed by the virtue,
It will be proclaimed as the meritorious era, and the positive forces will be glorified,
The position of the virtuous people will be uplifted,
And the results of the benediction will be powerful.
But as the Buddha proclaimed that at this degenerate time;
Everything will turn out to be opposite.
So realizing the results of one's own negative karma,
Try to give up the doubts on deities and mantras.
Even if one endeavours a little with understanding of concepts,
It is like a radiance of a gem amid poisonous snakes,
And like a feeble lamp in the wind.
So, by knowing the plight of oneself,
If one generates hundred-fold faith and diligence,
Though it is the degenerate time;
One will be able to invite the glory in ones' own mind stream
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With the festivity of the sublime accomplishment of magical formula,
As the result of assembled causes and condition are infallible.
Therefore, with the unshakeable faith like mountain,
Put a constant efforts like the flow of river,
And accumulate merits as vast as ocean;
Then rely upon the deities and mantras like ones' cherished life,
It is difficult to conquer the unstable conceptual thought
And difficult to attain the sublime state of concentration
But if you strive incessantly for years and years,
You will conquer the foe of conceptual thoughts and discover the treasure of concentration.
Though one can strive for months and years with body and speech,
It is very hard to engage constantly with single-pointed mind,
It is most futile to remain without any improvement in the state of mind
Even if one practise in the hermitage for many years.
Therefore, do not act like a child playing with the dune of sand,
Instead, develop strong determination into the heart.
Give more importance to the act of inner mind like a king
And make your mind flexible by striving constantly.
As your wishes cannot be fulfilled merely by assuming that,
You have achieved attainments out of vanity,
Leave behind those headless acts devoid of result
And endeavour to attain the real signs of realization
Which accords with the verbal testimony and pith instructions.
When two fire drill sticks are rubbed for a long time,
Some time the sticks get exhausted before the production of fire,
So take this example of accomplishing things through hardship
And embark on the path to accomplishment.
The result of practising magical formula is infallible,
As you move on with recitations, the power increases
And at certain juncture you accomplish the ultimate attainments,
With which every wish will be fulfilled without any doubt.
Though a tiny fire cannot destroy the forest,
There is no doubt that the thickets will become the fan of fire
If the fire grows into gigantic mass;
Take this as an example and develop the determination to practise mantra.
The outcome will be delayed further if one practise mantra,
Without completing the other branches of ritual,
With visualizations, recitation and tantric substances
And lack the perseverance to achieve the results.
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If one can fulfil all your temporary wishes like pacification and so on,
Even by relying on the malicious and powerful worldly god,
It is needless to talk about the attainment of power
Through accomplishing the wisdom deities.
If the power of magical formula in accomplishing the present wishes
Are to be perceived with the direct perceptions,
All our distrust in the mantras will be wiped away,
When all our wishes are accomplished as we wish.
Even if he collects too many of mantra texts
He is devoid of experience and practice
And advantages of even the single one of them
So, look at plight of mantra holders of this degenerate era.
Though the fire of desire burnt from inside,
He is not able to give a slight tremble to the hearts of maiden,
If he is left with no option but to lure them by wealth or lying;
Do such hopeless tantric practitioners ever possess the power of mantra?
Although it is the power of karma that torments the beings of degenerate time,
One assumes that whatever one's foe encounters in his life is due to one's power,
But when the real time come for one to subdue the foes with tantric power,
It is very rare to find someone who can perform the authentic
tantric rites of subjugation.
Therefore, do not deceive oneself with vanity
By prejudging the signs of realization of mantra,
Instead, try to actualize the authentic practice of mantrayana.
In accomplishing the minor activities of mantra,
Even without much effort in the practice,
It would either take three or seven, and at the most thirty five days
Through witnessing the accomplishment of this minor activity;
One will develop trust and interest in the practice of mantra.
Due to this, all the practices will become fruitful
And will acquire the power and enjoy tantric feast.
One will be left with suspicion in every act when he is unsuccessful in a single endeavour,
Although he engages in various fields of activities,
So, he wastes his whole life without any meaningful achievement,
In the land of jewel of mantra in a hopeless state.
By taking the altruistic intention as the bases in beginning,
Apply the key points of profound wisdom and concentration in the actual practice
And maintain the samayas like that of your life as a companion
Then the result of practising mantra is infallible.
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Firstly, cut off the ambiguities on meanings of the pith instructions,
In the middle, put them into practise with constant exertion,
Finally, display the results as the sustenance for dharma and sentient beings;
This is the performance of the sublime practitioner of the mantra.
As it is proclaimed that the influence and blessing of mantras
Will be more effective at this degenerate era,
Where there are more adversities and obstacles,
Boundless instructions of wrathful mantras
Appeared from the great manifest of non-conceptual compassion
Of Padma Sambhava, the Vidyadhara of spontaneous presence,
With the noble intention of liberating the inferior beings,
Whom other antidotes cannot protect.
The display of the might of wrathful mantras with four adornments
For the sake of defeating the opposing forces of enemies,
Is a legacy of victorious lord, the great Vidyadharas;
Well then try to acknowledge it with courage.
To those who practise the wrathful mantra accordingly,
Accomplishment will be faster and there will be fewer obstacles,
He will accomplish the realizations spontaneously and can command the oath-bound
protectors as slaves,
And he will spontaneously perfect the power of body, speech and mind.
At this juncture due to their inferior fortune, faith and intelligence
And being overwhelm by the pride and envy and so forth,
Don't you see people despising the tradition of the lineage of Vidyadharas like that of a
stray dog?
As these samaya-breakers can never be tamed
Through the skilful means of peace,
Tantra texts proclaim that one will achieve sublime enlightenment,
If one diligently slay those samaya-breakers with tantric applications.
As much as the cruel and untameable beings increases,
With the natural radiance of the degenerate era,
That much the wrathful mantra possess the power,
Like that of, power of fire with increase of firewood.
In this way if the compassionate ones do not liberate them through skilful means
Those beings who had gone astray will wander endlessly in these fearsome lower realms
Thus, it is the unsurpassed compassionate act to deliver those beings with compassion.
Therefore, try to acquire the power of deities and mantras,
Which dispels the cause and result of bad karma.
At first strive until you gain confidence by relying on the eight arrogant dancers,
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Through offering and practising with interest in accordance with signs of accomplishment,
For this, the lord of Vidyadharas compassionately composed hundred different rituals of
suppressing the foes.
If you annihilate the evil gods, demons and people,
Buddha dharma will spread pervasively,
You will become samaya-breaker if you let go of those foes
So, the future exorcist! Try to guard the Buddha dharma
Other than this, there is no other work for a tantric practitioner.
Tantric practitioner devoid of power is like the dogs in an empty village;
He will not be able to perform practices to protect oneself from the harm of enemies.
Accomplish the power of mantra as the work and employs the gods and demons as the
slaves,
Take the flesh of enemy as food and usethe meditation caves as your home,
Keep dakinis and the dharma protectors as your friends
And perform the purpose of sentient beings with the power and authentic dharma.
Thus bearing the elixir of such instructions in your heart,
Annihilate the malicious enemies of Buddha dharma
Through the wrathful enlightened activities of tantras
Recognizing it as the timely antidote,
By keeping the purpose of dharma and sentient beings as the ultimate objective
And avoiding the thoughts of self-interest, the irreversible disease of samsara,
Which devastate the dual purposes of present and the life after.
Fulfilling the dual purpose of self and other through radiation and reabsorption of the rays
With the sublime view of inseparability of innate purity and equalness
And understanding the inseparability of mantra and the deity through the skilful means
All the essence of tantric practices is condensed within a single practice of mantra
recitations.
Having not tasted the nectar of intention of ultimate lineage,
One agitates the calmness of dharma through self-fabrication of logics
And having accumulated the essence-less treasure of words devoid of experiences,
Though, it appears like real existence of the quintessence of the dharma of noble ones,
Akin to an image of a lion, they are devoid of real meaning being altered by the elaboration
of words.
At this juncture, where ignoble beings are assembled as the followers of dharma,
The poisonous arrow of attachment and aversion destroys the Buddha dharma,
The influences of afflictions are too much that it is hard to overcome with remedy,
And the life spans of the beings are too short with numerous obstacles,
Therefore, as the endeavour in the lower vehicles cannot reach the culmination,
With the pith instruction of ultimate effortless vehicles,
Try to gain the confidence and hold the fortress of view,
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So, that all your accomplishment become meaningful with the results.
Even at this era of degeneration, we can witness the greatness of secret mantra,
The essence-teachings of Buddha, which is akin to a pure gold,
Though, it seems to be obscured by the cloud of degeneration,
It still exists as that of the sun behind the dark clouds.
At this extremely degenerated period,
Only the faith in teachings of the victorious lotus-born (Tsho-ke Gyalwa)
Will be meaningful and fruitful,
Therefore the wise and fortunate beings
Must put unshakable conviction in lineage of Vidyadhara
And try to accomplish the recitation and visualization practice of mantra.
If you follow these profound instructions and act accordingly,
You will see the plight of conceited logician and their new teachings,
Which are devoid of authentic meanings, though adored with pompous words,
And you will realize and enjoy the golden legacy of past Vidyadharas.
Thus, I have written these lines of true teachings
Not with attachment and aversion
Or not out of joy of playing with the words of exaggerations.
If there be some people with noble heart and intention
It is a heart-talk proclaimed from my heart;
So, the followers of Nyingma tradition, who are like my heart son
Please grasp these essential meanings without error!
To whoever these instructions sound agreeable, they are my disciples,
May they be endowed with auspiciousness,
With sparks of lightening of enlightened activities of samaya-holders,
Through the assembled clouds of blessings from the gurus of three lineages,
With thunders of the sound of essence of dharma,
By the showers of attainments from the three root deities!
It was spontaneously written by Jampel Gepai Dorji (Mipham Rinpoche), at night in the candle lamp, on
2nd day of 11th month of the Fire Female Pig Year.

Translated by, Rigzod Editor
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A Brief Biography of His Holiness Taglung Tsetrul
Rinpoche, the Sixth Supreme Head of
Ngagyur Nyingma
Successive Reincarnations
The first incarnate in the line reincarnations of H.H. Taglung Tsetrul Rinpoche, the lord
of all the scholar-adepts, was Kunzang Choeku, who was the reincarnation of Ngnog-Choeku
Dorjee, one of the four main disciples of the Lhodrak Marpa, popularly known as the four
great pillars. Kunzang Choeku relied on Dodrag Khenchen Chuzang Namkha Longyang as his
root guru and completed his education just to accord with the samsaric outlook. During the
later part of his life, as he engaged in the practical application of the essence of dharma through
meditation in hermitages like Dragmar Kiutsang and so forth, he became unrivalled Dzogchen
master of his contempory. He had enslaved all the non-human spirits who are delighted in the
service of guarding Buddha dharma in general and the secret mantra teachings in particular. It
is said be that his special protectress Dhumavati (Dusolma) is present with him like the shadow
of his body. Thus, he was an absolute son of victorious one who held the dharma with great
courage.
The second incarnate, Trulku Thupten Choekyi Nyima was recognized as the immediate
reincarnation of Kunzang Choeku and invited to his monastery and imparted the training in
the dharma similar to that of an ordinary monk. But due to the inferior merits of the beings,
he entered into the parinirvana at the very young age of twenty five.
The immediate unmistaken reincarnation of Trulku Thupten Nyima is the present H.H.
Taglung Tsetrul Shedrub Nyinjed Thrinley Palzangpo, the lord of all the Buddha families and
the sixth supreme head of Ngagyur Nyingma. His Holiness was born in auspicious village
called Phun-kel, a province in the upper Tibet to father Namgyel Dorjee, a descendant of
Lhadong family line and mother Dorjee Dolma on the 3rd day of 12th month of the Female
Fire Rabbit Year, the first year of the Sixteenth Rabjung, corresponding to 1927 on the
Western calendar.

About his enlightened deeds of learning, contemplating and
meditation
At the age of five in 1931, he was recognized as the flawless reincarnation by the sixth
Dodrag Rigzin Chenpo Thubten Choewang Nyam-nyed Dorjee and Chuzang Khenchen
Padma Nyedon Tenpai Nyima, and invited to Taglungtse Sang-ngag Choekhorling monastery.
Khenchen Padma Nyedon Tenpai Nyima performed his first hair cutting ceremony and gave
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him the name Shedrub Thrinley Palzangpo. He also received the empowerment of long life
and the teachings on Conduct of Bodhisattva. After the passing away of these two great masters
he learned the art of reading and writing and other basic teachings from his tutor Thupten
Kunzang.
In 1934, at the age of eight, he joined the great Thupten Dorjee Drag Awam-Chog-Gar
monastery and mastered the arts of mask dances, ritual chants and tunes, mandala drawings,
and so forth from the tutors, Thupten Yeshey and Thupten Wangyel. At the age of thirteen in
1939, he received the vows of upasaka and novice-monk's vows along with Gyalse Rinpoche
and Drakra Rinpoche from Dorzin Namdrol Gyamtsho in Mindroling. From 1940, he had
studied the whole set of sutras and tantras along with other basic field of Buddhist knowledge
by relaying on lama Pow Rinpoche Konchok of Dranang Gyal-ling monastery and perfected
the practice through meditation.
In 1942, at the age of sixteen he received the whole set of empowerments and oral
transmissions of Jangter (Northern Treasures, revealed by Rigdzin Gödem) from Gotsa
Khenchen Thegchog Tenzin Thupten Rinpoche. He also received Gongpa Sangtal
(Unimpeded Realization), the eight sadhana teachings and many other profound teachings
from the same master. At the age of 22, in 1948, he received the empowerments and oral
transmissions of the whole set of Rinchen Terzod, two volumes of Jigmed Lingpa's mind
treasure and Jigme Lingpa's collected works from sixth Shechen Rabjam Kunzang Tenpai
Nyima in Mindroling monastery. At the age of 25, in 1951, he received the full ordination
vow from Minling Khenchen Khentse Norbu and became the lord of vinaya holders as he
strictly observed the dos and don'ts of vinaya teachings.
When he was 26, he served as the acting khenpo for two years and later he took the
responsibilities of the Chief Khenpo of Thupten Dorjee Drak for three years. In the meantime,
he received the Kalachakra Empowerment from His Holiness the 14th Dalia lama.
For the sake of benefitting sentient beings, he had perfectly accomplished the Twenty-Five
Preliminary Practice of Jangter and many other recitation practices of sadhana, and bestowed
the teachings and empowerments to many devoted disciples.
In 1957, at the age of 31, coinciding with 2500th Mahaparinivana anniversary of Lord
Buddha, he visited Nepal and India on pilgrimage along with his father, mother and some
entourages and shortly returned back. In 1959, he had fled to India when the communist
Chinese conquered Tibet. After arriving in India, he went to Kalimpong from Daramsala due
to some health problems there. During his stay in Kalimpong he received the empowerment of
the Chogling's Magical Display of Peaceful and Wrathful ones, Embodiment of all the Sugatas,
Four Heart-Essences (Nyingthig Yazhi) and two volumes of Jigling's mind treasure from H.H.
Dilgo Khentse Rinpoche. He also received the oral transmissions of the Mind Ornament of the
Assemblage of Secrets, the Instructions of the Lord of Secret, the collected works of Mipham
and so on, and the explanation of the meaning of empowerment of Gesar and the Kalachakra
from this same master. He also received the complete set of teachings of Ngagyur Kama along
with the empowerments from H.H. Dudjom Rinpoche. To put it in a nutshell, he had
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perfected the practice through experience and realization by relying on innumerable great
master and followed the steps of Bodhisattvas in terms of peaceful and gentle behaviour.

How he became the protector of the Buddha Dharma and sentient
beings through his enlightened activities of benefitting others
In general, it is an undeclared fact that the Bodhisattvas constantly involve in the
accomplishment of the great purpose of benefitting dharma and the sentient beings. So, in the
same way His Holiness also started to serve and benefit the countless fortunate beings from the
age of thirty six. He bestowed the vows of novice monk and the fully ordained monks to
innumerable beings, who are currently serving the Buddha dharma and sentient beings
extensively. All these are merely a single aspect of his boundless compassionate enlightened
activities.

Mode of accomplishing his enlightened activities without bias,
through upholding, preserving and spreading Buddha dharma
In 1962, he visited Drag-Thog Gon in Ladhak where he bestowed the instructions on
entire traditions of past Vidyadharas starting with the rituals of Jangter. He also bestowed the
oral transmissions of Hundred Thousand verses of Prajnaparamita (Bum) and Hundred
Thousand Nyingma Tantras (Nyingma Gyud-bum) and the empowerments of the
Embodiment of Realization (Kama Do-wang). He also accomplished great deeds of benefitting
dharma and sentient beings by inserting magical formulae into the shrine objects of body,
speech and mind, and so forth.
In 1984, His Holiness started to construct the great Thupten Dorjee Drag Awam-ChogGar monastery at Simla in Himachal Pradesh and completed in 1992. Its consecration
ceremony was blessed with the presence of H.H. the Dalai Lama, where he bestowed the
empowerment of the Sadhana of Hundred Million Recitation of Vidyadhara (Rigzin DungDrup). The numbers of monks entering the monastery increases day by day. Most of them
come from Tibet, Bhutan, parts of India and Nepal.

How His Holiness nurtured the future adherent of Buddha dharma
through initiation, authorization, and explanations
He bestowed the oral transmissions of the entire teachings of Jangter and the two volumes
of Ngari Penchen's Complete Collection of the Eight Instructions in Shechen Tenyi
Dargyeling of Nepal to hundreds of lamas, trulkus, khenpos, monks and nuns led by H.H.
Dilgo Khentse Rinpoche's trulku. In Jangchubling monastery of Drigung Kagyud he bestowed
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the empowerments of the nine volumes of Eight Commands, Union of the Sugatas (Ka-gye
Deshek Düpa) to the whole assembly of monks led by H.H. Chetsang Rinpoche. At
Namdroling monastery in Mysore, he bestowed the empowerments and oral transmissions of
Jangter Thug Je Chenpo Drowa Kundrol and the oral transmissions of Rinchen Terzod to the
whole assemblage of Khenpo, Trulkus, Lamas, Lopons, monks and nuns led by H.H.
Drupwang Padma Norbu Rinpoche and H.H. Ngoshul Khen Rinpoche. Commencing from
3rd August, 2005, he bestowed the empowerments and oral transmission of the entire
teachings of Jangter in Shar Khambu at Nagchen Sangngag Choeling Monastery.
At the age of 82, starting from 8th November 2008, he bestowed the empowerments of
Rinchen Terzod to more than 3000 devotees along with H.H. Minling Khenchen, H.H. Dilgo
Khentse Rinpoche's trulku and H.H. Dudjom Rinpoche's trulku. In 2009, from 26th-29th
March, His Holiness bestowed the empowerments and transmissions of the Heart essence of
Yuthog (Yuthog Nying-thig) in Neychung Dratsang, at the request of central medical assembly
Tibet. In Short, the rays of His Holiness Taglung Tsetrul Rinpoche's unbiased compassionate
enlightened activities continues to permeate in all the directions benefitting the dharma and
sentient beings.
(This brief Biography of H.H Taglung Tsetrul Rinpoche is compiled from his autobiography, the
catalogue of Rinchen Terzod and other magazines)

Enthronement of His Holiness Taklung Tsetrul
Rinpoche as the 6th Supreme Head of
Ngagyur Nyingma Tradition
The procession of how His Holiness Taklung Tsetrul Rinpoche, the dharma holder of
Thubten Dorji Drak monastery, undertook the burden of shouldering the great responsibility
of being the 6th Supreme Head of Ngagyur Nyingma Tradition as per the request made
unanimously by the whole assemblage of Nyingmapas.
In this degenerate era, where there is a desperate rise in the negativities and the fortunes of
the beings are degrading like the shrinking moon, some of the great Lamas had to flee from
Tibet and come as refugee to India due to religious and political instability in Tibet. After that,
according to the command of His Holiness the Dalia Lama, the custom of entitling
denomination to Lamas of different religious tradition has started. Therefore, His Holiness
Dudjom Rinpoche was enthroned as the First Supreme Head of Ngagyur Nyingma tradition
in 1960. Then successively His Holiness Dilgo Khentse Rinpoche as the Second Supreme
Head; His Holiness Padma Norbu Rinpoche as the Third Supreme Head; His Holiness
Minling Trichen Rinpoche as the Fourth Supreme Head, and His Holiness Truelzhi Rinpoche
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as the Fifth Supreme Head. This way, there prevailed immense welfare to the sentient beings in
general, and Ngaygur Nyingma tradition in particular.
Since His Holiness Truelzhi Rinpoche passed away suddenly in 2011 due to our ill luck;
all the representatives of Ngagyur Nyingmapa monasteries and the chief Lamas had assembled
for a conference during the 23rd Nyingma Monlam Chenmo. And they came out with a
decision to appeal to His Holiness Dodrupchen Rinpoche and His Holiness Taklung Tsetruel
Rinpoche that any one of them has to shoulder the post of the Supreme Head of Ngagyur
Nyingma. As decided; H.H. Zhechen Rabjam Rinpoche, H.H. Dzogchen Rinpoche, H.H.
Kathok Getse Rinpoche, H.E. Jangkhang Tulku Rinpoche, H.E. Khokhem Rinpoche, and
Khenpo Sonam Tenphel and Jare Buthruk (Representative of Nyingma) approached to His
Holiness Dodrupchen Rinpoche and pleaded His Holiness to become the 6th Supreme Head of
Ngagyur Nyingma. But, His Holiness couldn't accept it due to his old age and bad health
conditions.
Then H.H. Zhechen Rabjam Rinpoche, H.H. Kathok Gayste Rinpoche, Khochem
Rinpoche, Khenchen Tsewang Jamtsho from Namdroling monastery, Khenpo Jampal Tenzin
on behalf of Dzogchen Rinpoche, Khenpo Sonam Tenphel and Jare Buthruk went to Thubten
Dorji Drak monastery in Shimla, and pleaded His Holiness Taklung Tsetruel Rinpoche. His
Holiness kindly accepted their request to shoulder the responsibility of being the 6th Supreme
Head of Ngagyur Nyingma tradition.
On the special occasion of 4th June 2012, His Holiness the Dalia Lama conferred the
ceremonial scarf to His Holiness Taklung Tsetruel Rinpoche in Dharamsala for being the 6th
Supreme Head of Ngagyur Nyingma tradition and honoured him by praising as the true
spiritual teacher. Then a grand celebration was held out in Dordrak monastery on 6th June
2012 for the enthronement of His Holiness Taklung Tsetrul Rinpoche as the 6th Supreme
Head of Ngagyur Nyingma tradition. Secretary of religious affairs Ngawang Choedrak,
national representative of Nyingma, Khenpo Sonam Tenphel, President of Ngagyur Nyingma
Institute, Khen Rinpoche Tsering Dorji, Representative of Jonang, Representative of Regional
Society of Tibet and more than one thousand people attended the celebration-event. The
ceremony concluded with the offering of mandala and scarves.
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Advice of His Holiness Dodrubchen Rinpoche,
the Sovereign Lord of the Great Secret Doctrine
Well! I don't know anything about
giving guidance on dos and don'ts and self
practices. I have studied a little before in
my homeland, but had to leave in between
and could not continue due to lack of
favourable conditions. Even in case, if I was
provided with the favourable conditions I
am not like someone who can put a lot of
hard work in studies. In case of you, all
here are all, what we have as the great
scholars and so called the adherents of
dharma in the lower Dokham. So, you
ought to understand what to do and what
not to. More than that, I don't know how
to articulate my opinion about all these
things. However, I am obliged to tell you
all a few words, as you all have flocked here
with many hardships.
According to my understanding, I
think learning, contemplating and meditating are very important for us in general.
Firstly, we have to understand the texts
through listening. As is it proclaimed thus:
"One has to ascertain the meanings by
listening the teachings."
In terms of listening and studying, I
don't think that I have to elaborate much
as we have many great scholars who impart
teachings regularly.
Next step that we need to take is the
meditation or to put them into practices.
In case of practice, I can hear that these
days there are many different ideas in
imparting the teachings about meditations.
We, however, cannot underestimate the
capacity of other beings, as the Buddha
said:

"One person should not estimate mental
aptitude of other person."
The enlightened and skillful activities
of the noble beings are carried out in
various aspects. Therefore, we cannot
underestimate their activities saying- this is
right and that is wrong and all.
Due to all these circumstances, I think
there are some lapses in the systematic
approach to the stages of paths at this
juncture. The scholars who understand the
authentic meaning of dharma do not face
this particular problem. It is a problem
commonly faced by those who are
conceited with the idea of being
understood everything despite lacking the
real understanding of the dharma.
We must follow systematic steps to
practise the dharma to reap good results.
Firstly, ascertain the meanings of teachings
through studying, secondly, cut the net of
misconception by contemplation and
finally step on to meditation. Unless you
follow these steps properly, I think it is
quite difficult to attain the ultimate result.
Even while teaching, I think it is not good
to talk about the meditation from
beginning itself. Hence, we need to have
systematic approach to the stages of paths
while preaching and receiving the
teachings. In case of the stages of path,
there are basically two types, viz, the stages
of path of tantras and that of sutra. These
days I can hear that some people taking
meditation as worthless by grasping too
much on only studying scholarly knowle-
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dge. While others approach the meditation
directly from the beginning itself with only
rough judgments without cutting the nets
of misconceptions through studying and
contemplating on the meaning. I could
hear these things from faraway land. So if
these are the things really happening
around, I think it is not okay. As it is said:
"Meditation without studying the concepts
Is like an armless person climbing the cliff."
Merely talking about the high level
stuffs like the great perfection and
meditation with a wild guess saying, that
might be this and that, without having a
stable back ground of concepts may not be
beneficial.
I can also hear about some people
emphasizing only on studies, neglecting
meditation behind as if it is not necessary.
If it is the real fact, I think they are also on
the wrong path, as it is proclaimed:
"Scholarly knowledge without the mediation,
Are like the dogs in the desolate valley."
It is expounded in the texts that
without a proper order of studying,
contemplating and meditation, it is very
difficult for us to put the dharma into
actual application. So, I think for everything we need a proper order.
Even when we talk about the practices
on great perfection, these days everyone
think that they can get the pith
instructions directly from lamas without
any difficulties like that of pouring water
into a glass. For example, I stay here for
only one or two days but many people
come to me and ask about the pith
instructions, thinking as if I can pour all
my experiences and realization into their
mind within this very short time. I think it
is also due to the lack of knowledge about
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the step-by-step approach to the dharma
practices expounded by the bygone
victorious ones. The importance of
systematic approach to practices in a stepby-step order of studying, contemplating
and meditating are stressed in many
prominent texts.
When we talk about the meditation, I
feel that these days everyone is bit inclined
towards the meditation. If it is the real
situation, I think that too will not work
without a proper order. The only thing we
want is a means to abandon the afflictions
of our minds. According to my opinion,
without a proper foundation of the four
thoughts, which diverts the mind towards
dharma, the other means of abandoning
the affliction would be ineffective.
Off course, the teachings of great
perfections are profound. Now days
everyone wants to talk about it. It may be
due to the grace of the past noble beings.
But even in this case, if we do not have the
definite stages of systematic approach, it is
like not knowing how to climb a ladder
through consecutive steps to reach the next
floor. So I think all these are great
mistakes. I think, today things are turning
opposite. While lay people tend to have
good faith and keen interest in dharma, we,
who are bearing the name of dharma
practitioners, are doing many headless
things. Even those learned scholars are
trying to blend the dharma to the minds of
others before blending with their own
minds. If it is the case, I don't think it is
acceptable too.
So, the means to connect our mind
stream with the dharma is to arouse mind
of renunciation through training in the
four thoughts which diverts the mind
towards dharma. But instead, today it
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appears to me that all the people who are
gifted with a little knowledge about the
Buddha dharma are using it as the means
to the accumulate wealth for the welfare of
oneself. In such situation if you go through
the spiritual advice of the bygone saints like
Patrul Rinpoche and the masters of
Kadampa School, you will find that all of
them had emphasized on blending the
teachings with one's own mind stream.
It is the matter of fact that all these
factors like, the impermanence, the defects
of samsara, law of cause and effects, etc. are
very difficult to practise at this juncture.
Because, even during the time when I was
young boy receiving teachings from my
root master Yukhog Jadrel, we used to
despise and laugh at those practitioners
who said that they were meditating on
refuge practice, impermanence and so
forth, when we enquired them about their
practice. We did this without any careful
judgment thinking that they are still
hanging around these basic things
considering them as useless and inferior
practice. Even during those fortunate eras,
when there lived numerous great scholars
we were used to such blunders as it is the
nature of our mundane minds. Now at this
degenerate era it has even become more
difficult than ever. So, I think nothing will
work, if we preach and practise the dharma
with such notion without an attitude of
renunciation from this cyclic existence.
To generate an attitude of renunciation from the cyclic existence, I think we
need to practise four thoughts, which
divert the mind towards dharma. In
particular, at this juncture to understand
about the law of cause and effect is very
important. For example, if an epidemic
breaks out they kill all the animals though
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only a few of them are affected by the
disease. It is completely against our
dharma. Such a headless act of killing will
only serve to increase the karmic debts that
shorten one's own life spans. It will not be
of any benefit for this and the life after,
instead it is like sowing the seeds of
suffering for the future lives purposefully.
In place of such headless deeds we can
prevent and eradicate these epidemics by
performing the burned food offering ritual
(Sur-Ngo) and crossed-thread ritual of
giving ransom to the spirits (Doe-lue),
giving rewards to the regional and local
deities, reciting the six syllables mantra of
Avalokiteshvara and so forth.
I think if you can render skillful
guidance with this notion in your mind,
then it may turn out to be helpful. For an
instance, everybody desires to achieve
happiness and desires to abandon
sufferings. But, they mistake both the cause
and effect of happiness and suffering, and if
it is the condition nothing will ever turn
out to be positive. In such a situation if you
can guide them with clear idea about the
law of cause and effect then, I think it will
prove to be of great significance. Without
this, just hoping to introduce them to a
profound and higher viewpoint won't be
much helpful. This is because if they do
not have clear-cut idea and conviction
about the existence of law of cause and
effect then it goes completely against the
viewpoints of Buddha dharma, which is a
very big blunder.
I think the only source of peace and
happiness are our monasteries and dharma. For example, during the early age of
Dodrub Tenpai Nyima's life, our placeGolog was no more than the habitats of
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wild men who were great sinners. As the
antidote for these wild men, formulating
numerous codes of ethics will not help
much, but if you expound the teachings of
Buddha then all these mess will gradually
disappear automatically. If we recollect
about the enlightened activities of Dzogchen Patrul Rinpoche's visit to Golog,
there is no records of keeping his teachings
as the codes of ethics. As he expounded the
words of 'My Perfect Teacher', the minds
of all the people were diverted naturally
towards dharma and even the lay people
abandoned killing animals, murdering,
stealing and so forth, with the strong oath
by themselves saying - I will not commit
these sinful acts from today till my last
breath.
In this way, our land was gradually
transformed into a paradise of Dharma and
prolonged till date. All these are the
glimpse of the great enlightened and
compassionate activities of the bygone
Bodhisattvas, which are far beyond the
reach of human intellect. Therefore, I don't
have much to add on this but if you all can
transform the minds of people through
teachings as you all have been doing till
now, then I think there is no other source
of peace and happiness than the teachings
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of Buddha. Other than this, I don't think
that we have to make strict rules and
regulation.
As you all have established a great
foundation of dharma in the lower
Dokham, it has become immensely grateful
to the beings here. On top of that, if you
can instruct the lay people on how to
merge their mind with the dharma in a
skillful way then it will be of even more
benefit. Unlike other countries where
citizens have to move according to their
own rules and regulations as they have a
separate document resolving country's
laws, we are guided by the religious
precepts expounded by Lord Buddha.
Buddha had formulated 250 vinaya rules,
vows and the precepts of Bodhisattva and
the secret Mantra successively. So in this
way, if you all can apply a skilful means to
benefit all the sentient beings it will really
be a magnificent task. Even till now you all
had been doing an unimaginable job and
had lit the lamp of dharma in the land of
lower Dokham. So, I would like to express
my heartfelt gratitude to you all along with
an appeal to continue with the same spirit.
These are my own wishes, and more than
this I do not have anything to add.

Note: His Holiness bestowed this advice at residence of Padma Thegchog Rinpoche in Serta District of Eastern
Tibet, at the request of Khenpo Chimed Rigzin of Larung, on 21st August, 2009. It was written and translated
by Rigzod Editor from the CD cassette.
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A Brief Biography of His Holiness Jadrel
Sangay Dorjee's life span of hundred years
As proclaimed in Terchen Dudul Dorjee's catalogue of prophets of quintessential sublime
of the excellent Doctrine:
The supreme emanation of Penchen Vimalamitra
Will appear from Kathog with the name- Sangye (Buddha)
And also: Terchen Jigdrel Yeshey Dorjee prophesied thus:
In particular you, the illusory emanation of Kharchupa
Will win the war of malignant perverted views of degenerated era,
The might of wish fulfilling dharma will progress further
And along with radiance of auspiciousness,
Spontaneously accomplishing the twofold purposes,
You will extend your life span for Hundred Years
And pervade the three worlds with sound of profound secret dharma.
His Holiness Jadrel Rinpoche, the ultimate yogi of Luminous Great Perfection (Yodsel
Dzogpachenpo) was born near Takhog Drongtul Zangdrag Marpo, a part of Nyag Azirong, to
father Padma Dondrup, a descendant of Mugpo Dong, and mother Wachung-Za Sonamtsho
on 10th day of Fifth Tibetan month, Water Female Ox Year of 15th Rabjung, which
corresponds with 1913 on the Western Calendar. The reincarnation of Lopen Chandra Gomi,
Asay Bigo Trulku Nyima Gyeltshen, bestowed him the name Throgyal Dorjee. He had inborn
qualities of compassion, loving kindness, wisdom and so forth from the very young age.
Later, he became a well-known-Pandita or a highly-learned-master by studying the whole
set of sutra and tantra teachings along with other fields of knowledge, relying on more than 40
scholar-adept master, like, Asay Bigo Trulku Nyima Gyeltshen; Jamyang Khentse Chokyi
Lodroe; Shechen Kongtrul Padma Drimed; Getse Chogtrul Gyurmed Tenpa Namgyal; Mogtsa
Jigdrel Chogkyi Langpo; 6th Drimed Shingchong Jigmed Dechen Dorjee; Chag-Tsha Trulku
Padma Thinley Gyatsho; Situ Penchen Chokyi Gyatsho; Terchen Jigdrel Yeshey Dorjee; 5th
Dzogtrul Thubten Choekyi Dorjee; Azom Gesey Gyurmed Dorjee; Minling Tri-tsab Ngawang
Chokyi Drakpa; Chogtrul Jampel Dewai Nyima; Drubwang Chogtrul Chog-gi Langpo;
Dungkar Trulku Nedon Gyatsho; Gotsa Khenchen Ugen Tenphel; Khenchen Legshed Jorden;
Khenchen Nueden Khentse Lodroe; Payul Khenpo Lodreo; Sera Khandro Dewai Dorjee;
Shugseb Jetsun Chonyid Zangmo and so forth.
In particular, he relied on Khenchen Ngawang Palzang for six years and five months with
great respect through three ways of pleasing guru and received the complete set of tantras,
transmissions and pith-instructions starting from Preliminary practices to Break-Through
(Threg-Chod) and Direct Crossing (Thod-Gal) practices of Dzogpachenpo. As he practised
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these teachings, the enlightened intent of awareness's own manifestations of Dzogpachenpo
arose in his wisdom mind. He accomplished the purpose of the sentient beings in the mode of
a hidden yogi. Khenchen Ngaga blessed him as his ultimate regent and bestowed him the name
Jadrel Sangay Dorjee. Terchen Jigdrel Yeshey Dorjee also empowered him as his regent. Gyaltshab Radrang Jampel Yeshey Tenpai Gyeltshen relied on him as the spiritual adviser. In this
way he bestowed instructions, blessing, empowerment and so forth to almost all the great lamas
and trulkus who relied up on him as their crown ornament.
In 1958, His Holiness visited Bhutan, established new retreat centres in the great sites,
and provided provisions for retreatants and fasting practices to channelize those offerings given
by the faithful devotees in a right way.
Furthermore, he established many retreat centres in other sacred places like - Pal-Rigzin
Drupai Gatshal retreat centre in Yangleshed, Lamed Yodsel Tingzin Chogdrupling in
Godawari, Kunzang Choling retreat centre and temple at Yolmo and so on in Nepal. In
Sikkim (Dremojong) he established Palchong Kathog retreat centre, Kundrol Yodseltse retreat
centre and Nge-sang Tagtenling retreat centre. Leaving behind all these centres along with
spiritual communities as the reward for benefitting Buddha dharma, he spends his life as a
mendicant, which accords with the bygone great masters.
In 1989, when Ngagyur Nyingma Monlam Chenmo (The World Peace Ceremony)
began, His Holiness blessed the ceremony with his presence and had graced the ceremony for
three consecutive years. His Holiness prohibited serving non-veg foods to the participants of
the Monlam Chenmo. He bestowed extensive advice on how the consumption of non-veg
contradicts with precepts of the three vows (outer Pratimoksha vow, inner Bodhisattva vows
and the Secret Mantra vows) and the necessity of consuming white food (Milk, Curds,
Cheese, etc.) or vegetarian foods as a Buddhist. His Holiness annually freed millions of helpless
unprotected fish, tadpoles, frogs, snakes, birds and so forth.
He bestowed the profound pith instructions of Yodsel Dzogpachenpo with which one can
attain enlightenment within a single lifetime to many fortunate disciples. He also fulfilled the
wishes and hopes of people of all the level by expounding teachings according to their capacity.
Eloquent commentaries composed by His Holiness consist of instruction, aural
transmission of Dzogchen, collection of hymns, compilations about the practical ritual
tradition and approach, accomplishment and activities of application, history of the origin of
dharma and the succession of abbots in the monasteries, reply against antagonism, catalogues
and so forth, which makes five volumes in total.
As Your Holiness
H oliness reached
reached the glorious age of 100 years, actualizing the infallible prophecy
made by Terchen Jigdrel Yeshey Dorjee, we the followers
followers of the tradition of KhenKhen-LopLop-Choe
Sum (Nyagyur Nyingma) would like to pay our heartfelt respect and joyfully commemorate this
auspicious moment with our unshakable faiths.
May the Manda
Manda la of your Holiness's body, speech and mind remain forever like the seven
characteristics of Vajra (Dorjee ChoCho-dun), winning the battle of the obstacles of the evil
aspirations and spontaneously accomplish
accomplish your magnificent wishes!
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A Brief Biography Of Late
His Holiness Dungsay Thrinley
Norbu Rinpoche
Homage to you, the great master Thrinley Norbu Rinpoche!
From the unadulterated spontaneous self-originated awareness state of primordial expanse,
You dominated the supreme state of complete and perfect enlightenment without any
endeavour.
With the unimpeded inherent potency of Dharmakaya for the various beings in every
direction,
To you - the yogi who emanated as Nirmakaya unblemished by exertion activities, I bow!

Birth and education
As prophesized:
"The great saint Vimalamitra
Emanated by the omniscient lord of Samye,
The supreme heart incarnation of Drimed Yoezer (Longchen Rabjam),
Jigme Thrinley Norbu, I supplicate!"
The heart emanation of Drimed Yoezer (Longchen Rabjams) the unsurpassed illuminator
of Ngagyur Nyingma Doctrine, His Holiness Jigme Tsewang Thrinley Norbu, was born in a
lineage of Puwoka, a successor of lord of Tibet to the father His Holiness Dudjom Jigdrel
Yeshi Dorji and mother Tseten U-dron in 1931, Iron Sheep Year, 16th Rabjung of Tibetan
calendar. His Holiness was born in the small residence of his father located near the Lhasa Rasa
Thrul Nang temple, the renowned sacred site of Jowo Shakyamuni and the Ramo Chay
temple, the renowned sacred site of Jowo Mekoed Dorji. His father gave him the name Jigme
Tsewang Thrinley Norbu as soon he was born. His Holiness stayed with his parents till eight
years. From the age of nine till seventeen, he was enrolled in Boedyul Lhodra Khache Ogyen
Mindroling monastery, the monastic of seat of Rigzin Gyurmed Dorji, who was the timely
incarnation of great translator Baro Tsana. At that time, the president of the monastery, Chung
Rinpoche Ngawang Choedrak, appointed the Uzed (lead chanter) Khen Lodroe Jamtsho as
His Holiness' tutor. So, His Holiness learned pronunciation and syllable elucidation of the
collected prayer texts and Padma Kathang texts thoroughly from him. From Lama Dechen
Choezin, His Holiness studied the method of pronouncing the mantra words of Sanskrit
written in the Tibetan scriptural texts. His Holiness memorized the entire root texts of TsaGyud-Sang-Nying (Root Tantra of Secret Essence) and Dom-Sum-Nam-Nge (Ascertaining the
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Three Vows) and testified it by reciting to his concerned examining tutor Lama Tseten.
Likewise, he memorized the collected aspirational prayer texts and many varieties of yearly
manual Tsa-Sum-Drub-Choed (Three Root Sadhana Rituals) texts also. His Holiness followed
every monastic rules according to the rules and regulation of Mindroling monastery in a proper
way. At the age of seventeen, His Holiness resigned from Mindroling monastery and resided in
Lhasa for time being.

Process of receiving empowerments, oral transmissions and teachings
Then His Holiness came to his father's residence built during the time of dharma King
Songtsen Gampo at Dechen Teng and stayed there. During those times, while his reverend
spiritual father was bestowing various empowerments and oral transmissions of Kama and
Terma to the devoted disciples from within Tibet like Kham, Dag, Kongpu, Powo, and from
abroad like Bhutan and Nepal, etc., His Holiness also received it together with them. Apart
from that His Holiness received numerous other Dharma teachings from his father along with
many other people led by Lama Ogyen (the heart son of Khenchen Ngage Wangpo),
Kungpang Throgyal Dorji, great Yogi Gedun Jamtso, and many other scholar adept Lamas.
Furthermore, His Holiness received empowerments, teachings and oral transmissions from
Jamyang Khentse Choeki Lodroe, Dilgo Khentse Thekchok Tenpai Gyaltsen, Dodrup
Rinpoche Thutpten Thrinley Palbar and Polo Khenchen Dampa Dorji. After His Holiness
sincerely received the complete set of Dudjom Tersar's empowerments, oral transmissions and
pith instructions, as if filling a vase to the brim, from his father, he was prophesied likewise:
"Since you, the noble son Jigme Thrinley Norbu, are bestowed with the entire empowerments, oral
transmissions and pith instructions of profound Dudjom teachings, be able to uphold the actual
transmissions." and then enthroned him as the authentic holder of Tersar lineage teachings.
His Holiness said, "The Lamas I met and received teachings are all grateful and wonderful
ones only. However, I endeavour in the means to abstain from possessing the worldly name and fame
by publicizing the noble Dharmas and holy names of my great Lamas since it's ineligible to do so.
Just by undergoing the necessary educations, I didn't even strive to possess the high scholarly fames,
and I neither have a sign of accomplishment nor stayed in three-year retreat to brag about.
Sometimes, like an animal hiding in the caves and holes in winter I did pretend to stay in retreats
for one week or one month according to my capabilities."

Ways of benefitting the sentient beings and attaining the
Mahaparinvara
"When the great knowledge holder Yogi arrives
In the directionless regions of a kingdom;
It is a consequence of interdependence that
The fortunate disciples will be benefitted."
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As proclaimed by His Holiness, while visiting Konpo in Tibet, and other regions like
Bhutan, Nepal, etc., the disciples came forward automatically like the attraction of iron
powders by magnet to whom His Holiness bestowed various dharma teachings. In the earlier
parts of the life, His Holiness lived in Bhutan for many years. During that time, some of the
devoted disciples from Trashigang region offered His Holiness a very pleasant plot of land,
known as Gelong Gonpa, and requested to live there for his whole life span. To that, His
Holiness only accepted it by saying, "Though I don't need for myself, I will preserve it and pray for
the teachings of Trulku Garab Dorji to flourish here." He renamed the plot of land as Garab
Yangtse. His Holiness said that he renamed it solely for the purpose of flourishing the
Dzogchen teachings of Trulku Garab Dorji and not with attachment after the name of his son
Garab Dorji, which was bestowed by Dzogchen Polo Khenpo. Again while offering a plot of
land by his disciples, His Holiness accepted it by saying that he will preserve it and pray for
flourishing the teaching of Guru Rinpoche in future. Now his son, Dungzin (lineage holder)
Garab Rinpoche had built a Zangdogpalri on it with all the necessities and transformed it into
main centre known as Rang Jung Yoed Sel Choeling for Dudjom Tersar teachings.
To any type of disciples who wanted to receive teachings, His Holiness mostly bestowed
the Guru Rinpoche's great Vajrayana empowerments, oral transmissions and pith instructions
and liberated them. His Holiness Jadrel Rinpoche indirectly discouraged His Holiness many
times for freely bestowing the profound teachings to everyone by saying, "Most disciples are
with a pretending devotions and it's quite difficult to find truly devoted ones. Nowadays, Lamas are
bestowing empowerments, oral transmissions and pith instructions to everyone without even
examining properly, thus creating many dam-nyam (vow breaker) and sinners, and leading them to
abysses." Later when they met in person, His Holiness Jadrel Rinpoche reprimanded and His
Holiness thought, "Since all the phenomenal existence are inherently pristine, the true essence of
Vajrasattva; Where does such as dam-nyam and sinners exist? I would be glad if H.H.Jadrel
Rinpoche would atleast mentioned it as human beings and gods rather than dam-nyam and sinners.
Anyway I got to examine it to understand properly." Further while His Holiness stayed patiently
by reciting the mantra of Buddha Vajrasattva 'Om Benzar Sattu Hung', he had a vision of
himself transforming into a Buddha Vajrasattva and H.H. Jadrel Rinpoche also transforming
into the same pristine form. Finally, abiding in the state, which is beyond the concepts, His
Holiness came to conclusion that not only the dam-nyam and sinners, but there do not even
dwell such existence as Vajrasattva's form. So, later His Holiness said, "Such attainments in my
spiritual progress are solely due the wisdom and compassion of my root lamas."
As stated;
"By having domination over the nature of phenomena,
Innumerable treasures of Dharma will gush out from one's mind."
For the remnant disciples of future generation, His Holiness has left his writings on
flawless path of Dharma starting right from beginners till the ultimate enlightenment path.
His writings in Tibetan Language includes the precise commentary on Thrakthung Dudjom
Lingpa's Tersar Preliminary Practice; Drizai Bumo Tamburai Drayang on extremely
summarized Lama Jang Boed; Nyizhoen Jinlab Yoedzer on the supplication prayer 'Gyalkuen
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Thuje Chiktu Duipa'; Rigzin Khandro Gaypai Gulgyen Padma Ragai Doshal on the
supplication prayer Mukti Kai Doshal, and Nyima Zhunui Yoedzer on the feast offering of
Khandro Dechen Gyalmo written by his holy father; the table of contents known as Norbu
Bedu Rai Doshal for the Duedul Stupa( Gongsa Chorten) built in Bhutan; the benefits and
merits of paying service to the sacred site of Paro Taktshang, and many other scripts which are
altogether complied into three volumes signifying the secret body, speech and mind – the three
secret Vajra.
His writings in English language includes The Small Golden Key; Echoes; Gypsy Gossip;
Fantasy History of a Himalayan; White Sail: Crossing the Waves of Ocean Mind to the Serene
Continent of the Triple Gems; Wisdom Dance: The Display of the Self-Nature of the Five
Wisdom Dakinis; and Welcoming Flowers from Across the Cleansed Threshold of Hope: An
Answer to the Pope's Criticism of Buddhism.
Though His Holiness went to North America and lived his later part of life there, he came
back to Bhutan and Yanlay Shoed in Nepal in 2009, and awakened many sentient beings by
giving profound teachings. It seemed that this was His Holiness's last enlightened activity in
person. At that time, in Rangjung His Holiness said, "Since I'm growing older and older, it
seems that I won't be able to live more than two years. However, I pray and wish to come back and
meet you all again later."
As stated;
"Death is not a death,
For it is enlightenment for a Yogi."
On 26th December 2011, at the age of eighty two, His Holiness displayed the attainment
of Mahapanivara in North America. For twenty one days, his Kudung (precious holy body)
was kept there. Then it was ushered to Bhutan and taken around Paro, Bumthang, Yoen
Phugla, Garab Rinpoche's Rangjung Yoedsel Choeling monastery, Bartsam Chagdor
Lhakhang, and Ramjar by his devoted disciples, where people paid their last homage. Finally, it
was taken back to Paro, where His majesty the fourth and fifth King of Bhutan also came there
to pay their homage to the Kudung.
The Dungzin Garab Rinpoche, Lama Kunzang Wangdi renowned as Lama Nying Khu,
Dorji Lopen (Vajra teacher) Tsampa Sonam Zangpo painted the holy face of Kudung with the
purely refined gold offered by the devoted disciples and coordinated by the monastic
community of Rangjung Yoedsel Choeling and Bartsam Sangdag Gaype Ling. Then the
Kudung was kept in the Vajrasattva posture and they conducted the rituals of Vajrasattva
presided by His Holiness Dudjom Yangsi Sangay Padma Zhedpa Droduel Rigzin Thrinley
Drupe Dae on 3rd March 2012. Along with it, the Throema practioners had performed
Throema's feast offering rituals also. It is said that all the people present there at His Holiness's
funeral have witnessed numerous miraculous signs like shining of two or four suns in the sky
and so forth.
Though it seemed as if His Holiness has passed away and stopped carrying out the
enlightened activities in person, therefore as an evidence of unceasing enlightened activity, the
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skull and six teeth of His Holiness didn't burnt down into ashes during the cremation and is
left behind as an object of devotion and worship for us. As stated in the Lay Japa (Hundredth
Karma):
"Though the waves of the gigantic ocean
Are uncertain to rise according to time frame;
The Buddhas are all definite and certain
In benefitting the sentient beings always"
During the funeral processions, sons of His Holiness Dzongsar Khentse Rinpoche and
Garab Rinpoche, and other members of family, Kathok Situ Rinpoche, Chogtrul Rinpoche
from Palyul, Gyalse Tulku Rinpoche from Mindroling, His Holiness' close disciples, Queen
Mother of Fifth King of Bhutan, Her Majesty Ashi Tshering Yangdron, His Excellency the
Prime Minister of Bhutan, Jigme Trinley Yoedzer, and thousands of devoted disciples had
gathered to offer their heartiest prayers and respects.
Since, to comprehend and understand the complete biography of His Holiness Dungsay Thrinley Norbu
Rinpoche is beyond extends of our mundane thoughts, here we tried and mentioned a brief biography of His
Holiness based on some prevailing information we acquired.

A Brief Biography of Late Ralo
Rinpoche
Ralo Rinpoche, who had rendered his sincere lifetime service to the Buddha-dharma in
general and Ngagyur Nyingma tradition in particular, was born in 1934 to a family line of Ra
Lotsawa (translator), to father Thrinley Rigzin, a highly revered 10th lineage holder of Sacha
Penchen Pegon Ladrang, and mother Migmar Dronma, with numerous miraculous signs. He
was named as Rigzin Wangyal Dorji right after the birth, and had the Tibetan letter 'Ah'
imprinted naturally on his tongue. From the early age of five, He knew writings and readings
without any hardship. During his childhood itself, he bore the noble hallmarks of eagerness
towards meditation even in the acts of his playing activities. Gradually, he learned and
perfected all the ritual traditions of their lineage.
According to his father's command, he accumulated thirty six thousand lakh of DorjiGho-Thrab mantra at the age of thirteen. He received all the empowerments, oral
transmission, and pith instructions of Jangter tradition of Ngagyur Nyingma from his father.
He even practised and perfected the Jangter tradition's preliminary practice accumulation and
purification processes. He received the 'The way of Boddhisattva' and 'Three Precepts' texts
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from Sakya Khenchen Jampel Zangpo. From the close disciple of Chungtrul Rigzin Chenpo
known as H.H. Drakhar Rinpoche, he received the Chungtrul's commentaries like PadmaKila, Doed-Joei-Bum-Zang, six volumes of Jatsoen-Zab-Tik-Drolma, and the empowerments
and oral transmissions of Seven Chapter Supplication.
At the age of eighteen, he enrolled in the three-year retreat at H.H. Rigzin Jamyang
Gawe's monastery in Chi-Lung Trashi Dong known as Gaden Choe-Phug. In 1953, he
received Dae-Chok and Kya-Dor empowerments, and the bodhicitta vow of two traditions
from Jamyang Khentse Choeki Lodroe, and was named as Samten Gyamtsho. Later, he even
received the empowerments and oral transmissions of Openness of Realization Tantra (Gongpa
Zangthal) from Jamyang Khentse Choeki Lodroe, and was recommended twice for enrolling in
the retreat of tantric deity Vajra Kilaya.
In 1958, he went to Chi-Lung and established the Samten Choeling nunnery. He received
entire Rinchen Terzod and Tersar empowerments and oral transmissions from H.H. Dudjom
Rinpoche at the Kapung Zangdog Palri. While receiving the Tersar empowerments, he
received a secret name as Dorji Tsal. Likewise, he received numerous empowerments and oral
transmissions from H.H. 14th Dalia Lama, H.H. Dilgo Khentse Rinpoche, H.H. Padma
Norbu Rinpoche, H.H. Truelzhi Rinpoche, H.H. Taklung Tsetrul Rinpoche, H.H. Karmapa
Rangjung Rigpe Dorji, H.H. Sakya Gomang Rinpoche, Tripon Padma Chogyal, Gyaltsab JaYoed Rinpoche, H.H. Dodrup Rinpoche, H.H. Kathok Moktsa Rinpoche, Kalu Rinpoche,
Chuk Rinpoche and many other great spiritual masters. Thus, tasting the nectar of
empowerments and pith instructions from various Lamas and dwelling in the glorious time of
meditations, Ralo Rinpoche had enriched his mind with the great qualities of realization.
Particularly, he stayed in His Holiness Jadrel Rinpoche's retreat centre, known as
Kuendrel Yoedsel Tse, for the first session of Nyingthig Tsa-Sum retreat with other six
practitioners, depicting the signs of seven royal treasures of a universal monarch. Later,
considering the previous recommendation of Jamyang Khentse Choeki Lodroe, and on the
additional recommendation of H.H. Jadrel Rinpoche to stay for Vajra Kilaya's three-year
retreat, he stayed in the retreat with immense devotion and displayed the accomplishment signs
of Vajra Kilaya deity like ritual Dagger becoming hot and blazing with fires at the end of the
retreat session, which was even witnessed by the people around. During that time, H.H. Jadrel
Rinpoche bestowed him the entire ultimate pith instructions of Dzogchen teachings. At the
Doling Phuntshog Ngayab Choeling monastery while receiving the empowerments of Tersar's
Throema Nagmo from H.H. Jadrel Rinpoche, he was named as Ralo Dragtsa Dorji. After
serving his root Lama, H.H. Jadrel Rinpoche, for three months in Bhutan-India border, he
joined for one-year retreat of Tersar Throema. After that, from 1971, he went to Nepal and
stayed in retreat at the extraordinary sacred site of A-Su-Ra cliff for many years. Then
according to the recommendation of H.H. Dilgo Khentse Rinpoche, he went to Taiwan and
many other regions abroad and bestowed the nectar of profound teachings of Buddha. Though
his devoted sponsors and disciples had revered him so highly, he lived a very simple life
without a slightest pride for his endowments. Whatever the sponsors offered him, he used it for
the spiritual purposes.
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In brief, for the great welfare of the sentient beings and the Buddha-dharma, he
established a monastery equipped with all the necessities near the great sacred site known as
Yanlay Shoed Asura cliff in Nepal. He invited H.H. Jadrel Rinpoche for the inaugural
ceremony of his monastery, and His Holiness performed a very extensive inaugural ceremony
and named the monastery as Palri Rigzin Phordang (Glorious Mountain Palace of Awareness
Holder). Likewise, Ralo Rinpoche and his son Chungtrul jointly established the Thekchok
Rabgay Ling retreat centre. He also invited His Holiness Dilgo Khentse Rinpoche, H.H.
Minling Khenchen, H.H. Dodrak Rinpoche, H.H. Dodrup Rinpoche, H.H. Thruelzhi
Rinpoche, H.H. Taklung Tsetruel Rinpoche, H.H. Kathok Moktsa Rinpoche, H.H.
Drubwang Padma Norbu Rinpoche and many other great spiritual masters to his monastery
where they enlightened the assemblage of devoted disciples through the bestowal of profound
pith instructions and so forth. Ralo Rinpoche has directed and taught countless number of
disciples solely through the nectar of his lifetime spiritual experiences and realization.
Like his forefather's ancestry tradition, he performed the secret medical treatments and
bestowed the protection-blessings from evil harms, and healed many patients. He re-established
the foundation of some previously existing Saddhana rituals of kama and terma traditions, and
the four great funeral ceremonies. As the seat for two sections of the sangha, monks and
ngakpas, were arrange in the World Peace Ceremony (Monlam Chenmo) according to the
wish of His Holiness Drubwang Penor Rinpoche, the third supreme head of Nyingma
tradition, Ralo rinpoche was requested to lead the ngagpa section, and from thereon he
attended the World Peace Ceremony yearly. Besides attending the World Peace Ceremony for
the purpose of Buddha-dharma in general and Ngagyur Nyingma tradition in particular, he
paid his sincere service at the best of his capacity for the enhancement of Ngagyur Nyingma
tradition. He donated huge amounts of funds for erecting statues, scriptures and stupas in
Nepal, India, Bhutan, Tibet and many other countries. Especially, he supported in every aspect
to renovate and enhance the teachings of Jangter tradition in Nepal and other regions. He
visited and established Dharma centres in America, Taiwan, Hongkong, Singapore, France and
many others countries.
In brief, Ralo Rinpoche had sincerely served the Buddha-dharma in general and Ngagyur
Nyingma tradition in particular through upholding, administrating and propagating dharma in
this degenerate era.
Finally, at the age of 79, on 26th December 2011, he passed away at the Rigzin Phordang
in Nepal Yangley Shoed. He remained in thugdam (meditative state of Clear Light) for three
days. For 49 days, his son Chungtrul, the monks of his monastery and devoted disciples from
every corners of the world did extensive offerings and performed the Tantrayana's
Mahaparnivara rituals.
Whilst the funeral rites were performed on the auspicious day of cremation by H.H.
Zhechen Rabjam Rinpoche on the eastern side, Chungtrul Rinpoche on the southern side,
Peling Sungtrul on the western side, and Choeki Nyima Rinpoche on the northern side with
many other monks and nuns; all the people present there witnessed the tends of rainbows
pitching around, and many other miraculous signs of accomplishment.
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Benefits and Merits of
Prostration
Benefits and merits of prostrating to the extraordinary fields of Buddha's three shrine
objects (Statue, Scriptures and Stupas) through great devotion and respect of mind, body and
speech are as following:
From the Words of My Perfect Teacher: "Sequentially placing ones folded palm on the
forehead will purify the obscuration of body; on the vocal cord will purify the obscuration of
speech; on the heart will purify the obscuration of mind. Then by placing one's five body
points (forehead, two palms and two knees) on the ground, the defilements of five poisons will
be purified, and one will receive the blessings of holy body, speech, mind and enlightened
activities of the Buddhas and the like."
Prostrating faithfully has infinite merits. Once when Ananda asked Lord Buddha about
the merit obtained by a monk who was prostrating to the Stupas of Buddha's holy hair and
nail, Buddha replied: "Prostrating for once, one will acquire the merit to be born as an
universal emperor for number of times equivalent to the soil particles covered under one's
ground while prostrating; and further merit is limitless."
The Sutra states; "The invisible Buddha's head-crest is the fruition of his sincere
prostration with respect and devotion to his spiritual masters."
As Sutra of Avalokeshastra states:
"If you prostrate to the stupas of Buddha by kneeling down,
You will become the courageous and dominant universal emperor,
And will be endowed with a golden complexion and armours.
Ultimately you will become an extraordinary teacher and will be fond of Buddha."
The Dharma of White Lotus states:
"Whosoever folds palm,
Whether completely or just by single hand;
Or bow down head for a moment,
And prostrate devotionally
To the Buddha's reliquaries
Are said to attain liberation soon."
The Sutra of Stainless Rays states;
"If any noble boy or girl does prostration, circumambulation or offerings to the Stupa of a
Buddha; they will never be diverted away from the path of enlightened ones. And all the obscuration
of their previous karma will also be purified."
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The Tantric texts of Magical Emanation Net states;
"If the merits of showing respect by the means of three doors
And prostrating to the sacred images of Buddha,
Were to have a bodily form,
It would not fit in this earth."
From Magical Formula of Prostration:
"Under the presence of Three Jewel's object of representation, if one recites the mantra
'Kunchok Sum La Chak Tsel LO (Homage to the Three Jewels)' once with every full stretched
prostration and prostrate three times, one will accumulate the merit equivalent to the merits
acquired from hearing, thinking and practicing the Scriptural Collection (skrt. Tri-Pitaka). If one
prostrates three times each day continually, one will attain the stage of Clear Realization of Truth in
this life span itself, and will not be plagued by diseases or harmed by any evil disturbances of humans
and spirits until obtaining that stage."
Therefore, it is best for the faithful ones to prostrate with combination of equal reverence
of one's three doors by knowing the benefits and merits of prostrating to the Buddha's statues,
scriptures and stupas that are stated abundantly in various Scriptural texts.

Benefits and Merits of
Circumambulation
Benefits and merits acquired from circumambulating the images and stupas of the
Buddha's holy body, speech and mind are as following:
As stated from the Stanza of Circumam-bulation;
"The merits of circumambulating,
Around the stupas of Lord Buddha,
Cannot be perfectly explained,
Through the mere dimension of words.''
And it's further stated;
"The merit obtained by a person
Circumambulating the Stupa of Buddha,
Will be unrivaled even by praising the Buddhas
For ten million eons."
And likewise;
"By circumambulating the Stupas of enlightened ones,
One will be able to overcome the 8 unfavourable conditions.
By circumambulating the Stupas of enlightened ones,
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One will be endowed with mindfulness and intelligence;
One will be endowed with fair complexion and wise attitude;
And will be praised by everyone all the time, everywhere.
By circumambulating the Stupas of enlightened ones,
One will be born as Gods and Human beings
With the possession of long life span and great fame."
The Vinayana text states;
"The merit of any scholar with the deep devotional mind;
Who steps around the Stupa of Lord Buddha
Is equivalent to the weight of
Hundred thousand pounds of gold."
As stated from the Magical Formula of Circumambulation,
"Homage to the Buddha Rinchen Gyaltshen! Reciting the mantra 'NaMo BagaVatay RatNa
KayTu RaZaYa, TaTha GaTaya, ArHaTay, SamNyaSam BhuDhaYa, TayaTha, OmRathnay
Rathnay MahaRathnay Rathna BeZaya SawaHaa', and circumambulating just for one time will
also acquire merits equivalent to that of countless circumambulations."
Likewise, if one recites this mantra and circumambulates the stupas of Buddha's body,
speech and mind, it's proclaimed extensively that the benefits and merits are enormous. Thus,
it is vitally important for every one of us to practise in this way.

LUMBINI
I prostrate to the son of Shakya
Who took birth, after ten full months, in the auspicious Lumbini grove
The Brahma and Shakra came to pay homage
And you with your great signs proved that you belonged to the lineage of enlightenment.
In Agama-Kshudraka (Lung Thren
tsheg) the Buddha said, "After I die,
righteous men and women with faith
should visit and remember the four great
places and lead their lives accordingly. The
four great places are where the Buddha was
born; the Buddha attained Enlightenment;
the Buddha turned the wheel of the
teachings revealing the twelve links of

dependent origination; and where the
Buddha entered into Mahaparinivana."
As the Buddha proclaimed so;
Lumbini is the place where he was born;
Vajrasana-where he attained Enlightenment; Varanasi-where he turned the wheel
of Dharma and Kushinagar-where he
displayed his final deed Mahaparinirvana.
Though there are contradictions in the
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history in identifying these four great holy
sites saying that they are located in Burma,
East India and North India and so forth,
here it is described briefly based on
commonly accepted ancient records.
Lumbini in Sanskrit means 'lovely'
and it was the name of one of the queen of
king Ajana the father of Buddha's mother
Mayadevi. It was said that the grove was
first created by the king in the name of
queen Lumbini, so it was named as
Lumbini grove or lovely grove. Currently,
it is situated in a province of Rupanti
district about twenty five Kilometers from
the city of Vairwa in South of Nepal. Lord
Buddha entered the womb of Mayadevi
with five considerations and stayed in
womb for ten months to symbolize ten
Bumis. On 15th of the 4th Tibetan month
he was born from the right arm pit of his
mother without any pain while she was in
the state of posadha confession ceremony
(a ritual for mending vows and purifying
breaches). Right after he was born he
walked seven steps in the four directions
from where lotus flowers emerge spontaneously and he said," I am the most
sublime in this transient world". Along
with that several miraculous signs like
trembling of earth and so on appeared
during his auspicious birth. It was said that
previously there existed a lotus heaped
stupa at this holy site which was said to
have erected by the king Bimbisara in the
commemoration of this great deed.
There is stupa built on the spot where
Mayadevi gave birth to Buddha by holding
a branch of a tree. In front of this stupa
stands a stone pillar erected by the dharma
king Ashoka when he visited the site at
21st year of his reign with the inscription
satating- King Ashoka visited this site at
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21st year of his reign and erected this pillar
stating that the Buddha was born here. You
can also find a stone statue of Mayadevi at
the time of Buddha's birth, a holy pond in
which Buddha was offered first bath and a
trace of Buddhi tree. There is also a statue
of Buddha with his finger pointing up to
the sky and a statue of Buddha with his
consort Drakzinma which were discovered
by the ancient things research group from
Nyihong in 1995. The same group had
cleared the Boddhi tree and the temple of
Mayadevi at Lumbini in the same year and
made a plan to build a great stupa on that
spot.
In 1896 Nepalese archaeologist (effort
by khadga Samsher Rana) discovered the
stone pillar at the site attributed to Ashoka.
It is believed that the pillar was established
by the great king Ashoka in about 345 BC.
Records made by the Chinese pilgrim
Faxian were also used in the process of
identifying this religiously acclaimed site.
The present Lumbini area is divided
into a ratio of 1:3 which is means it is 3km
long for every 1km wide. In total it is 2km
by 6km.
Lumbini has become a UNESCO
World Heritage Site specifically nominated
for the international World Heritage
Progam from 1997. A Non-governmental
organization called " Asia pacific Exchange
and Cooperation Foundation" (APECF)
backed by chairman of the Unified
Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) and
then prime Minister Prachanda, the
Chinese government and a UN group
called "United Nations Industrial
Development Organization" (UNIDO)
signed a deal to develop Lumbini into a
special development zone with funds worth
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$3billion. The venture was a China-UN
joint project. A broader 'Lumbini
Development
National
Director
Committee' under the leadership of
Pushpa Kamal Dahal was formed on
October 17th, 2011. The committee was
given the authority to draft a master plan
to develop Lumbini as a peaceful tourism
area and to gather international support for
the scheme.
Hindus regard the Buddha as an
incarnation of Vishnu and thousands of
Hindu pilgrims come here on the full
moon of the Nepali month of Baisakh
(April-May) to worship Mayadevi as Rupa
Devi, the mother goddess of Lumbini.
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Transport
By air
The closest airport is at Siddharthanagar,
where flights to and fro from Kathmandu
are served. But lately Lumbini itself is
planning to operate an airport besides it for
the convenience of tourist and sightseeing
person.
By bus
It is 10 hours drive from the capital city
Kathmandu.
Rigzod Editor

A Brief Biography of
Terton Jamyang Khentse Wangpo
A well renowned master Jamyang Khentse Wangpo or in other name Padma Wodsel DhoNgag Lingpa who came into this world for thirteen times as a Terton was prophesized very
clearly by numerous masters in their different revelations. A prophecy in Dupthop Thangtong
Gyalpo's revelation says:
"Within seven hundred years from today,
Blessed by Guru Rinpoche and endowed with seven transmission,
Boy named Dho-Ngag Ling from Ngoe family line
Will be born with a courageous power in a Dragon Year in East of Tibet."
As per this prophecy, Jamyang Khentse Wangpo was born to a father Rinchen Wang-gyal
and mother Sogza Sonam Tsho in 1820, the 14th Rabjung, Year of Metal Dragon in Tibet
calendar, with a miraculous signs. From the age of eight, Guru Rinpoche and spiritual dakinis
appeared in his vision and endowed empowerments and many instructions to him. Thus, he
overcame from every obstacle and experienced only pure perceptions.
At the age of 15, Drupthop Thangtong Gyalpo appeared in his vision and bestowed many
instructions through which he cited the five Sadhana cycles (Drub-Kor Nga), root text of six
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completion stage and many other heart essence treasures of Drupthop Thangtong Gyalpo.
From Drithang Koro cave and Kharchu, he discovered twenty-five great hidden treasures like
the method of realization of Hayagriva and Vajra yogini, Duepa Kor Zhi and so forth.
When he was 16, in his pure vision, he travelled to Ngayab Padma Yoed (Palace of Guru
Rinpoche). There, Guru Rinpoche appeared instantly, blessed him, and bestowed the
empowerments through symbol. He was then graced and honoured as a lord of seven
transmissions. In front of Bam-lha, emanation of Yeshe Tshogyal, one dakini assisted him and
revealed all thirteen treasures very consecutively.
At the age of eighteen, he travelled to Shechen monastery and approached near to a very
learned master Penchen Thutop Namgyal and received every grammatical teachings, poems,
and synonymous knowledge within a very short period of time. Particularly, no sooner had he
met Master Jigme Gyalwai Ngu-gu, he realised the relation with his master since previous life,
thus he was burdened with immense happiness and affections as if he met his own father. This
master recognised him as a reincarnation of omniscient Jigme Lingpa and bestowed him all the
innermost essence (nying-thig) teachings within a short period. He then realised the natural
appearances of Dzogpachenpo and accomplished the four visions of Thoed-gal practice.
Furthermore, he became one of the heart sons of his master Jigme Gyalwai Ngu-gu. Likewise,
he further approached near to Khenpo Padma Bazar and relied upon him, and the innermost
essence teachings that he once received from his previous master Jigme Gyalwai Ngu-gu in a
form of ultimate linage was once again received from this master without leaving a single
instructions of every lineages, even the meaning of each and every words too. The pith
instructions of the specific lineage of Heart Essence of Dakinis that was transmitted through
Dzogchen Padma Rigzin and the lineage of every Kama and Terma transmitted from Minjur
Namkhai Dorje was all received in a form of unified stream from his master, Khenpo Padma
Bazar.
At the age of twenty, he revealed many treasures like the teachings of 'Relaxing in the
Natural State of Mind'(Sem Nyith Ngal-So), Sadhana Practice of Four Kayas of Lama, the
Union of Three Gurus (Tsa-Sum Chi dhu) and so forth from Dragmar Drinzang. At 29, the
Secret Sadhana Tsokye Nyingtig and many cycle of teachings was revealed from the expanse of
his profound mind, and when he was forty years old, he revealed so many treasures that were
concealed by the great treasure revealers of the past.
At the age of 21, he became a full ordained monk from the great abbot Rigzin Zangpo at
Mindroling monastery. Since he was awakened one from his previous practices itself, he
possesses a very smooth knowledge of Sutra and Tantra and in the field of every traditional
science too. Thus, he left behind many spiritual chantings, collections of hymns, advice and
many treatises for the benefit of sentient beings.
In that way, having done all the enlightened activities, at the age of 73, in 1892, he
entered mahaparinirvana dissolving his holy body into the mental sphere of Vimalamitra.
Among his numerous disciples his heart sons, who were the main holder of Nyingma
tradition, are: Fifth Dzogtrul Thupten Chokyi Dorje, Jamgoen Mipham Namgyal Gyatsho,
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Terchen Choggyur Lingpa, Dodrup Tenpai Nyima, Azom Druk Goen Drodul Pawo Dorje,
Shechen Gyaltshap Gyurmey Padma Namgyal, Phuk-khung Gyurmey Ngoeden Wangpo and
many others who greatly contributed to this particular lineage. Even to this day, disciples of
these masters are spread all over the world.

A Brief Biography of
Jamgoen Kongtrul Lodro Thaye
This great master was clearly prophesised by Guru Rinpoche in The Wish-fulfilling Jewel
Essence Manual of Oral Instruction likewise:
"The emanation of Vairotsana, boy named Lodro,
Will be born, endowed with skills in composition and teaching."
So according to the prophesy, he was born in Dho-kham province inTibet to a father
Chung-gyal Druprig Tenzin and mother Dakini Trashi Tsho in a Water Bird Year, tenth day
of Tenth month in 14th Rabjung of Tibetan calendar. Many great teachers agreed and
prophesised him as one of the greatest masters in holding the Buddha dharma.
From the age of five, he started his education with writing and reading. There were no
difficulties for him to catch up every syllabus he learnt. Just hearing once was more than
enough for him to capture. Including the great omniscient master Shechen Gyurmey Thutop
Namgyal, he relied upon many great masters and received the teachings of entire Sutra and
Mantra. Thus, he became a very learned master and was widely known as Sarwa Jana Maha
Panditta.
Furthermore, he approached near to Jamgoen Tai-Situ Padma Nyin-gyed and Jamyang
Khentse Wangpo including many other fifty-five masters and received the teachings and
instructions of all Eight Chariots of Spiritual Accomplishment from them. Everything he
received was all merged into sincere practice until he obtained the signs of accomplishment, as
described in the texts.
For the benefit of sentient beings further, he composed many religious commentaries
which include 'An Encyclopedia of Buddhism and Buddhist Culture' (She-ja Kuenchab Zoed),
the Treasury of Oral Instructions, Treasury of Chief Kagyu Empowerments and 'Various
Collected writings' (Ja-chen Kazoed) which all in together contains around ninety volumes. If
one observes to his large number of treatises, it seems that he had spent much of his life in
composition, and if one look to his unbiased teachings and bestowing empowerments and
giving instructions, it seems that he had spent his whole life in teaching and propagating
Buddha dharma. Similarly, if one look to his accumulation and purification of preliminary
practices and recitation of every mantras, it seems that he had spent his whole life in a cave for
meditation, and if one look to his contribution of establishing new monasteries, restoration of
sacred statues and relic materials and so forth of his outer dharmic activities, it seems that he
had spent his whole life in turning the wheel of external duties only.
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At the age of 14, he had a glimpse of the great Terton Chog-gyur Lingpa for the first time.
Then he relied upon him for several years by receiving many pith instructions. He became one
of his master's fortunate disciples who equalled the realisation with the master.
When he was 15, he met Guru Rinpoche in his vision and received blessings from him,
which really enhanced his realisation, thus he revealed many treasures of pure vision. And also
when he was doing a mantra recitation of Lama Gongdu, he again met Guru Rinpoche in his
dream and got the blessings of four empowerments.
When the opening ceremony for new sacred place called Assemblage of Sugatas in
Dzongsho near Derge in Tibet was carried out, His Holiness Jamyang Khentse Wangpo in
presence of many other treasure revealers requested him to take a seat on the arranged high
throne and offered impressive tributes to him. Then proclaimed a secret name awarded by
Guru Rinpoche, Chimed Tennyi Yungdung Lingpa, to him. The very day after his
enthronement, he revealed many concealed treasures hidden in the earth that were unable to
reveal before. He revealed the texts of 'Tsa-sum Gongpa Duepa', the religious robe of a great
abbot Shantarakshita and so forth. When he bestowed the empowerments during Sadhana
practices, so many marvellous signs of accomplishment like the nectar getting boiled
automatically, high patron deities appearing to him vividly, and experiencing lots of pure
visions had occurred. In brief, the series of his secret biography is infinite and it is only fortune
of the noble ones to understand it in detail.
When he finished the compilation of Rinchen Terzod, he bestowed the oral transmission
to many great masters of four Buddhist schools of Tibet. The lineage of this particular text is
still alive with an unbroken chain, and it's only because of his kind effort. Likewise, after
benefiting numerous sentient being, at the age of 87, he attained the Mahaparnivara by
dissolving his wisdom mind into the heart of Pawo Thatpi Dhumbu Tsel.
His disciples include the 14th and 15th Karmapa, 11th and 12th Tai Situ, Jamgoen
Mipham Rinpoche, Khenpo Yeshe Gongphel and many other great masters of his time.
Jamyang Khentse Wangpo was both his master and a student for they received teachings from
one another.

A Brief Biography of
Terchen Chog-gyur Dechen Zhikpo
Lingpa
Terchen Chog-gyur Dechen Zhikpo Lingpa, emanation of the son of Trisong Duetsen,
Murup Tsenpo Yeshe Rolpa Tsel, was born to father Padma Wangchuk and mother Tsering
Yangtsho in 1829, coinciding the Tenth day of Sixth month in Tibetan calendar. His birthday
was accompanied with numerous magical signs. From the very young age, he possessed so
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many noble characters and he was named Norbu Tenzin. He received a monastic vow from
Taklung Matrul Rinpoche. From Gyalwang Karmapa, Drukchen Rinpoche and many other
great masters, he not only received empowerments, instructions and oral transmissions, but
also learned every ritual dances, drawing mandalas and ritual chantings and tunes.
Since Jamyang Khentse Wangpo and Jamgoen Lodey Thaye was both prophesised as his
special master by Guru Rinpoche, when he went to be their student, he was instantly
welcomed with an extraordinary loving care. From them he received so many instructions and
empowerments and accomplished all his practices equalling to the realization of his two
masters.
When he was born as a son of Trisong Duetsen in his previous life, he was very clearly
prophesised by Guru Rinpoche in a revealed treasure titled 'Summary of Interdependence'
(Tendrel Dhoching) in this way:
"The last rebirth of you,
Will be a very superior man,
He will reveal every treasure that is concealed in a sky-treasury."
As prophesised, he revealed many treasures. At the age of 27, when he was attending the
great empowerment Yangdak Lhagu, he experienced a special vision of his master jamyang
Khentse Wangpo dissolving into him from his head in a form of wrathful Heruka
manifestation. From then onwards, many dharma treasures gushed out from his heart
spontaneously, and the symbolic letters of 'Thukdrup Barchey Kuensel' which he was not able
to explain before was also understood automatically. His explanation on the symbolic letters
and his master Jamyang Khentse Wangpo's treasure ' Thukdrup Barchey Kuensel' possesses not
only same meaning, but even the series of the words mostly matched one another. Thus, both
the treasures were compiled together as one, and the preparatory practice of this treasure was
performed with his master Jamyang Khentse Wangpo, in which he witnessed so many pure
visions. Moreover, he possessed many indexes of treasures, and other marvellous signs also
appeared to him for further revealing treasures. In this regard, a prophecy in Guru Rinpoche's
revelation says:
"The treasure of Seven Transmissions (Kabab Duedhen),
Are the allotment of King Trisong Duetsen and his son Murub Tsenpo."
Thus, Terchen Choggyur Zhikpo Lingpa, the emanation of Murub tsenpo, from the age
of 13, revealed the Twenty-Four Heart-Vows, the Three Series of Dzogchen, Seven Profound
Compassionate Pledges and many other treasure texts, sacred statues, ritual materials and
symbolic implements that were all concealed by Guru Rinpoche. Most of the treasures were
revealed amidst a crowd of people, thus he was undisputedly revered as a Terchen (the great
treasure revealer). In brief, he revealed around hundreds of body, speech and mind treasures,
wisdom treasures, hundreds of heart essence treasures and numerous holy material treasures,
and benefited countless sentient beings.
There are so many amazing annals of this master like having visions of the Three Roots
(Lama, Yidham, Khandro) and being prophesised, the deities insisting him to perform
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enlightened activities, visiting the palace of Guru Rinpoche very often in his pure vision and
many other astonishing activities.
Lastly, at the age of 42, in 1870, after undertaking every enlightened activity for the
welfare of all the sentient beings in general, and having performed all the rituals in particular
that were prophesised by Guru Rinpoche for Tibet's well being and so forth, he entered
mahaparinirvana by displaying so many marvellous signs of accomplishment like beautiful
rainbow pitching tents and the earth shaking smoothly for a while.

Rigzod Editor

Message From His Holiness Minling
Khenchen Rinpoche
We the followers of Ngagyur Nyingma from India, Nepal, Bhutan, etc. have gathered here
(Bodhgaya) in the place where Buddha had attained his enlightenment to conduct 24th World
Peace Ceremony. Here we make huge offerings and massive prayers; so knowing all the
sentient beings have once been one's mom, it is very important to think about the kindness of
her and make a prayers and dedication earnestly to all the motherly-beings along with one's
present parents for their attainment of enlightenment, as instructed by our great masters.
Therefore, one should first plant a pure motivation and then pray for the welfare of self and all.
Kuenkhen Jigme Lingpa said:
"It is praised in all the sutras Buddha had taught:
There none is a being who has not been one's parent;
Thus, disengage the ill thought
And engage with a mind to benefit all the beings of any class.
Hence, be very thoughtful from the date the World Peace Ceremony begins until it ends
without talking, sleeping, looking around carelessly, and the like in between prayers. In short,
one should never be impious and let the three doors (body, speech and mind) mingled with
negative thoughts. Indeed, we should bear a constant responsibility to be inspiring to the
faithful and wealthy people that they obtain liberation through us. After all, the merit is
gigantic if we make prostrations, circumambulations and prayers day and night sincerely.
Conducting just a prayer in sacred place is far greater than that conducted in an ordinary place.
An opportunity to be here in Dorje Den and participate in World Peace Ceremony is so rare.
There is no other great merit for just visiting the sacred place (Dorje Den) and having got an
opportunity to be in the part of prayers. So, make the heart of self and others satisfied and
pleasurable by praying with altruistic intention for the sake of world peace without any worldly
attachment during these ten-day prayers.
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Here, I personally request that do not let the offerings made by faithful people go to waste
and never do a negative thing that can bring serious harm to both self and others. Therefore,
make earnest and sincere prayer to clear natural disasters, epidemic diseases, famine, wars, and
so on in the world that are causing many harms and death these days, and thus make the
Buddha doctrine inspiring for all.
Moreover, owing to the perpetual and untiring services by our great masters, the doctrine
of Ngagyur Nyingma has been consistently inspiring even today as earlier with constant faith
within. From now on also, we all the five sects of Buddhism in general and the mother and
branch monasteries of Nyingmapa of Tibet have to be united, faithful and sincere to each other
with care, as it is said that 'unity of sangha is peace and calm'. So, to live the Buddha's teaching
everlastingly, may our great spiritual master H.H. the Dalai Lama, the spiritual leader of
Buddhism in the world, and the six mother monasteries' tradition leader: H.H. Taklung
Tsetrul Rinpoche, the 6th President of Nyinmapa and the leader of Jangter tradition; H.H.
Drimed Zhing-chong Rinpoche, the leader of Kothog tradition; H.H. Karma Kuchen
Rinpoche, the leader of Palyul tradition; H.H. Dzongchen Rinpoche, the leader of Dzongchen
tradtion; H.H. Dralha Gyeltsen Rinpoche, the 12th Minling Lineage holder and the leader of
Minling tradition; H.H. Zhechen Rabjam Rinpoche, the leader of Zhechen Ten-nyi
Dhargyeling, live longer live eon and eon! In addition, may Khenchen Tsultrim Lodroe in
Tibet live longer live and fulfil all his Buddha activities!
For the sake of sentient beings, may late H.H. Khenchen Jigme Phuntsok Rinpoche, H.H.
Drubwang Lungtog Gyeltsen Rinpoche, H.H. Drubwang Padma Norbu Rinpoche, H.H.
Trulzhik Rinpoche and H.H. Dungse Trinley Norbu Rinpoche, display their swift
reincarnation, and continue the Buddha activity of their previous incarnations. May all the
sangha communities be united and observe the morality vow genuinely, develop their
educations industriously, be learned, noble and good, and then perfect in meditation and hold
the Buddha activity intently! Furthermore, may the freedom fighters of Tibet who had selfimmolated rest in peace, and may their dreams come true!
Hereby, as it is very important, I request all the followers of Nyingmapa to join the
Ngagyur Nyingma World Peace Ceremony, which is conducted annually for ten days, and
make earnest prayers. Till there are sun and moon in the sky, may the Ngagyur Nyingma
World Peace Ceremony last forever!
H.H. Minling Khenchen Rinpoche
Ogen Mindroling
12/11/2012
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Message From His Holiness Dzogchen
Rinpoche
Every year, Ngagyur Rigzod Editorial
Committee has been handling to up bring
the annual magazine of Nyingma Moenlam
and as per their request today, I wish to
write down some of my brief opinions.
First of all, I would like to pay my
greetings to His Holiness Taklung Tsetul
Rinpoche for stepping up as a supreme
holder of Nyingma Schools on a very
auspicious day. I wish and pray for his long
life and during the reign of His Holiness,
may all the followers of this school have a
good relation to one another, hold their
vows very clean and expand the dharma
activities all over the world!
Well, to come to the actual point,
Ngagyur Nyingma School is one of the
very old schools in Tibet and had been
outstanding in any activities like,
philosophical views, religious practices and
accumulating the perfect enlightenment.
These all occurred due to the favour and
smooth guidance by our genuine masters of
Nyingma tradition.
Later, very unfortunately, almost all of
the schools in Tibet faced much
destruction which brought a great loss to
many masters for a period of time but to a
Nyingma tradition, with the grace of
Khen-Lop-Choe sum, the spiritual heirs of
this lineage never let a small damage. So,
this is the only school that reopened the
study of Buddha dharma in later period
gaining the admiration from every school
of other traditions for having uninterrupted essence of Buddha's teaching.

Moreover, with an immense graciousness of a great Bodhisattvasa Khenchen
Jigme Phuentshok and His Holiness
Drubwang Padma Norbu Rinpoche, the
number of administrator of Nyingma
School within Tibet and outside, had been
climbed very high today. These two great
masters preserved the Buddha dharma as
did by Patrul Rinpoche, without mixing
dharma with the atmosphere of worldly
pleasures. So, if we look to their way of
keeping Buddha dharma, it's very worthy
to admire and I see no right to forget their
favour.
We the follower of Nyingma tradition
should practise dharma accordingly to
attain the rainbow body, the perfect
enlightenment. If not, to make oneself very
confident to face death is very important.
Likewise, it is important to receive the
advice from H.H. Jadrel Sangay Dorje
Rinpoche, H.H. Dodrupchen Rinpoche,
H.H. Taklung Tsetul Rinpoche and many
other old great masters depending to the
necessity with time. And also, we the
follower of Nyingma tradition, should not
move away from the utmost way that we
stand today, and to receive the essence of
the teaching is very important.
Today, the people of the world says
it's a modern time and gets involved with
so many different upbringing, but I see not
a single great mark to our Nyingma
tradition's view, meditation, action and
fruition to be differentiated from the old
age to these days. Moreover, this Great
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Nyingma Prayer Festival has been carrying
one of the peculiar beneficial amongst
many other similar prayer festivals by the
grace of our supreme lineage holders and
with the main responsibility shouldered by
Tarthang Rinpoche and Ladhak Choejey
Rinpoche as a full sponsor. On addition,
this organization went very smooth so far
from every side with the help and
generosity contributed to this organization
from everywhere. Therefore, I request
everyone to remember their kindness.
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Before I finish, I wish and pray His
Holiness Dalai Lama and other great
masters of every four sects in general, and
our old masters of Nyingma tradition in
particular, a very long life and may their
noble activities prevail further. I also wish
all the masters who are young in age, to be
very cooperative to one another and may
their particular traditions expand to a great
extent.
With prayers and wishes, I the name holder of
7th Dzogtrul, Thupten Jigme Losel Wangpo, wrote
this on 25/07/2012. May it be virtuous!

Khenchen Padma Sherab's Advice
I bow down to all venerable masters.
Please! Lend your ears - Lamas and my dear friends.
One should remember time and again,
The instructions from Sutras and Tantras that This precious human body we obtained
Is a rare opportunity appeared just for today.
Though one obtained this excellent body,
Due to the past accumulated virtuous actions;
It's definite that one wouldn't obtain it hereafter
Owing to the present ruthless actions one commits.
As per the eulogy in the sutra and Tantra texts The statement of observing the morality flawlessly,
The prime cause for obtaining the higher rebirths;
Do remember it time and again.
If you yearn for the happiness in future,
By concerning and thinking for your own welfare;
Sincerely abide by the do's and don'ts,
Without pretending and deceiving oneself.
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Like the ripples of the water,
The worldly activities are never-ending,
How sad it to think about
Such an empty and wasteful life.
Though people raise the Triple Gems as a witness
And take promises to hold the three vows;
There are many who take pride in being an ordained
Without abiding by the precepts of ordination.
Though there appears to be many ordained monks
Most of them lack the thought of renounciation.
Nowadays there are merely few fully ordained monks
Who rejoice in the ordination they abide by.
There are abundant nominal spiritual heirs,
Who do not concern for the welfare of others
And strive solely for one's own purpose,
Though they received the ordination of bodhicitta.
Though there are many people
Who had received the empowerments,
It's really disheartening to see them
Carelessly neglecting its precepts.
There are lots of witty scholars
Who just utter mere words
And lack perform it practically
Though they had studied for many years.
Though people understands some dharma teachings,
It doesn't serve as an antidote for their defilements.
And it's really disheartening to know that
They take pride in it with an egoistic approach.
Although people utter about the Karma;
By struggling for their own purpose
And betraying others by deceiving,
They defile the path of liberation.
Now, anything I ponder on
Fills my entire mind and body
With the despairs and awful tears of pain,
Thus, my mouth uncontrollably bewailed.
Now it is a high time
To authentically revere the Triple Gems The only infallible refuge for this and the next lives,
And abide by the law of cause and effect.
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Now it is a high time
To renounce the worldly possessions
And observe the pure moral vows The divine seed to everlasting happiness.
Now it is a high time
To stay close with the qualified masters
And adorn yourself with the three trainings (morality, concentration and wisdom)
Through a generous compassion that knows all beings as one's parents.
Through a great compassion that yearns
To eliminate the sufferings of entire sentient being;
Though one can't exchange one's happiness with other's suffering,
It is a high time to generate the authentic thought of equality.
Depending on the levels of beings' capabilities,
The view and the meditation of the nine gradual vehicles By some means, are all individually profound in its own way;
But do not make the mistake in identifying the ultimate path.
The essence point of Sutra and Tantra,
Merely depends on a philosophical view points.
Thus never leave views aside during meditation
To obtain the four kayas - natural truth bodies.
According to the temporal stages of the path
And different levels of mind power,
Moral ethics are really profound
To antidote the defilements like attachments and all.
It is really crucial to rely on
The authentic spiritual master,
Who is highly realized on the Tantric practice
And abide in the solemn vows towards him.
If one lacks the appetite
To suck the nectars of profound instructions;
It's akin to dying miserably by thirsting for water,
Though one is living near the oceans.
Think about what one will do?
When death suddenly encounters us
Whilst we are busy involved in the worldly affairs
By never thinking about the uncertainty of life.
For those people who had discarded
The three Victory banners of liberation;
The appearance of the worldly pleasures
Are definitely the inviters of miserable conditions.
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There are no means to please the Buddhas
By playing the role as a layman
And holding the mind of lay people,
Though one has strived many years studying the dharma.
One's own character is more transparent to one-self,
So the cause to be born in the lower realms
If gathered completely, one is sure to be born there;
The infallible law of karma is its witness for all time.
The outer worldly glorious pleasures like
The buildings, automobiles and so forth,
Are not the implements
For upholding the Buddha dharma.
If there are those who are fortunate to think positively,
Please don't make fools out of yourselves
Because your own purpose is more responsible to yourselves.
Thus, be able to bear the burden of responsibility.
No matter how short the life-span is;
To attain the rainbow-body of full enlightenment,
There exists a quick-path to practise within one lifetime.
So do not spare the time in the long-ways.
One who concerns about others with full responsibility
By realizing every sentient being as one's parents
And contributes to both dharma and sentient beings
Is an authentic upholder of Buddha dharma.
One who holds the highest title of 'master'
And refuses the responsibility of Buddha dharma
By stressing on possessing the luxuries of this world,
Is a matchless destructor of Buddha dharma.
Today, Buddhism has reached to a much degenerated era
And even the noble ones are much rarer,
Thus it's a high time for us to accelerate more efforts
To uphold the Buddha dharma for a longer period.
Well! Everything explained above by me,
Is not to hunt for others mistake only,
It is to observe myself, like looking on a mirror.
So, all readers, be seated cheerfully.
Ngagyur Rigzod Editorial Committee urged me to write something for the Nyingma Monlam Chenmo
Magazine, so I Khenpo Padma Sherab wrote this when I reach at Lerab Ling in Southern France on 08-09-2012.

